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ABSTRACT
This thesis investigates the interaction between phonology and
morphology in the stress system of Russian. Russian has an accent-based
stress system, in which morphemes are characterized by two accentual
properties: [+accented, ±dominant]. Dominant morphemes trigger de-
accentuation of the stem to which they attach.
Words surface with one stress, regardless of whether they contain zero
or several lexically accented morphemes. I show that the stress rule in
Russian applies cyclically, assigning stress to the leftmost accented
vowel, Words with accented roots have stress fixed on the root. In the
inflectional paradigm of words with unaccented roots, stress alternates
between the initial and final vowels, depending on the accentual
property of the inflectional suffix. I refer to this as mobile stress.
In Chapter One I observe an important correlation between stress and the
derivational status of words. The generalization is the following:
mobile stress occurs only in nonderived words or words derived from a
nonsyllabic derivational suffix. To account for this fact, I show that
it is crucial to assume not only that the stress rule is cyclic, but
that all suffixes are cyclic. My analysis poses a challenge to theories
which argue that morphemes which delete previously assigned metrical
structure are necessarily cyclic while those which preserve previously
assigned structure are noncyclic.
I adopt the framework of autosegmental phonology, whereby segmental,
syllabification, and metrical processes operate on independent planes
linked to a series of timing slots. Since vowels are the only stressable
elements in Russian, they are the only elements represented on the
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stress plane. This allows us to explain the fact that a nonsyllabic
morpheme which triggers a cyclic rule on the segmental plane fails to
trigger the cyclic stress rule, which operates on the stress plane.
In Chapter Two I introduce a class of apparent counterexamples to the
claim that mobile stress can only occur in words derived from a
nonsyllabic suffix. All of the problematic cases involve morphemes which
exhibit vowel-zero alternations. I argue that these morphemes contain
abstract vowels which consist of a floating feature matrix. Furthermore,
I present both segmental and metrical evidence to show that there are
three distinct abstract vowels in Russian. They have the representations
(where 4 = [-hi, -lo, ±bk]):
(i) (ii) (iii)
SYLLABLE PLANE: N N
I I
SKELETON: X X
SEGMENTAL PLANE: 4
Chapter Three addresses certain complexities in the adjectival system,
which involve rules of post-accentuation and retraction.
Verbs exhibit stress alternations not found among other lexical
categories. These alternations result from vowel sequences which are
unique to derived verb stems. In Chapter Four, I show that stress
assignment in these verbs involves a complex interaction between the
stress rule, syllabification, and vowel truncation rules.
The thesis thus provides strong evidence for current theories of
abstract elements in phonology, and suggests a different view of
cyclicity than the one recently proposed by Halle and Vergnaud (1987)
and Halle and Kenstowicz (1989), These authors have argued that only
the dominant (stress-deleting) morphemes are cyclic. This thesis shows
that both dominant and nondominant morphemes constitute cyclic domains,
but the structural properties of a morpheme may prevent application of a
cyclic rule on a particular plane.
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Chlapter 1
CYCtLICITY AND STRESS TN RUSSTAN
1.1 Introduction
Russian words (except for compounds) contain exactly one
stressed vowel. The position of the stress cannot be predicted on the
basis of the phonological properties of the word or from syllable
counting. In fact, there are numerous examples of homophonous words
with contrasting stress. Examples are shown in (1).'
(1) Minimal Stress Pairs
(i) zerkala (gen sg) 'mirror'
zerkala (nom pl)
(ii) bigrit' 'to spear fish'
bagrit' 'to paint crimson'
* (iii) glazki 'little eyes'
glazki 'peepholes'
In this chapter I will show that the stress system of Russian
involves the interaction between lexically-determined accentual
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properties of morphemes and a rule which assigns stress to the leftmost
accented vowel or, in the absence of an accent, to the leftmost vowel.
1.2 Lexical Accent and Stress Assignment
1.2.1 Patterns of Nominal Stress
Let us begin with the problem of nominal stress. If we examine
the complete inflectional paradigms of nouns in Russian, we can identify
four basic patterns of stress.2 3 These are presented in (2).' Included
in the table is the approximate number of nouns exhibiting each
pattern.5 In the examples, the plus sign separates the stem and
inflection.
(2) Four Main Types of Nominal Stress
(i) FIXED ON THE STEM
example: rab6t+a (f) (nom sg) 'work'
rab6t+y' (nom pl)
approximate number: several thousand. About 90% of the nouns in
the Russian dictionary exhibit this stress pattern.
(ii) FIXED ON THE INFLECTION (i.e. on the final vowel)
example: 5ert+A (f) (nom sg) 'line'
Sert+t (nom pl)
approximate number: 2,000
-14-
(iii) ALTERNATING BETWEEN THE INITIAL AND FINAL VOWEL
example: borod+a (f) (nom sg) 'beard'
b6rod+y (nom pl)
approximate number: 450
(iv) ALTERNATING BETWEEN THE FINAL AND PENULTIMATE VOWEL
example: koles+6 (n) (nom sg) 'wheel'
kolhs+a7 (nom pl)
approximate number: 250
I will adopt the term mobile stress to refer specifically to
pattern (iii) and shifting stress to pattern (iv).
There are two additional facts about stress alternations in
nouns which are important to keep in mind. First, all nouns with
shifting stress have stress on the final vowel throughout the singular
and penultimate stress throughout the plural. Second, there are various
patterns of mobile stress, and each pattern correlates with a particular
nominal gender. In other words, given two nouns which exhibit stress
alternations between the initial and final vowel, in a particular case
form one may have stress on the initial vowel and the other on the final
vowel. Before proceeding with an analysis of these data, I will digress
briefly in order to acquaint the reader with the basic facts of Russian
nominal declension.
-15-
1.2.2 Russian Declension
In the singular, masculine (m) and neuter (n) nouns share almost
the same set of inflections (the differences occur in the nominative and
accusative).8 They are traditionally treated as belonging to one
declension. Feminine (f) nouns fall into two different declensions. One
of these, which I refer to as Fb in Table (3), is limited to nouns with
stems ending in a soft (i.e. palatalized) or sibilant consonant. In the
plural, virtually all nouns share the same inflections in the dat, .loc,
and instr. In the other pl case forms, the situation is more
complicated. Most m and f. nouns take the same inflections in the nom
and acc, while n and f. nouns generally take the same inflections in the
gen.
A table of nominal inflections is given in (3).9
(3) Nominal Inflections
SG PL
M N F. Fb M N Fa Fb
NOM o a y/a a y i
ACC Q o u c y/a a y i
GEN a y i ov 4 4 ej
DAT u e i am
INSTR om oj ju ami
LOC e e i ax
-16-
1.2.3 The Basic Accentuation Principle (BAP)
To account for the stress patterns in (2), let us begin by
assuming that in Russian morphemes are accented or unaccented. x0  I will
define accent as a diacritic feature denoting metrical prominence. An
accent is associated with a particular vowel in the underlying
representation of a morpheme. Stress I will define as the phonetic
interpretation of metrical prominence.
Based on work by Kiparsky and Halle (1977) (hereafter KH) on
Proto-IndoEuropean stress, I will assume that Russian has retained the
Indo-European stress rule. KH refer to this as the Basic Accentuation
Principle (BAP). This rule assigns stress to the leftmost accented
vowel. A preliminary formulation is given in (4).
(4) Basic Accentuation Principle (BAP)
Assign stress to the leftmost accented vowel; if there
is no accented vowel, assign stress to the initial vowel.
For the time being I will limit the discussion to nouns which
consist simply of a root and inflection (i.e, nonderived nouns), and I
will simply stipulate that the BAP does not apply on the first cycle.
Later on I will provide evidence which shows that the BAP is a cyclic
rule which is subject to the Strict Cycle Condition.
Suppose a noun has an accented root. Since the BAP assigns
stress to the leftmost accented vowel, we predict that stress will fall
-17-
on the accented vowel of the root in all forms of the inflectional
paradigm. In this case, the accentual property of the inflection has no
effect on stress assignment. We can account for stress pattern (2i) by
assuming that these nouns have eccented roots.
Suppose the root is unaccented. In this case, stress assignment
will depend the accentual property of the inflection. If the inflection
is accented, it will get stress. If it is unaccented, the default clause
of the BAP will assign stress to the initial vowel. If there are both
accented and unaccented inflectional suffixes, then we expect to find
nouns exhibiting stress on the final vowel in certain case forms and on
the initial vowel in others. This prediction is confirmed by pattern
(2iii) (i.e. mobile stress).
To illustrate, I will present derivations of two forms of a noun
with mobile stress (boroda 'beard'), one form having an accented
inflection and the other an unaccented inflection. An accented vowel is
marked with an asterisk. The BAP assigns stress either to the left-most
accented vowel or, if there is no accented vowel, to the initial vowel.
These derivations are simplified in order to avoid unnecessary
complications at this early stage in the analysis. Once I have laid out
the basic system, I will turn to the issue of the formal representation
of stress.
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(5) Derivation of Stress in a Noun with an Unaccented Root
ROOT: [borod] (-ace) 'beard'
NOM SG NOM PL
INFLECTION: [a] (+acc) INFLECTION: [y) (-acc)
CYCLE 2 [[borod] a] CYCLE 2 [[borod] y]
BAP [[borod] A] BAP [[b6rod] y]
boroda b6rody
Notice that if the BAP were to apply on the first cycle, mobile
stress would never occur. In nouns with unaccented roots, the default
clause of the BAP would assign stress to the initial vowel in all forms
of the inflectional paradigm, and therefore these nouns would exhibit
fixed stress on the initial vowel.
I mentioned earlier that there are various patterns of mobile
stress. In fact, there are three distinct patterns, with each pattern
generally limited to nouns of a particular gender. The data are
summarized in (6). Since abbreviated paradigms are sufficient to
illustrate each pattern, I give only the nom, gen, and dat forms (and
acc for f nouns) for each example.
-19-
(6) Patterns of Mobile Stress
(i) PATTERN: stress on the initial vowel in sg; on the inflection in
the pl
DISTRIBUTION: n nouns and those m nouns which take a in nom & acc
pl
EXAMPLES:
zerkalo (n) 'mirror' g6rod (m) 'city'
SG PL SG PL
NOM z6rkal+o zerkal+6 NOM g6rod+O gorod+6
DAT zerkal+u zerkal+6m DAT g6rod+u gorod+im
INSTR z4rkal+om zerkal+kmi INSTR g6rod+om gorod+Ami
(ii) PATTERN: stress on the initial vowel in sg and nom pl; elsewhere
on the inflection
DISTRIBUTION: m nouns
EXAMPLE: v61os (m) 'hair'
SG PL
NOM v6los+4 v61os+y
GEN v6los+a volos+6v
DAT v61os+u volos+6m
(iii) PATTERN: stress on the initial vowel in acc sg, ncm & acc pl;
elsewhere on the inflection"±
DISTRIBUTION: f nouns
EXAMPLE: borod6 (f) 'beard'
SG PL
NOM borod+6 b6rod+y
DAT borod+6 borod+dm
INSTR borod+6j borod+dmi
ACC b6rod+u b6rod+y
My analysis provides a simple account of these facts. Certain
case forms have more than one inflectional suffix, and the choice of
inflection is linked to the gender of the noun. This is shown by the
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table of inflections in (3). Certain inflectional suffixes are accented,
while others are unaccented. Given that nouns with mobile stress have
unaccented roots, the pattern of mobile stress which a particular noun
exhibits will be a function of the accentual properties of the
inflectional suffixes selected by that noun. Since the set of
inflectional suffixes is determined largely by gender, each mobile
stress pattern will correlate with a particular gender.
Below is a table showing the accentual properties of nominal
inflections. An asterisk in parentheses indicates that the morpheme has
both accented and unaccented alternants. The basis for determining the
accentual properties of these inflections is the pattern of mobile
stress exhibited by nouns of each gender. Complete paradigms are given
in Appendix 1.8.
-21.-
(7) The Accentual Properties of Nominal Inflections
SG SG SG SG PL PL PL PL
M N F. Pb M N F. Fb
NOM 4 o a ya a y i
ACC 4 o u 4 y a y i
GEN a y i ov 4 4 ej
DAT u e i am
INST om oj ju ami
LOC e e i ax
1.
2.
There remain two patterns of nominal stress to account for:
fixed on the inflection, as in (2ii); and
alternating between the inflection (i.e. final vowel) and the
penult, as in (2iv)
Recall that I have adopted the term shifting stress to refer the
latter.
_ __ . _~~___
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1.2.3.1 Post-Accentuation
Based on the analysis developed thus far, both of these patterns
are unexpected. Consider the case of fixed stress on the inflection. We
have already established that there are both accented and unaccented
inflectional suffixes. Therefore, we cannot account for this pattern
simply by assuming that it occurs in nouns with unaccented roots. On the
other hand, if these nouns have accented roots, we expect to find stress
fixed on the root.
We can solve this problem by positing a rule which transfers
stress one syllable to the right. A preliminary formulation of this
rule, which I will call Post-Accentuation, is given below. 2
(8) Rule of Post-Accentuation
I will then posit a subclass of accented morphemes which are
lexically marked to trigger this rule, and I will refer to them as
post-accenting. It is important to emphasize that post-accenting
morphemes are a subset of accented morphemes. I will identify them by
placing a subscript p on the right-hand bracket in the underlying
representation.
We will explore later on the question of where in the derivation
post-accentuation occurs. For the time being, let us assume that the BAP
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applies first. If the BAP assigns stress to a post-accenting morpheme,
then the stress subsequently moves one syllable to the right.
Derivations are given in (9). I will use the symbol -> to
represent the rule of Post-Accentuation in the derivation.
(9) Derivations of a Noun with a Post-Accenting Root
ROOT: ["ert], (+acc) 'line'
NOM PL DAT PL
CYCLE 2 [rert], y]] CYCLE 2 [Vert], am]]
BAP [Rert], y]] BAP [Vert], am]]
*-> [VCert], #]] *-> [Vert], Am]]
cert &certam
We are now in a position to explain the fourth stress pattern
(2iv). This pattern involves alternating stress, with stress falling on
the inflection throughout the singular and on the stem-final (i.e.
penultimate) vowel throughout the plural. For convenience, I repeat a
partial paradigm of the noun koles6 'wheel' in (10).
(10) Shifting Stress Pattern
SG PL
NOM koles+6 kolIs+a
DAT koles+6 kol s+am
There are two hypotheses to consider. One is to assume that
nouns exhibiting this stress pattern have accented roots which are
subject to Post-Accentuation, but the rule of Post-Accentuation applies
-24-
only in the singular forms of the inflectional paradigm. We could assign
the subscript p' to the roots of these nouns to distinguish them from
those which undergo Post-Accentuation in all forms. This would accuunt
for stress in the example given in (10). Derivations are shown
in (11). 1 3
(11) Derivations
DAT SG DAT PL
CYCLE 2 [[kolesJ,. ul CYCLE 2 [[koles],. am]
BAP [[kolds],. u] BAP [[kols]J,. am]
*-> [[koles],. i] *-> n.a.
kolesti kolsam
Alternatively, we could assume that nouns exhibiting this stress
pattern have accented roots which are subject to Post-Accentuation in
all forms of the inflectional paradigm and posit a rule of retraction.
This rule would apply in the plural forms of the nominal inflectional
paradigm, shifting the stress one syllable to the left (in this
instance, back onto the vowel which was originally assigned stress by
the BAP).
Suppose we were to adopt the rule of Retraction shown in (12).
(12) Rule of Retraction
--- >2 ") i~l2
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Certain roots would be marked to undergo Retraction in the
plural, I will use the subscript r to identify morphemes with this
property. Since the examples we're looking at are all post-accenting
roots, they will be marked with both the features p and r.
Below I show derivations of the same forms of koles6 as in (11),
but including the rule of Retraction. I will represent the rule of
Retraction by the symbol <-*.
(13) Derivations Involving both Post-Accentuation
and Retraction
DAT SG DAT PL
CYCLE 2 [[koles],p/ u] CYCLE 2 [[koles],/, am]
BAP [[kolslp,/, u] BAP [[kolds],/, am]
*-> [[kolesl],p r] *-> [[kolesp],r, am]
<-* n.a. <-* [[koles],i, am]
kolest kolesam
In the case of koles6, either analysis would correctly assign
stress. This would be true of any word in which the post-accenting root
has the accent on the final vowel in the underlying representation of
the root. Regardless of whether stress assignment in the plural involves
the two steps of Post-Accentuation followed by Retraction, or simply
results from the failure of the stem to transfer stress in the plural,
the outcome will be the same.
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In the nominal system, there appears to be no clear empirical
basis for choosing one analysis over the other."4However, we will see
later on that there is evidence in the adjectival system for the
Retraction rule in (12). Therefore, I will posit a subclass of post-
accenting roots which have the additional lexical property that they
trigger the rule of Retraction in the singular only. I will continue to
identify these root morphemes with the subscript p/r. The fact that
there are only about 250 nouns with a shifting stress pattern shows
that, as we might expect, root morphemes of this type are relatively
uncommon.
For convenience, I will adopt the following classification of
morphemes, based on their accentual properties:
CLASS A: +accented
CLASS B: +accented, subject to Post-Accentuation
CLASS C: -accented
CLASS B': +accented, subject to Post-Accentuation and to Retraction
in the plural
1.2.3.2 Two Minor Stress Patterns: Retraction in Nouns with Unaccented
Roots
Having adopted the rule of Retraction in (12), we are able to
extend the analysis to a small group of nonderived nouns (20 in all)
exhibiting a stress pattern not previously discussed. In the singular
paradigm, stress is either on the initial or final vowel (depending on
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the declension of the noun). In the plural, stress is on the penult. We
can explain what appear to be deviant patterns by assuming that these
nouns have unaccented roots which trigger the Retraction rule in the
plural. I will categorize these root morphemes as Class C' (Class C
morphemes are unaccented). Two examples are given below, one neuter and
the other feminine.
(14) Retraction in Nouns with Unaccented Roots
(i) PATTERN: Stress on the initial in the singular; on the
stem-final vowel in the plural
DISTRIBUTION: m & n nouns (7)
EXAMPLE: 6zero 'lake'
SG PL
NOM 6zer+o ozer+a
DAT 6zer+u oz r+am
(ii) PATTERN: Stress on the root in the ace sg and throughout the
plural; on the inflection elsewhere in the singular
DISTRIBUTION: f nouns only (13)
EXAMPLE: dugd 'soul'
SG PL
NOM dus+e dl·t+i
DAT duK+6 dti+am
ACC di6+u d 6+i
Nouns which exhibit these stress patterns I will refer to as
Class C'.
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1.2.4 Summary
We have examined the four major nominal stress patterns. These
are summarized below.
Class A: Stress fixed on the stem
Class B: Stress fixed on the inflection
Class C:
Class B':
Stress alternating between the and the initial vowel
of the word (Mobile Stress)
Stress alternating between the inflection in singular
and the stem-final vowel in the plural (Shifting
Stress)
I have accounted for each of these patterns by making three
basic assumptions:
1. morphemes in Russian are either accented or unaccented in their
underlying representation;
2. the rule of stress assignment is the Indo-European Basic
Accentuation Principle (BAP); and
3. the BAP does not apply on the first cycle.
The BAP assigns stress to the first accented vowel, or if there
is no accented vowel, to the initial vowel.
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I argued that a subset of accented root morphemes are post-
accenting. These morphemes are lexically marked to trigger a rule which
transfers stress one syllable to the right.
In addition, I posited a rule of Retraction which moves stress
one syllable to the left. A small set of root morphemes is lexically
marked to trigger this rule.
1.3 Vowel-Zero Alternations, Null Inflections, and the Yers
Certain case forms appear to have no inflectional morpheme.
These forms include the nom and acc sg of m nouns, the gen plural of n
and f. nouns, and the nown and acc sg of fb nouns. 15
Consider what happens to stress in these forms when the noun has
an unaccented root, Examples of nouns with a null inflection in the gen
pl are shown in (15).
(15) Stress in Case Forms with a Null Inflection
(i) boroda (f) 'beard' Root: [borod] (Class C)
SG PL
NOM borod+& b6rod+v
GEN borod+t bor6d+4
(ii) zdrkalo (n) 'mirror' Root: [zerkal] (Class C)
SG PL
NOM zerkal+o zerkal+6
GEN z2rkal+a zerkil+-
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In each case, stress falls on the final syllable of the root.
This is not what we predict, however. For if we assume that a null
inflection has no phonological content at any level of representation,
then the default clause of the BAP should assign stress to the initial
vowel in words with unaccented roots.
We can account for stress in the gen pl forms of these nouns if
we assume that the inflection is an underlying vowel of some type and
that it is accented. If the root is unaccented, the BAP assigns stress
to the accented vowel of the inflection. A later rule deletes the
inflectional vowel (under conditions which will be discussed below), and
stress moves to the left.
There is independent evidence to support the claim that these
null nominal inflections are underlyingly vowels. Numerous words in
Russian exhibit vowel-zero alternations. Consider, for example, the
forms in (16).
(16) Vowel-Zero Alternations
NOM SG: botinok+0 (m) 'boot'
GEN SG: botinok+a
GEN PL: kukol+4 (f) 'doll'
NOM SG: kuk#l+a
GEN PL: sosen+4 (f) 'pine tree'
NOM SG: sos4n+a
NOM SG: veter++ (m) 'wind'
GEN SG: vet#r+a
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Where alternations occur in the examples above, the vowel
surfaces before a null inflection. The vowels involved are e and o.
Let us assume for the time being that Russian has six underlying
vowels. These are given in (17).
(17) Underlying Vowel Inventory of Russian
i u y e o a
high + + + - - -
low ----- +
back - + + - + +
round - + -- + -
There is no phonological basis for predicting the occurrence of
vowel-zero alternations in Russian. One can find numerous minimal or
near-minimal pairs of words, in which one member exhibits the
alternation and the other does not. Examples involving both nouns and
adjectives are given in (18).
(18) Minimal or Near-Minimal Pairs
(i) dolga (N) (gen sg) dolg (nom sg) 'debt'
dolga (ADJ) (f) dolog (m) 'long'
(ii) laska (N) (nom sg) lask (gen pl) 'caress'
laska (N) (nom sg) lasok (gen pl) 'weasel'
(iii) xrabra (ADJ) (f) xrabr (m) 'brave'
'abra (N) (gen sg) saber (gen sg) (dial.)
'neighbor'
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(iv) Marka (N) (gen sg)
marka (ADJ) (f)
(v) nagla (ADJ) (f)
tjagla (N) (gen sg)
(vi) svetkla (N) (nom sg)
stekla (N) (gen sg)
(vii) serna (N) (nom sg)
zerna (N) (gen sg)
These data show that v
be the result of epenthesis.16
Mark (nom sg)
marok (m)
nagl (m)
tjagol (gen pl)
svekl (gen pl)
stIkol (gen pl)
sern (gen pl)
zeren (gen pl)
'Mark'
'easily soiled'
'impudent'
'tax'
'beet'
'glass'
(zool.)
'chamois'
'grain'
owel-zero alternations in Russian cannot
We are thus led to conclude that there is some underlying
distinction between those mid vowels which exhibit this alternation and
those which do not, the distinction being neutralized in surface
representations. In other words, we must posit a pair of vowels which
belong to the underlying inventory of the language, but which surface as
e or o.
Historically, Slavic had a pair of high lax vowels. These
vowels, called yers, never surface in contemporary Slavic. Lightner
(1965, 1972) was the first to argue that yers are part of the underlying
structure of contemporary Slavic. His analysis distinguishes these
vowels from the high front vowels i and u by the feature [-tense) and
includes a synchronic rule known as Lower, which vocalizes a yer before
a yer in the following syllable. The rule is given in (19).
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(19) Rule of Lower
+hi +hi
.s --> [-hill C 3 [-t s
Pesetsky (1979) showed that the Lowering rule applies
cyclically, while a post-cyclic rule deletes nonlowered yers (i.e.
vowels with the features [+hi, -tns]).
Let us assume that the null nominal inflections (i.e. nom and
acc sg and gen pl) are yers and that nouns exhibiting vowel-zero
alternations contain a yer in the underlying representation of the stem.
Given the rule of Lower, we can account for the fact that a yer in the
final syllable of a nominal stem will vocalize (i.e. as e or o) only in
the nom sg and gen pl. We also correctly predict that the nom sg and gen
pl inflections will always be null, since inflectional yers will always
fail to meet the conditions for the Lower rule.
Lightner's analysis makes a further prediction. If a sequence of
yers occurs within the stem, all except the stem-final yer will undergo
Lowering (i.e. vocalize) in all forms of the inflectional paradigm. This
is verified by the examples in (20). In each set, the diminutive suffix
(e)k, which contains a yer, is added to a stem which likewise has a
yer,.
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(20) Nouns Containing a Sequence
NOM SG GEN SG
(i) dub6k ddibka
dub61ek dub6&ka
(ii) dzel uzlA
uzel6k uzelka
uzel6iek uzel6'ka
of Yers Within the Stem
'oakling'
'tiny oakling'1e
'knot'
'little knot'
'tiny little knot'
Derivations of the nom sg and gen sg of uzelo'iek 'tiny little
knot' are shown below. Hereafter, I will use capital E and 0 to
distinguish underlying front and back yers from the vowels e and o. A
rule of Velar Palatalization (Vel Pal) applies in the forms shown. This
rule changes a velar consonant into a strident palatal (i.e. k->1, g->z,
x->g) before a front vowel or glide.19
(21) Derivations
(i) uzel6oek (nom sg) (ii) uzel6ika (gen sg)
CYCLE 2 [[uzEl] Ek] CYCLE 2 [[uzEl] Ek]
Lower e Lower e
CYCLE 3 [[uzelEk] Ek] CYCLE 3 [[uzelEk] Ek]
Lower e Lower e
Vel Pal c Vel Pal c
CYCLE 4 [(uzeleMEk] 0] CYCLE 4 [[uzele-Ek] a]
Lower e Lower
POST-CYCLIC [uzeleiekO] POST-CYCLIC [uzele.EkaJ
O/E->1 4 ol/E->o
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Lightner's analysis crucially relies on segmental features to
distinguish between the abstract vowels E and 0 and the vowels i and u
in underlying forms. In the next chapter, I will show that this analysis
fails to account for the metrical behavior of these vowels, and
consequently I will propose a different treatment of the yers. However,
until we encounter the data which bear on this issue, there is no harm
in simply following Lightner and assuming that there are two (+hi, -tns]
vowels in the underlying inventory of Russian. One of these is [-back]
and surfaces as e and the other is [+back] and surfaces as o. I will
continue to transcribe underlying yers by capital letters E and 0. Where
a yer has deleted in the surface representation, I will use the symbol
0. I will assume that the rule of Lower is cyclic, while Yer-Deletion
([+hi, -tns] ->O) is post-cyclic.
Returning now to the question of null inflections, let us assume
that the nom and acc sg and gen pl null inflections are underlying yers,
We have seen that the yer representing the gen pl inflection is accented
(see the examples in (15)). However, this is not true of the yer
representing the nom sg. M nouns with unaccented roots have stress on
the initial vowel in the nom sg, rather than on the final vowel of the
root.
An example is given in (22). The fact that stress alternates
between the initial and final vowel shows that the root is unaccented.
The fact that stress falls on the initial vowel in the nom sg shows that
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the underlying yer in this inflectional suffix is unaccented. If it were
accented, stress would fall on the final vowel of the root.'2
(22) Evidence that the Yer in the Nom Sg Inflection is Unaccented
v6los (m) 'hair'
Root: Class C
SG PL
NOM v6los v6los+y
GEN v6los+a volos+6v
DAT v6los+u volos+Am
Derivations illustrating stress assignment in forms in which the
inflectional suffix is a yer are given in (23). Both examples involve
nouns with unaccented roots.
(23) Derivations
(i) zerkil (n) (gen pl) (ii) v6los (m) (nom sg)
'mirror' 'hair'
Root: [zerkal] (-acc) Root: [volos] (-acc)
Infl: [0] (+acc) Infl: [0] (-acc)
CYCLE 2 [[zerkal] 0] CYCLE 2 [[vclos] 01
BAP [[zerkal] 561] AP [[v6los] 0]
LOWER n.a. LOWER n.a,
POST-CYCLIC [zerkalc6] POST-CYCLIC [v6losO]
E/o-> E/O-> v 4
zerkcil v61os
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1.4 Formal Representation of Stress
We have examined thus far the stress properties of nonderived
nouns. Based on those data, I have argued that the stress system of
Russian involves an interaction between lexically-determined accentual
properties of morphemes and a rule which assigns stress to the leftmost
accented vowel or to the leftmost vowel in forms which have no accent.
In the derivations presented above, I identified accented vowels with an
asterisk and simply showed the BAP assigning a stress to the leftmost
accented vowel. That was, in fact, little more than a descriptive device
to illustrate the basic system. Having laid the foundation of my
analysis, I will now turn to the problem of formalizing the system of
stress.
I begin by assuming a version of autosegmental phonology in
which phonological representations are three-dimensional structures
consisting of intersecting half-planes. Following Levin (1985), I assume
that these half-planes intersect in a sequence of timing slots (the
skeleton), whose phonetic content is specified on a separate
autosegmental plane. Following Halle and Vergnaud (1987) (hereafter HV),
I will posit a separate autosegmental plane for representing stress.2'
In addition to the stress plane, for the purposes of the analysis
presented here I will also posit autosegmental planes for segmental
features and syllable structure.
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The stress plane contains a metrical grid. All stressable
elements are represented on this plane by a sequence of asterisks which
constitute the bottom line (Line 0) of the grid. Since only vowels are
stressable elements in Russian, only vowels are represented on the
stress plane.
An accent is formally represented as a Line 1 asterisk in the
grid. Formal representations of accented and unaccented morphemes are
given in (24).
(24) Formal Representations of Accented and Unaccented Morphemes
(i) -accented (ii) +accented
L1 LI *
STRESS PLANE LO * * LO * *
II I I
SKELETON [xXXXXX] XXXXX]
SEGMENTAL PLANE CVCVC CVCVC
A theory of stress must account for the fact that deletion of a
stressed vowel does not entail deletion of stress. Instead, vowel
deletion typically results in movement of stress to an adjacent vowel.
We have already seen evidence of this in Russian. To account for this, I
will follow HV in assuming that sequences in the metrical grid are
h'ierarchically organized into metrical constituents. Each constituent
contains one metrically prominent element which functions as head. 22 A
head is designated as an element with a Line 1 asterisk.
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HM argue that two binary parameters define the set of possible
metrical constituents. The parameters are the following:
1. Whether or not the head of the constituent is adjacent to one
of the constituent boundaries ([±Head Terminal (HT)])
2. Whether or not the head of the constituent is separated from
its constituent boundaries by no more than one intervening
element ([±Bounded (BND)])
In addition, languages with [+Head Terminal] constituents must
specify the location of the head (i.e. constituents are either right-
headed or left-headed.) In languages with right-headed feet (i.e.
right-headed Line 0 constituents), deletion of a stressed vowel will
result in the stress moving to the left; in langagues with left-headed
feet, stress will move to the right.
I will assume that in Russian, Line 0 metrical constituents are
unbounded, head-terminal, and right-headed. This will account for the
accent moving to the left when an accented vowel deletes.23
In Russian stress falls on the leftmost accented vowel.24This is
captured by the rule which has traditionally been referred to as the
Basic Accentuation Principle (BAP). In the derivations of nominal stress
in Section 1.2, I simply showed the BAP assigning stress to the leftmost
accented vowel or to the leftmost vowel if the word contained no
accented vowel. However, in the formal framework which I am adopting
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here, the BAP is not itself a rule but rather is a description of two
distinct metrical rules. One rule assigns a Line 1 asterisk to the
initial vowel if there is no accented vowel. Another constructs an
unbounded, left-headed constituent on Line 1. These rules together
ensure that stress will fall on the leftmost accented vowel, or if there
is no accented vowel, stress will fall on the initial vowel. Foot
construction (i.e. construction of unbounded, right-headed constituents
on Line 0) is an independent process, determined by the parameter
settings [-BND, +HT, R-Headed]. 25
Although Russian words may contain two or more accented
morphemes, they surface with only one stress. Therefore, we must
incorporate some kind of formal mechanism for suppressing all but the
leftmost constituent on Line 0. I will adopt the HV convention of line
conflation in the metrical grid. Modifying their proposal somewhat, I
will assume that conflation completely eliminates Line 2 and preserves
only the head element on Line 1. A constituent on Line 0 is preserved
only if its head is preserved. Thus, conflation results in the
elimination of all but the leftmost metrical constituent on Line 0.
To summarize the discussion thus far, I have assumed that stress
is represented by means of a grid in which sequences of elements are
organized into hierarchical constituents. The bottom line of the grid
(Line O) consists of a sequence of elements representing the stressable
elements in a word. In Russian, only vowels are stressable elements.
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Elements on Line 1 represent the heads of Line 0 constituents (a foot),
while elements on Line 2 represent the heads of Line 1 constituents.
There are two parameters which determine the set of possible types of
constituents: (i) [+Bounded] and (ii) [IHead Terminal]. Languages which
have [+HT] constituents must specify the location of the head. In
Russian, Line 0 constituents are [-BND], [+HT], and [Right-Headed]. Line
1 constituents are [-BND], [+HT], and [Left-Headed].
The rules which are needed to account for stress assignment in
Russian are given below.
(25) Metrical Rules for Russian
MR.: Assign a Line 1 asterisk to all accented vowels; if there is no
accented vowel, assign a Line 1 asterisk to the initial vowel
MRb: Construct constituent boundaries on LO.
MR,: Construct constituent boundaries on Line 1 and locate the head of
Line 1 on Line 2.
MRE: Conflate Lines 1 and 2
Hereafter I will simply use the term BAP to refer to this set of
rules.
To illustrate how these rules assign stress, in (26) I present a
derivation of a hypothetical form consisting of two accented morphemes.
In the underlying representation, I will identify an accented vowel by
underlining the X-slot associated with this vowel.
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(26) Derivation
(i) Underlying Representation
LO * * * * *
[[X X X X X X Xk X X X X
I I I I I I I ITIccTIvc cvIT
C V C V C V C C V C V
(ii) (MR.): assign a Line 1 asterisk to a.l lexically accented vowels
L1 * *
LO * * * * *
I I I I I[ix x xxx x] xx x x)
I l I i lI I II II
C V C V C V C CV cv
(iii) (MRb): construct constituent boundaries on Line 0
(Line 0 constituents are [-BND, +HT, R-Headed])
L1 * *
LO (* *) (* * )
I I I I I
[Ix x x x x ] X X X X]
I I I I I I I I I I 
C V C V C V C C V C V
(iv) (MR,): construct constituent boundaries on Line 1 and mark the
head on Line 2
(Line 1 constituents are [-BND, +HT, L-Headed])
L2 *
L1 (* *)
LO (* *)(* *
I I I I I[lx x x x x x x xx x]
I111111 Iiil
CVCVCVC CVCV
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(v) (MRd): conflate Lines 1 and 2
L1 *
LO (* *) * * *
I I I I I([x xxxx x x xxx xl
1111111 liii
C V C V CV C C V CV
In the derivation above, two metrical constituents are
constructed on Line 0, due to the presence of two lexically accented
vowels. Furthermore, metrical structure is imposed on the entire string,
since the rightmost accented vowel is at the edge of the word.
Let us consider a different case, namely one in which there is
only one accented vowel, and this vowel is not located at the right edge
of the word. Given th( set of metrical rules which I have posited for
Russian, it is not clear whether more than one metrical constituent will
be constructed in this instance. There are two possibilities. One is
that the foot-construction rule (MRb) applies only where metrically
prominent vowels are pre-determined by the lexicon (i.e. lexically
accented vowels). The other possibility is that the rule applies
exhaustively. In the latter case, even if the final vowel of the
sequence is not lexically accented, an unbounded, right-headed foot is
constructed at the right edge of the word, and the final vowel becomes
the head of chat constituent. Each possibility is illustrated below in
derivations involving a form with one accented vowel.
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(27) Noniterative Foot Construction
(i) Underlying Representation
LO * * * * *
I I I I I
ix x xxxxxx] xx x x]
Il TIil IIII
C V C V C V C C V C V
(ii) MR.: assign a Line 1 asterisk to each accented vowel
Li *
LO * * * * *
I I I I I
[IXx xxx x xx1xx xx1
CVCVCVC CVCV
(iii) MR,: construct constituent boundaries on Line 0
L1 *
LO (* *) * * *
[[x x xxx x x x x X]
I I I I i l1 I I I
C V C V C V C C V C V
(iv) MR&: construct constituent boundaries on Line 1 and mark the
head on Line 2
L2 *
L1 (*)
LO (* *) * * *
[[x x x x x X X] x x x X
1 1 1i 1i 111 I ii I
CVCVCVC C V CV
(v) MR,: conflate Lines 1 and 2
L1 *
LO (* *) * * *
I I I I I
[lx xxxxxx xxx x]
I1I111! JIll
CVCVCVC CVCV
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(28) Iterative Foot Construction
(i) Underlying Representation
[[x xxxx X] XXX Xx
I I I T I I I I I
S V CV C V C C V C V
(ii) MR.: assign a Line 1 asterisk to each accented vowel
[[xx x x x x X] x x x x]I I I II I I I I I
C V CV C VC C C V C V
(iii) MRb: construct constituent boundaries on Line 0 and (where
necessary) mark the heads on Line 1
LI * *
LO (* *) (* *)
I I I I I
I[x xxx x x x x x xx
I I I I I l l I I I I
C V CV C V C CV C V
(iv) MR&: construct constituent boundaries on Line 1 and mark the head
on Line 2
L2 *
L1 (* *)
LO (* *) (* *
I I I I Il[xxxxx x] xxx x]
!1!111 i I IIIC V C V C C C V C V
(v) MRd: conflate Lines 1 and 2
L1 *
LO (* *) * * *
I I I I I
[Ix xxxxxx] xxx xi
CVCVCVC CVCV
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Clearly, either assumption will result in the correct assignment
of stress to the only accented vowel in the word. Thus, there is no
empirical motivation in Russian for imposing metrical structure on a
sequence of vowels which do not fall within the domain of a lexically
accented vowel.
However, HV incorporated into their framework a condition
requiring that metrical structure be constructed over the entire string
(their Exhaustivity Condition). In their view, all footing rules are
iterative. Others have argued that this condition is language-specific
and have proposed instead a parameter [±Iterative] (see, for example,
Hayes (1981, 1987) and Levin (1989)). They propose that in languages
with multiple stresses, the parameter is set to plus, while in languages
with one stress, the parameter is set to minus. Thus, there are two
alternative proposals: (i) the Exhaustivity Condition supplemented by
the rule of conflation and (ii) a parameter [±Iterative].
Halle (1989) has shown that there are languages in which words
typically have a single stressed syllable, but for which a [-Iterative]
setting of the parameter fails to account for stress assignment. One
example is Cairene Arabic. The facts of Cairene stress are given in (29)
(these are from McCarthy (1979), cited by Halle (1989, 8)).
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(29) Cairene Stress
a. If the last syllable of the word is super-heavy, it is stressed,
otherwise
b. If the penultimate syllable is heavy, it is stressed, otherwise
c. Stress goes on the antepenult or the penult, depending on which
of the two is separated by 2n (an even number or zero) syllables
from the preceding heavy syllable or--in the absence of such a
syllable--from the beginning of the word.
If neither conditions (a) nor (b) are met, then in order to
assign stress, one has to count the number of syllables between the
antepenultimate syllable and either a preceding heavy syllable or the
beginning of the word. The only mechanism for determining whether an
element is odd or even is binary foot construction. And this will only
work if foot construction is iterative. Thus, in Cairene Arabic foot
construction must apply iteratively even though words have only one
stress.
In light of these facts, I will assume the Exhaustivity
Condition on foot construction. In Russian this means that any elements
on the right edge of the word which do not fall within the domain of an
accented vowel are incorporated into an unbounded foot. Given that Line
0 constituents are right-headed in Russian, a Line 1 asterisk will be
assigned to the final vowel to mark it as the head. This was illustrated
in (28).
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1.5 Dominance, Cyclicity, and Stress Assignment in Derived Nouns
1.5.1 Introduction
In this section I will extend my analysis to derived nouns. I
will point out an important correlation between the derivational status
of nouns and stress, and show that this correlation is explained by
making two additional assumptions. The assumptions are the following:
(i) the BAP is a cyclic rule and (ii) all suffixes in Russian are
cyclic.
We will see that suffixes actually fall into four distinct
accentual classes, rather than two. Independent of their accentual
status (i.e. [Iaccented]), suffixes may have the additional property
that they wipe out any accent on the stem to which they attach. This
property I will refer to as dominance (following Halle and Kiparsky
(1977) and Halle and Vergnaud (1985)).
1.5.2 The Nonderived Noun Generalization
At this point I want to introduce an observation that is crucial
to the present analysis, and which provides the empirical basis for one
of the main theoretical claims that I want to make. The generalization
is the following: only nonderlved nouns have mobile stress. 2"
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(30) Nonderived Noun Generalization
Mobile stress occurs only in nonderived nouns (i.e. nouns
consisting of only a root and an inflection).
In other words, a pattern in which stress alternates between the
inflection and the initial vowel does not occur in nouns which contain a
derivational suffix.
In Sect. 1.2.3 I argued that nouns with mobile stress have
unaccented roots. If the inflection is accented, it gets stress. If the
inflection is unaccented, stress ends up on the initial vowel due to the
default clause of the BAP (i.e. by MR,, a Line 1 asterisk is assigned to
the initial vowel if there is no lexically accented vowel in the word).
From the fact that mobile stress occurs, we know that the BAP
does not apply on the first cycle. If it did, a root morpheme would
never enter the inflectional cycle without an accent and consequently
stress would always end up on the stem. However, the data in Sect. 1.2.1
do not provide a basis for determining whether the BAP applies
cyclically or post-cyclically. Since those forms included only a root
and inflection, either assumption produces the correct result.
The absence of mobile stress in derived forms means that stems
consisting of more than one morpheme are always accented. There are two
possible explanations for this fact. One is that all derivational
suffixes are accented. The other explanation involves three assumptions,
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(i) there are both accented and unaccented derivational suffixes; (ii)
the stress rule applies cyclically; and (iii) all suffixes are cyclic.
The second hypothesis predicts that if a root and derivational suffix
are both unaccented, the default clause of the BAP will apply on the
second cycle, assigning an accent to the initial vowel. Since stress
falls on the leftmost accented vowel, the accentual property of the
inflection would have no effect on stress assignment in derived forms. I
will show that it is the second hypothesis which explains the Nonderived
Noun Generalization.
1.5.3 [-Accented, -Dominant] Derivational Suffixes
Let us begin by considering the crucial case of derived nouns
whose stems contain only unaccented morphemes. Unlike their nonderived
counterparts (i.e. the Class C nouns presented in Section 1.2.1), these
words have fixed stress, with stress falling on the initial vowel
throughout the inflectional paradigm.
Because some of the data involve adjectival stems, I need to
digress very briefly before presenting these examples and give some
background about adjectival stress.
Many adjectives have both a long and short form, depending on
the type of inflection involved. Short form adjectives show simple
gender or number agreement. The short form inflections are the
following: 0 (m sg); o (n sg); a (f sg); y (pl). The m sg inflection is
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underlyingly a [+back] yer (0). Long form adjectives are fully declined
for gender, number, and case.2, In this discussion, it is only the short
form type that concerns us.
Nonderived short form adjectives exhibit three of the four major
stress patterns seen in the nouns. These include: fixed stress on the
stem, fixed stress on the inflection, and mobile stress. I will refer to
these as Classes A, B, and C, respectively. In the Class C (mobile
stress) paradigm of short form adjectives, stress falls on the
inflection in the feminine, and on the initial vowel in the remaining
forms. (The m agreement suffix is 0). An example is given below.
(31) Mobile Stress in Short Form Adjectives
M: m61od+0 'young'
N: m61od+o
F: molod+6
PL: m6lod+y
Clearly this pattern suggests that the f agreeement suffix (a)
is accented, while the others are unaccented. Thus, the diagnostic test
for an unaccented adjectival stem is mobile stress.28
Now consider the data in (32). These are nouns derived from the
unaccented suffix ost. This very productive suffix attaches to
adjectival stems, creating f nouns which mean 'having the quality x',
where "x" is the quality referred to by the adjectival stem. I include
in the examples both the surface form and a simplified version of the
underlying form (indicating an accented vowel simply by placing an
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asterisk over it). The pl and f forms of the corresponding short form
adjective are presented first, to demonstrate the accentual property of
the root. Note that these nouns belong to the fb declension (see Section
1.2.2).
(32) Nouns Derived with a [-Accented, -Dominant] Suffix
(i) SHORT FORM ADJECTIVE:
gorbit+a, gorbit+y (A) 'humpbacked'
DERIVED NOUN:
(a) gorbdtost+i (gen sg) 'condition of being humpbacked'
UR: [[[gorbat] ost] i]
(b) gorbdtost+am (dat pl)
UR: [[[gorbat] ost] am]
(ii) SHORT FORM ADJECTIVE:
molod+A, m61od+y (C) 'young'
DERIVED NOUN:
(a) m61odost+i (gen sg) 'youth'
UR: ([[molod] ost] i]
(b) m6lodost+am (dat pl)
UR: [[molod] ost] am]
Example (i) is trivial. The root is accented. That being the
leftmost accent, it will get stress in all forms of the inflectional
paradigm.
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Example (ii) is what interests us. Here the root is unaccented,
as shown by the stress shift in the short form adjective. The fact that
stress does not fall on the suffix ost tells us that it is likewise
unaccented. Now consider first the gen sg form m61odosti. We know from
the stress patterns of nonderived nouns that the gen sg inflection is
unaccented. Therefore, we predict that the default clause of the BAP
will assign stress to the initial vowel in the form molodosti. Notice
that in this case, the BAP could be applying either on the second cycle
or post-cyclically and the result would be the same.
But now consider the dat pl form. In this case, the inflection
is accented. Nevertheless, even though it is the only accented morpheme
in the word, stress does not fall on the inflection. Instead, the word
behaves like a form containing no accented morpheme, with stress
assigned to the initial vowel.
We have already established that the BAP does not apply on the
first cycle. Given this fact, what the dat pl form in (30(ii)) shows is
the following:
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1. In derived forms (i.e. those containing more than two
morphemes), the BAP applies on the second cycle. Thus, the BAP
is a cyclic rule.
2. The BAP does not apply on the first cycle. Therefore, it is
subject to the Strict Cycle Condition.
3. The suffix ost, which is [-accented, -dominant], triggers the
BAP on Cycle 2. This means that ost is a cyclic suffix. This
shows that the property of dominance cannot be reduced to
cyclicty, and explains why derived nouns like m6lodost have
fixed stress.
Other examples of nouns derived from unaccented roots with this
suffix include: gribost' (adj: grubi, grtiby) 'coarseness'; str6gost'
(adj: stroga, str6gi) 'strictness'; gltipost' (adj: glupi, gldpy)
'stupidity'; and sk6rost' (adj: skord, sk6ry) 'speed'.
In (33) I give derivations of the gen sg and dat pl of
m6lodost'.
Before presenting the derivations, however, it will be helpful
to review the formal system of stress assignment. Recall that I have
adopted the following set of metrical rules:
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1. MRS: assign a Line 1 asterisk to all lexically accented vowels;
if there is no accent, assign one to the initial vowel.
2. MRb: construct unbounded, right-headed constituents on Line 0
and (where necessary) mark the head on Line 1.
3. MR.: construct unbounded, left-headed constituents on Line 1,
and mark the head on Line 2.
4. MRa: conflate Lines I and 2
I assume that footing (i.e. construction of Line 0 constituents)
is iterative, applying across the entire string. All of these rules
apply cyclically, in the order indicated. For convenience, I will
continue to refer to these rules as the BAP.29
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(33) Stress Assignment in a Derived Noun with No Accented Morpheme in
the Stem
LO * *
I ,
CYCLE 1 [XXXXX]
I'll'
molod
BAP
LO * *
I ICYCLE 1 [XXXXXi
IIII I
molod
SCC
LO * * *
CYCLE 2 [[XXXXX]
molod
BAP
L2 *
L1 (*
LO (*j*
II[[xxxx]
1111l
molod (
I
xxx]
III
ost
o*)
*)
I
III
)st
CONFLATION
L1 *
LO (*)* *
I I[[xxxxx]
molod
BAP SCC
LO ** *
I I I
CYCLE 2 [[XXXXX] XXXi
11111 III
molod ost
BAP
L2 *
L1 (* *)
LO (*j* *)
I I I
[lxxLxx] xxx]
11111 111 II
molod ost
CONFLATION
L1 *
LO (*)*
II[[xxxxx]
11111molod
I
xxxi
III
ost
I
xxx]
III
ost
I
I
SCYCLE 3
I
(*)* *
III
[[xxX xxxI
IlI11111111
molodost
2 *
L1 (*
LO (*1* *
BAP [[XXXXXXXX]
molodos 1
molodost
*I
X]
Ii
LI
LO
* *
(*** *
III
CYCLE 3 [[XXXXXXXX]
11111111
molodost
I
xx]
II
am
*t
L1
LO
,)
*)
I
X]
Ii
RAP
(*1* *
III
[[XXXXXXXX]
11111111
molodost
,)
*)
I
xx]
II
am
LL1
LO
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CONFLATION CONFLATION
L1 * L1 *
LO (*)** * LO (*)** *
I ll I II I I[[xxxxxxxx] x] [[xxxxxxxx] xxl
11111111 I 11111111 II
molodost i molodost am
m61odosti (gen sg) m6lodostam (dat pl)
In these forms, there is no lexically accented vowel on the
second cycle (i.e. the stem is unaccented). Therefore, the default
clause of the BAP (technically it is MR.) assigns a Line 1 asterisk to
the initial vowel. The final vowel in this form is assigned a Line 1
asterisk as well, due to the Exhaustivity Condition on foot construction
and the fact that feet are unbounded and right-headed in Russian.
However, Conflation eliminates all but the first ccnstituent.
Another '-accented, -dominant] suffix is nik, which attaches to
nominal stems and forms masculine nouns. This suffix actually has two
allomorphs: one which is [-accented, -dominant] and the other which is
[I-accented, +dominant]. The accentual difference correlates to some
extent with a difference in meaning. The former generally derives nouns
referring to a person, while the latter often refers to a type of
object, It is the [-accented, -dominant] form that is relevant to this
discussion.
Examples are given in (34). Again, I include the related
nonderived noun, noting the accentual class of the stem . Observe that
all the derived forms belong to Class A, which means that they have
-7 W.-F ~· I~-~B~-s~~I~;~ --- -- a-ls.ll LjC~ r~~lrli"~
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fixed stress on the stem. Notice as well that post-accenting roots
(Class B) do not transfer the accent to the stem suffix in the derived
forms. ao
(34) Nouns Derived with the [-Accented, -Dominant] Suffix nik
BASE NOUN DERIVED NOUN
jdbeda (f) (A) 'slander'----> jAbednik (m) (A) 'informer'
p6st (m) (B) 'fasting' ---- > p6stnik (m) (A) 'faster'
lger' (m) (C) 'camp' ---- > ldgernik (m) (A) 'camp inmate'
p6jezd (m) (C) 'train' ---- > p6jezdnik (m) (A) 'commuter'
14to (n) (C) 'summer' ---- > 14tnik (m) (A) 'annual plant'
voda (f) (C') 'water' ---- > v6dnik (m) (A) 'water transport
worker'
1.5.3.1 Dominance, Cyclicity and the Nonderived Noun Generalization
Vedic Sanskrit and Lithuanian have stress systems which are
closely related to that of Russian. Based on data from these languages,
Halle and Mohanan (1985) argue that distinctions between stress-
sensitive and stress-neutral suffixes (e.g. in English) and between
dominant and recessive suffixes (e.g. in Sanskrit and Lithuanaian) is
one of cyclicity. They argue that stress-sensitive and dominant suffixes
are cyclic, while stress-neutral and recessive suffixes are noncyclic.
Halle and Vergnaud (1987) interpret this formally in the
following way:
~P C I II ~~ aDlb ~CI ·a · bbr I__ I ,,,. ~a p - I · arr r- a(pp ~qLg3e~s~ I'C~ I I e~
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1. cyclic morphemes are affixed on a plane distinct from that of
the stem, whereas noncyclic morphemes are affixed on the same
plane as the stem;
2. cyclic affixation is accompanied by a process of copying the
content of the stem onto the plane of the affix, leaving the
content of the stem plane intact;
3. however, not all information available in the plane is copied;
4. in particular, information contained in the metrical grid is
not copied.
Halle arzd Kenstowicz (1989) propose that cyclic affixes trigger
a convention of universal grammar which deletes stresses assigned on
earlier passes through the rules of the cyclic block.
In the previous section I presented two examples of unaccented,
recessive suffixes (ost and nik). We can establish that they are not
accent-deleting by the fact that an accented root retains its accent in
the presence of these suffixes. Nevertheless, both clearly exhibit the
properties of cyclic suffixes, since they trigger application of the
BAP. This is most clearly illustrated by the dat pl example in (33),
where it was shown that stress falls on the initial vowel of the word,
even when the inflection is lexically accented. This shows that the
reduction of dominance to cyclicty cannot be maintained as a general
principle.
-f-- - _. 9 I-·s I ,--p II Ilyl I II ·I I I~-,~·sC_~b-L-l - ~-·19 ~-~_ICY--.-~~_ - -- -IL~a~.~·bC·~ I~ --~ ·- C-- C ---
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We can now explain why mobile stress is confined to nonderived
forms in Russian (i.e. the Nonderived Noun Generalization). If all
suffixes are cyclic, then in a word containing at least one derivational
suffix, the stem can never enter the inflectional cycle without an
accent already having been assigned by the BAP. And given the "leftmost
accent wins" clause of the BAP, a stem accent will always prevail over
an accent on the inflection.31
1.5.3.2 Level-Ordering and the Relation between Morphological and
Phonological Processes
There remains the problem of how to represent the distinction
between dominant and recessive suffixes. An observation that potentially
bears on this question is that dominant suffixes in Russian always
precede recessive suffixes.32 One possibility, therefore, is to assume a
level-ordered morphology, and posit a rule of Accent Deletion which is
restricted to Level I.
The idea of level-ordered morphology was first proposed by
Siegel (1974) and Allen (1978). Their hypothesis was that word-formation
rules are partitioned into two blocks or levels, which are ordered with
respect to each other. This ordering defines the ordering of
morphological processes. A further claim was that phonological rules
fall into two classes, cyclic and noncyclic. Level I affixation precedes
application of cyclic phonological rules, while Level II affixation
sr ICT ~ I A I - I · rl I I A · 11 9 Aa · · · I I Il ~ a I · I rr
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follows application of cyclic rules. For example, Siegel argued that
Level I affixes in English are stress-sensitive, while Level II affixes
are stress neutral. Her model captures this by assigning the stress rule
to Level I.
The theory of Lexical Phonology has its origins in Pesetsky's
(1979) study of Russian, in which he proposes certain revisions in
Siegel's and Allen's model of the relation between morphology and
phonology. While maintaining that the lexicon is organized into levels,
with each level defined by a set of affixes and the phonological rules
which apply to them, Pesetsky argued that certain phonological rules
belong to the word-formation component of the grammar, applying in the
lexicon after each word-formation process. Thus, according to his model,
the output of each word-formation process is input to the phonology. He
also incorporates the Strict Cycle Condition into the theory by ordering
Bracket Erasure at the end of each cycle. In this way, the distinction
between material that is first available on a given cycle and material
introduced on an earlier cycle is maintained throughout the cycle, but
is eliminated before the next cycle.
Both Pesetsky's model, as well as that of Allen and Siegel,
predict that all affixes which trigger Level I phonological rules will
occur to the left of those which trigger Level II phonological rules.
Pesetsky's model crucially differs in that it derives cyclicity. Cyclic
rule application is a consequence of where in the grammar a phonological
-Y I · I I
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rule applies: rules which apply in the lexicon are necessarily cyclic,
whereas those which apply after word-formation are necessarily noncyclic
(given the Bracket Erasure Convention).
The theory of Lexical Phonology has been modified and developed
in various ways in work by Mohanan (1982), Kiparsky (1982a&b),
Pulleyblank (1983), Rubach (1984), and Halle and Mohanan (1985), among
others. In particular, the view that word-formation rules are
interleaved among rules of the word phonology, has been challenged in
recent work by Halle and Vergnaud (1987) and Halle and Kenstowicz
(1989). Among the evidence they they bring to bear on this issue are
counterexamples to Siegel's claim that the distinction between stress
neutral and stress-sensitive suffixes in English is captured by ordering
of affixation processes in relation to the stress rule. These
counterexamples, first noted by Aronoff (1976), involve words in which a
stress-neutral suffix precedes one which is stress-sensitive (e.g.
p'tentable - patentability and dev41opment - developm'ntal),
In light of these and other data, both Halle and Vergnaud and
Halle and Kenstowicz propose to eliminate the interleaving of these two
components, while at the same time preserving the organization of the
phonology into distinct blocks of cyclic and noncyclic-rules. They argue
that the set of phonological rules which an affix triggers (i.e. cyclic
or noncyclic) cannot be predicted from any other property of that
morpheme, and thus it must be supplied by a diacritic feature.
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Consequently, affixes which do not trigger cyclic rules may precede
those which do. Their theory implies that cyclicity is a property both
of individual morphemes and of blocks or strata of phonological rules.33
Let us assume that phonological rules are organized into two
blocks, cyclic and noncyclic. In Russian, all suffixes are cyclic.
Nevertheless, suffixes do fall into two distinct classes, depending upon
whether they eliminate or preserve accents of the stem to which they
attach.
To capture the distinction between dominant and recessive
suffixes, we can revise the formal approach of Halle and Vergnaud. Let
us assume that dominance is an arbitrary property of a suffix, which is
supplied by a lexical feature and interpreted in the following way:
dominant suffixes are affixed on a plane distinct from the stem, while
nondominant suffixes are not. Affixation of a dominant suffix is
accompanied by copying the content of the stem except for metrical
information. Nondominant suffixes are represented on the same plane as
the stem. No further distinction is made. The BAP, as well as all other
cyclic rules, apply freely to all suffixes.34
Although the data of Russian are consistent with the standard
version of Lexical Phonology in which the output of word-formation rules
is input to the phonology, in light of the problems raised by the
English examples I will assume that phonological rules apply after the
morphology.
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1.5.3.3 Stress Assignment and the Strict Cycle Condition
We have seen that the Strict Cycle Condition governs application
of the stress rule in Russian.35 Stated informally, the SCC blocks
application of a cyclic rule R unless the environment in which the rule
applies is derived in the immediate cycle in one of the following ways:
1. by concatenation of two morphemes; or
2. by application of a different rule whose output creates the
environment for the rule R.
Kiparsky (1982a,b) points out that cyclic rules have one of two
functions. They either introduce structure or features or change
structure or features. He argues that structure-(feature-) changing
rules apply only in derived environments. This follows from the
Elsewhere Condition, on the assumption that every lexical entry
constitutes an identity rule whose structural description is the same as
its structural change. Given a lexical entry (i.e. a lexical identity
rule (LIR)) and a cyclic rule, the two will be in a disjunctive ordering
relation if: (i) the structural description of the LIR properly includes
the structural description of the cyclic rule and (ii) the outputs of
each are distinct.3 6
In Russian, vowels may be designated as metrically prominent in
the lexicon (i.e. they may be accented). Moreover, morphemes which are
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identical segmentally may differ according to this one property. Thus,
accent is a distinctive feature in Russian. It follows that the BAP is a
structure-changing, rather than structure-building, rule. Consequently,
we expect that the stress rule in Russian will be subject to the Strict
Cycle Conditon, thus applying only in derived environments.
Consider, for example, the unaccented nominal root [borod]
'beard'. If the BAP applies on the root cycle, it will assign an accent
to the initial vowel, with the result that the output of the rule is
distinct from the output of the LIR. Thus the LIR will apply, blocking
application of the cyclic rule on the first cycle.
In languages in which metrical prominence is not a distinctive
property, the stress rule introduces metrical structure and therefore is
not subject to the SCC. The outputs of the LIR and the stress rule on
the first cycle will not be distinct: one has no metrical structure
while the other does. Therefore the stress rule is free to apply on the
first cycle.3"
1.5.4 [+Accented, -Dominant] Derivational Suffixes
Next let us consider forms derived with suffixes which are
accented, but not accent-deleting (i.e. [+accented, -dominant]). We have
already encountered suffixes of this type in the inflectional
morphology. This is the simplest case of a derived form, requiring no
extensions of the analysis developed thus far.
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We predict that stress assignment will depend on the accentual
property of the root morpheme. If the root is accented, it will get
stress; if the root is unaccented, the accented derivational suffix will
get stress. Since stress falls on the leftmost accented vowel, an
accented derivational suffix will win out over an accented inflectional
suffix.
This prediction is verified by nouns derived with the suffix ic.
This suffix attaches either to nominal or adjectival stems, forming
feminine nouns usually designating some type of female person.
Occasionally it acts as a dimimutive suffix.
In (35) I give examples of nouns derived with the accented
suffix ic, including with each one the noun or adjective from which it
is derived and its accentual class (Class A (fixed stress on stem) =
accented stems; Class B (fixed stress on inflection) = post-accenting
stems; Class C (mobile stress) = unaccented stems). All of the derived
nouns fall into Class A, having fixed stress on the stem.
(35) Nouns Derived with the [+Accented, -Dominant] Suffix ic
BASE NOUN DERIVED NOUN
liua (A) 'puddle' ---- > ltifca (dim.)
rfba (A) 'fish' ---- > rfbica (affect.)
cast' (C) 'part' ---- > astica (dim,)
vesc' (C) 'thing' ---- > vescica (dim.)
vodd (C') 'water' ----. > vodica
zeml'A (C') 'earth' ---- > zemlica
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BASE ADJECTIVE
F PL
leniva lenivy (A) 'lazy'
gold g61ly (C) 'naked'
molodd m6lody (C) 'young'
tupa tipy (C) 'dull'
DERIVED NOUN
lenivica 'lazy female'
golica 'naked female'
molodica 'young married
peasant woman'
tupica 'dimwit'
If the stem to which ic attaches is accented, then the BAP
determines that it will also be accented in the derived form. If, on the
other hand, the stem is unaccented, then stress will fall on ic, since
this suffix is lexically accented.3a  Two derivations are shown in
(36), one with an accented and one with an unaccented stem.
(36) Derivations
(i) lenivica (f, nom sg) (ii) molodica (f, nom sg)
'lazy woman' 'young married
UR: [[[leniv] ic] a]
L1 *
LO * *
CYCLE 1 [XXXXX]
leniv
BAP SCC
peasant woman'
UR: [[[molod] ic] a]
L1
LO * *
II
CYCLE 1 [xxxxx]
1111l
molod
BAP SCC
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L1 * *
LO * *
I 1
CYCLE 2 [[xxxxxj
lenll
leniv
*
xxi
I I
ic
BAP
L1
LO * *
I I
CYCLE 2 [[XXXXX]
molod
BAP
L1 (* *)
LO (* *) (*)
IIvI I
leniv ic
CONFLATION
L1 *
LO (* *)
II
l[xi.xxx]
leniv
*
xxi
II
ic
L1 (*)
LO (* * *)
I l I[[xxxxx] xx]
1li11 II
molod ic
CONFLATION
LO (* *
I I[[xxxxx]
molod
*)
I
xx]
II
ic
xxi
II
ic
Li *
LO (* *)*
Ill
CYCLE 3 [[XXXXXXX]
I11111l
lenivic
BAP
L2 *
L1 (*
LO (* *I*
IlI I[[xxxxxxx]
Ill'l'l
lenivic
CONFLATION
L1 *
LO (* *)*
III[Uxxxxxxx]
IIIIIlI
lenivic
lenivica
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*1
I
a
*
*
I
X]
I
a
L1
LO
CYCLE 3
(* * *)
III[[xxxxxxx]
IIoodic
molodic
*
*
I
xa
I
a
BAP
L1 (* *)
LO (* * *) (*)
III I
U[xxxxxxx] x]
1111111 I
molodic a
*)
*)
I
xa
I
a
CONFLATION
LO (* * *)
II'[[xxxxxxx]
IIIll11
molodic
molodica
*I
xl
I
a
Another example of an accented, recessive suffix is i*6. This
suffix forms both feminine and neuter nouns with an augmentative
(sometimes pejorative) meaning from nominal stems. Examples are given in
(37). All of the derived nouns have fixed stress on the stem.39
(37) Nouns Derived with the [+Accented, -Dominant] Suffix is"
BASE NOUN DERIVED NOUN
kniga (f) (A) 'book' ---- > knifi~a (f)
jima (f) (A) 'pit' ----> jamisa (f)
rfba (f) (A) 'fish' ---- > ribilia (f)
bol6to (n) (A) 'swamp' ---- > bol6ti'e (n)
golovd (f) (C) 'head' ---- > golovisca (f)
borodi (f) (C) 'beard' ---- > borodilsa (f)
gord (f) (C) 'mountain' ---- > gorisa (f)
g6rod (m) (C) 'city' ---- > gorodice (n)
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1.5.5 [+Accented, +Dominant] Derivational Suffixes
Next consider the the data in (38). Here we have nouns derived
with the suffix a . This suffix attaches to nominal, adjectival, and
verbal stems, deriving masculine nouns referring to a type of person. In
each case, the derived noun has fixed stress on the final vowel (i.e.
stress pattern B).4 0
(38) Nouns Derived with the Suffix ac
BASE NOUN DERIVED NOUN
pdzo (n) (A) 'belly' ----> puz6i (B) 'man with paunch'
smex (m) (A) 'laughter' ----> smex6a (B) 'person who laughs'
g6rlo (n) (A) 'throat' ----> gorld~ (B) 'person who yells a lot'
skrip (m) (A) 'squeak' ---- > skripa (B) 'violinist'
sila (A) 'strong' ---- > silAE (B) 'strong man'
zurn' (f) (B) 'zurna'
(kind of clarinet) ---- > zurn&a (B) 'one who plays...'
boroda (f) (C) 'beard' ---- > borodAS (B) 'bearded man'
v6los (m) (C) 'hair' ---- > volos6E (B) 'hairy person'
The crucial cases are those nouns which are derived from a base
which has an accented stem (i.e. Class A). The analysis I have presented
thus far predicts that, regardless of whether the suffix aZ is accented
or munaccented, the derived form should retain the accent on the same
syllable as in the base form. This is because the BAP will select the
leftmost accent. And if the stem to which al attaches is accented, then
it should get the stress rather than the suffix.
The data, however, show otherwise. In every form, stress is
assigned to the stem-final suffix ac.
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Here is where the property of dominance comes in. To account
for these facts, we need to postulate that certain suffixes wipe out any
accent on the stem to which they attach. As noted earlier, other Indo-
European languages whose stress systems are similar to Russian (e.g.
Vedic, Lithuanian, mUrainian, and Serbo-Croatian) have dominant suffixes
as well.
I
suffix. I
property.
belonging
transfers
represent
will assume that dominance is a feature associated with a
will use a subscript d to identify a suffix with this
The suffix a'c is post-accenting (i.e. it derives stems
to Class 3), which means that it triggers a rule which
the accent to the adjacent syllable oil the right. I will
this by the subscript p.
To understand how stress is assigned to words containing a
rominant suffix, let us go through a derivation of the noun sil6a
'strong man'. The base noun sila is accented, having fixed stress on the
stem. I identify dominant suffixes by the subscript d. Following Lieber
(1981), I assume that this feature percolates to become a property of
the stem."4
Having established that the BAP does not apply on the first
cycle, I begin the derivation on cycle 2. Rather than posit a rule of
Accent Deletion, I assume that affixation of a dominant suffix wipes out
any accent on the stem by convention,
v C1ý11111 1Iý11 11 ý112 MEMO 11=1 I--·s,5as~ ,s~s~a~~~ ,9 ~ --~iga
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(39) Derivation of a Noun Formed from the [+Accented, +Dominant]
Suffix ac
sila&i (gen sg) 'strong man'
UR: [[[sil] af] a]
L1 *
LO *
I
CYCLE 2 [[XXXI
III
sil
*
*
I
II
ac
L1
LO *
III
sil
I
XX],
II
acv
BAP
L1
LO (*
IX
III
sil
1)
I
XX],
ac
LI *
LO (* *)
I I
CYCLE 3 f[[XXXXX]
Ill
sila'
BAP
*
I
x]
Ia
--- > CONFLATION
L2
L1
LO
L1
(*)
(* *)
II[[xxxxx],•
11111
silaE
O (* *
II
li[xxxxx,
1110i
sila'
(*)
(*)I
xia]I
a
L1 *
LO (* *)
[[xxxxxi
silla
sil1a•c
(*)
*)
I
xi
I
a
sila&i
*
I
I
a
L
9- ~ plplpC~4e~8LI ~a~C--~ IC ~' a~4 A ~~~Lsa'L~cy' c ~ragailrpv~-~imrr -4~C--CII~C*IICC·-~ ~aaB-·~Ej~
I
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The root [sil] is accented,4 On the second cycle, a dominant
accented suffix is introduced, wiping out the root accent. Since the
stem is left with only one accent, namely the accent associated with the
suffix, application of the BAP is trivial. An unbounded, right-headed
foot is constructed on Line 0, with the accented vowel as head. The
third cycle introduces an unaccented inflection. Although the vowel
representing the inflection is not lexically accented, the Exhaustivity
Condition (see Sect. 1.6) requires that foot-construction apply to the
entire string of stressable elements. Therefore, the final vowel
comprises a separate foot, Because ac is post-accenting and stem-final
in this form, it transfers the accent to the right, onto the inflection.
The word surfaces with stress on the inflection in this, as well as all
other forms of the paradigmn.
It is a curious fact that most dominant accented suffixes are
post-accenting. In addition to a_, we find the following: the diminutive
suffix Ek and the group of related semi-productive suffixes ak, jak, and
yk, which have a variety of meanings. Exceptions to this generalization
include the various forms of the augmentative suffix, which forms nouns
of the feminine gender: jag, yg, and jug (e.g. rab6ta (f) (A) 'work'-->
rabotjaga (f) (A) 'hard worker'); and the foreign borrowing ist (e.g.
svjaz' (f) 'communications' -- > svjazist (m) (nom sg), svjazista (gen
sg) 'signaller'.
·-q ill I ~~1C~ ~CB9g~4 II R9~
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Examples of nouns derived from [+accented, +dominant] suffixes
are given in (40). In (i) the citation forms of the derived nouns are
gen sg and nom pl; in (ii) the nom and gen sg.
(40) Nouns Derived with [+Accented, +Dominant] Suffixes
(i) ak, jak, yk
BASE NOUN DERIVED NOUN
rba (f) (A) 'fish' ---- > rybakA, rybaki (m) (B) 'fisherman'
bdr (m) (A) 'auger' ---- > buraka, buraki (m) (B) 'beetroot'
birsa (f) (A) 'seminary' ---- > bursak4, bursaki (m) (B) 'seminarist'
sliz' (f) (A) 'slime' ----> sliznjak6, sliznjaki (m) (B)
'worthless person'
k6st' (f) (A) 'bone' ---- > kostjak6, kostjaki (m) (B) 'skeleton'
(ii) Ek43
BASE NOUN DERIVED NOUN (diminutive)
6braz (m) (A) 'shape' ---- > obraz6k, obrazk6 (m) (B)
smix (m) (A) 'laughter' ----> smes6k, sme'ka (m) (B)
sim (m) (A) 'noise' ---- > ~um6k, ,umkd (m) (B)
kust (m) (B) 'bush' ---- > kust6k, kustkd (m) (B)
v6los (m) (C) 'hair' ---- > volos6k, voloskd (m) (B)
volk (m) (C) 'wolf' ---- > volf6k, volikd (m) (B)
In this section we have seen that in the presence of certain
suffixes, the leftmost accented vowel in the stem does not end up with
the stress, in apparent violation of the BAP. To account for these
facts, I argued that certain suffixes are accent-deleting. That is,
their affixation triggers the elimination of an accent on the stem prior
to application of the BAP. I also noted that other Indo-European
languages with stress systems closely resembling Russian have suffixes
with this property as well. Thus, we now have a two-feature system for
classifying suffixes: faccented, idominant.
-- I ~P·10 L~ I · B 1 3" 1 r rer , I ,--- ~IPI I 'II r ·II I ~el I i err · r II' bll ~IBR9RI II I
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1.5.6 I-Accented, +Dominant] Derivational Suffixes
We have seen evidence of three types of suffixes in Russian: (i)
I-accented, -dominant] (ii) [+accented, -dominant] and (iii) [+accented,
+dominant). The feature system provides for a fourth possibility,
namely suffixes which are dominant and unaccented. What properties
would we expect of this kind of suffix? First, since it is dominant, it
should wipe out any accent on the stem to which it attaches. Second,
since it has no accent itself, the BAP should assign an accent to the
initial vowel of the stem.
There is evidence of one such suffix in Russian. However, it is
unproductive and hence there are few examples. The suffix is Enj, and it
forms masculine nouns with various meanings. Examples are given in (41).
The semantic associations between the related forms require some
imagination. What is important to observe is that in every instance,
stress falls on the initial vowel of the word.
(41) Nouns Derived with the [-Accented, +Dominant] Suffix Enj
BASE NOUN DERIVED NOUN
obor6t (m) (A) 'turn' ----> 6boroten' (m) (A) 'werewolf'
rasskdz (m) (A) 'story' ---- > r6sskazqni (m) (nom pl--no sg)
(A) 'old wive's tale'
proliv (m) (A) (geog.)
'strait' ---- > pr6liven' (m) (A) 'downpour'
skovoroda (f) (C) 'frying
pan' ----> sk6voroden' (m) (A) (tech.)
'dovetail joint'
xvost (m) (B) 'tail' ----> prixvosten' (m) 'hanger-on'
_
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Three of the examples have prefixed stems (o+bor6t, ras+skaz,
and pro+liv). This is of particular interest, because prefixes are
generally not stressed in Russian. (This issue will be addressed in
Chapter 4).
A derivation of a nom sg form (6boroten') is given below. As in
the previous section, £ identify the dominant suffix by the subscript d.
Both the derivational and inflectional suffixes contain a yer, one being
[-back] and the other [+back].44  I represent these on the segmental
plane as capital E and 0. The stem yer will undergo Lowering to e on the
third cycle (see the discussion in Sect. 1.3), and the inflectional yer
will delete post-cyclically. The stem-final glide triggers Secondary
Palatalization (C->C'). Another rule deletes a glide word-finally if
preceded by a consonant (j->c).
(42) Derivation
L1 *
LO * * LO * * * *
I I I I I I I
CYCLE 2 [[XXXXXXj XXX]d --- > [[XXXXXX] XXX]
IIIIII IIII 111111 III
oborot Eruj oborot Enj
BAP ---> CONFLATION
L2 *
L1 (* *) L1 *
LO (*1* * *) LO (*)* * *
I I I I III I[[xxxxxx] xxx] Ilxxxxxx] xxx]
!!1111 I I 111111 11I
oborot Enj oborot Enj
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L1 *
LO (*)* * * *
CYCLE 3 [[XXXXXOXXX] X]
11111l111 I
oborotEnj 0
BAP 
--- > CONFLATION
L2 *
L1 (* *) L1 *
LO (*1* * * *) LO (*1* * * *
III I Ili I[[fxxXXXXX] x] [[xxxxxxxxx] x]
IIIII1111 I I111111111 1
oborotEnj 0 oborotEnj 0
LOWER e
POST-CYCLIC [oborotenjO]
C->C' n'
EIO->o
j->0
6boroten' (nom sg)
Affixation of the dominant, unaccented suffix to the accented
stem triggers deletion of the stem accent. Then the BAP applies,
assigning an accent to the initial vowel and constructing unbounded,
right-headed feet on Line 0. Due to the Exhaustivity Condition, two
metrical feet are constructed on cycle 2, one consisting of the initial
vowel and the other consisting of all remaining Line 0 elements. The
second foot is eliminated by conflation. Cycle 3 introduces an
inflectional suffix. Regardless of whether the inflection is accented or
unaccented, the stem accent "wins" and therefore stress surfaces on the
initial vowel.
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The fact that I could find only one example of a dominant,
unaccented suffix, and a rather unproductive one at that, is curious.
Nothing in the analysis predicts that suffixes of a given accentual type
will be more highly marked than another. For the moment I will simply
leave this as an observation.
1.6 Nonsyllabic Suffixes and the Strict Cycle Condition: Stress
Assignment in Nonderived Verbs
1.6.1 Introduction
Verbs present certain complications for my analysis,
complications which have their source in the greater complexity of the
morphology and segmental phonology of the verbal system. This will be
the focus of Chapter 4. In this section, however, I am going to proceed
with an introduction to the simplest verb forms and show how the
analysis developed thus far does provide an account of stress in
nonderived (athematic) verbs. These verbs provide confirmation for the
analysis developed thus far. Moreover, they provide us with an important
new piece of data concerning the notion of a derived environment and
thus have a bearing on our formulation of the Strict Cycle Condition.
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1.6.2 Verbal Inflection
Before presenting the various stress paradigms of athematic
verbs, I want to familiarize the reader with the morphology of verbal
inflections. We will be looking at two tenses: present and past. In
contrast to nominal inflections, these are not monomorphemic. Both the
present and past tense inflections consist of a tense suffix (TS) and an
agreement suffix (AS). In the present tense, the AS represents person
and number, while in the past tense the AS represents gender and number.
The present tense suffix of athematic verbs is represented by
the vowel e. The agreement suffixes are given in (43).
(43) Person Markers
SG PL
1ST u m
2ND ste
3RD t ut
The past tense suffix is i, while the agreement suffixes are
identical to those in the short form adjectives (see Sect, 1,5.3): 0
(m), a (f), o (n), and i (pl).
Now let us turn to the stress patterns of athematic verbs.
1.6.3 Data: Stress Patterns of Nonderived (Athematic) Verbs
There is a relatively small set of verbs in Russian
(approximately 90) which consist simply of a root and inflection, These
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are traditionally referred to as athematic verbs, These verbs exhibit
the same four main stress patterns as nonderived nouns. These patterns
are summarized in (44), along with the accentual property I attribute to
the root morphemes of each class."5
(44) Stress Patterns of Nonderived Verbs
ROOT STRESS PATTERN
(i) Class A: accented fixed stress on the stem
(ii) Class B: post-accenting fixed stress on the inflection
(iii) Class C: unaccented mobile stress: on the inflection
when it is accented, otherwise
on the initial vowel
(iv) Class B': post-accenting, shifting stress: on the stem-
with Retraction in some final vowel in forms where
forms Retraction applies; otherwise
on the inflection
Each stress pattern is illustrated in (45). Because consonant
deletion or mutation sometimes obscures the tvnderlying form of a root, I
include the underlying form with each example. 4 6
(45) Stress in the Present and Past Tense of Nonderived
(Athematic) Verbs
(i) STRESS: fixed on the stem
ROOT: Class A (accented)
EXAMPLE: lezt' 'to climb' Root: [lez]
PRESENT PAST
SG PL M 14z+0
1 l6z+u 16z+em F l6z+la
2 14z+e 14z+ete N 14z+lo
3 14z+et 16z+ut PL 14z+li
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(ii) STRESS: fixed
ROOT: Class B
EXAMPLE: per'
PRESENT
PL
pec+em
pec+ete
pek+Gt
SG
pek+u6
pec+es
pe'+"t
on the inflection
(post-accenting)
'to bake' Root: [pek]
PAST
M pi~k+0
F pek+ld
N pek+16
PL pek+li
(iii) STRESS: on the inflection throughout the present
and in the f past; otherwise on the
initial vowel (mobile stress)
ROOT: Class C (unaccented)
EXAMPLE: hit' 'to live' Root: ['iw]4J
PRESENT
SG
ziv+u6
ziv+e
ziv+t t
PAST
PL
z iv+im
ziv+ete
ziv+ut
M
F
N
PL
ki+1¢
Si+lo
Zi+li
(iv) STRESS: on the inflection throughout the present;
on the stem-final vowel tnroughout the past
(shifting stress)
ROOT: Class B' (post-accenting with Retraction in the past tense)
EXAMPLE: striP' 'to shear' Root: [strig]
PRESENT PAST
SG
strig+u6
striz+es
stri'+e"t
PL
stri'+em
stri+-f-te
strig+dt
M
F
N
PL
strig+4
strig+la
strig+lo
strig+li
Two of the patterns shown above, namely (iii) and (iv), exhibit
alternating stress. The type of pattern illustrated by fit' I refer to
as mobile and the one illustrated by striE' as shifting. Recall that I
have used the term mobile to refer specifically to stress alternating
1
2
3
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between the inflection and the initial vowel of the stem. This pattern
occurs when the stem is unaccented. Stress falls on the inflectional
suffix when it is accented; otherwise on the initial vowel. Shifting
stress, on the other hand, refers to a pattern in which stress
alternates between the inflection and the final vowel of the stem. This
occurs when the stem is post-accenting, but subject to a rule of
Retraction in certain forms.
It happens that all athematic verbs with alternating stress have
monosyllabic roots. Consequently, the distinction between mobile and
shifting stress is not immediately obvious. However, there are two
reasons tor analyzing verbs like fit' as having Class C roots and mobile
stress and verbs like stri'~ as having Class B' roots and shifting
stress. First, verbs and short form adjectives share the same agreement
suffixes. Evidence from the adjectival system showed that only the f
agreement suffix is accented (see Sect. 1.5.3). If we assume that verbs
like 'it' have unaccented roots, then we easily account for the fact
that in the past tense stress is on the inflection only in the f form.
Second, we shall see later on that when certain verbs with the stress
pattern of fit' have prefixed stems, stress may fall on the prefix when
the inflection is unaccented. This is never true of strii-type verbs.
Therefore, I assume that verbs like 'it' have unaccented roots and
mobile stress, while verbs like striE' have post-accenting roots which
undergo Retraction is certain forms and therefore shifting stress.
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1.6.4 norph logical Composition of the Present Tense 1st Sg and 3rd P1
Let us take a closer look at the present tense forms of
nonderived verb . I have said that two suffixes make up the present
tense inflection, one denoting tense and the other denoting number and
person. Notice, however, that in the Ist sg and 3rd pl, the present
tense suffix e never appears. This raises the question whether the
suffix e is present iunderlyingly and deletes or whether it is completely
absent in these two forms of the paradigm.
Two facts suggest that the present tense suffix e is absent in
the underlying representation of the Ist sg and 3rd pl. First, verbs
with unaccented roots have a stress alternation in the past tense but
fixed stress on the inflection in the present tense (e.g. it'). One
thing this tells us is that the present tense suffix e is an accented
morpheme. If it were unaccented, stress would fall on the initial vowel
in those forms consisting of an unaccented root and a present tense
suffix.
Assuming now that the suffix e is accented, suppose that it is
present in the underlying representation of the 1st sg and 3rd pl, and
that it deletes in the course of the derivation. If we continue to
assume that all suffixes are cyclic, then the BAP will apply to the
constituent comprising the root and the suffix e ([[ROOT] eJ),
constructing an unbounded, right-headed foot with the suffixal vowel e
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as head. If this vowel deletes, we expect the accent to move to the
left. Stress should surface on the root (regardless of the accentual
properties of the 1st sg and 3rd pl agreement morphemes), This is
illustrated in (46) with the unaccented verb root [ziw], meaning 'live'.
I begin the derivation on the second cycle. I will simplify the
derivation by including Conflation as part of the BAP.
(46) Predicted Stress in Class C Verbs if Tense Suffix is Present in
the Ist Sg and 3rd P1
1ST SG 3RD PL
L1 * L1 *
LO * * LO * *
I I I I
CYCLE 2 [[XXX] X] CYCLE 2 [XXX] X]
Ill I Il l I
ziw e zlw e
BAP BAP
L1 (*) L1 (*)
LO (* *) LO (* *)
I I I I
[[XXX] X] [[xxx] x]
ill I I w1 I
ziw e z1w e
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L1 (*)
LO (* *)
CYCLE 3 I[[XXXx]
ziwe
:1 (*)
LO (* *)
Ixxxxx)
illl
ziwe
v
I
u
L1 (*)
LO (* *)
II
CYCLE 3 [[XXXX]
ziwe
BAP
L1
LO*
I
xJ
I
u
(*)
(* *)
II
Ilxxxx]
ziwe 1
vu
* Ivut
instead, stress surfaces on the agreement suffixes u and ut.
This we can account for by assuming that the 1st s& and 3rd pl agreement
suffixes are accented, and that the tense suffix is absent in these two
forms of the paradigm.
The second piece of evidence which supp:-ts my analysis involves
t!e rule of Velar Palatalization (Vel Pal). Recall that this rule
changes velar consonants into high coronals (i.e. k->6, g->I, x->9) when
they occur before a i-bk] vowel or glide. In the verbs p__' (root:
[pek]) and stri.' (root: [strig]), Vel Pal fails to apply in precisely
two forits: Ist sg and 3rd pl. The assumption that the present tense
suffix e is a`'sent in these forms enadiles us to account for the velar-
palatal alternations in the final consonant of the root."'
E-~-aJ---- ~ le~ia~Pe~~
BAP
*
xx]
II
ut
xx]
I
ut
0 1 IN= Ialre rr
i
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An alternative hypothesis would be that the present tense suffix
is indeed present in all forms, but that it is a noncyclic suffix. We
would then need to posit the following rule of vowel deletion: e->l/
u. This rule would crucially have to apply before Velar Palatalization
(Vel Pal) and the BAP. Otherwise, stem-final velars would undergo
palatalization and stress would move leftward onto the root after
deletion of the tense vowel e. This would, of course, also entail
assigning the rule Vel Pal and the BAP to both the cyclic and noncyclic
blocks of rules. However, we can reject this hypothesis on both
theoretical and empirical grounds. First, it weakens my analysis by
introducing noncyclic suffixes, without contributing any greater
explanatory power. Second, I will show later on that the assumption that
the present tense suffix is absent in the 1st sg and 3rd pl is crucial
to explaining stress in derived verbs.
Let us review the analysis of present tense stress in nonderived
verbs. Verb roots fall into the same four classes as nominal roots: (i)
accented (Class A); (ii) post-accenting (Class B); (iii) unaccented
(Class C); and (iv) post-accenting, with Retraction applying in the past
tense (Class B'). The present tense suffix e is accented, as are the ist
sg and 3rd pl agreement suffixer, u and ut.49 I assume, given the
absence of evidence to the contrary, that all suffixes are cyclic.
Furthermore, I assume that the Ist sg and 3rd pl forms lack a present
tense suffix.
- ~ ~C1 r I -~- ea I I gl~CI _ ~Ld~~ R · I~eb· I , r -a--~~hn -a~ag ~c~ruLa~a -. ~-r_---- c~l, --
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The BAP is a cyclic rule which constructs an unbounded, right-
headed metrical constituent with the leftmost accented vowel as head. If
there is no accented vowel on a given cycle, the BAP assigns an accent
to the initial vowel and constructs a constituent comprising just that
one element. The BAP is subject to the Strict Cycle Condition.
Since stress falls on the leftmost accented vowel, verbs with
accented roots have stress fixed on the root. Verbs with post-accenting
roots transfer their accent to the adjacent vowel on the right.
Therefore, stress falls on the final vowel throughout. Verbs with Class
B' undergo Retraction in the past tense. Therefore, stress is on the
final vowel in the present, and on the penult in the past. Finally,
since the present tense suffix, as well as the 1st sg and 3rd pl
agreement suffixes, are accented, verbs with unaccented roots have
stress fixed on the inflection in the present tense.
Below I give derivations of the 1st sg and pl for each type of
nonderived verb (exluding B', since these are identical to Class B in
the present tense). I use the subscript p to identify a post-accenting
morphe:e. The derivations begin with the second cycle. I have
simplified the derivations in two ways. First, since the 1st pl
agreement suffix is a consonant (m), I include it on the same cycle as
the tense suffix. Second, as in the previous derivation, I include line
conflation as part of the BAP.
rall~P~ rrl II r re rr 1 4 · Ir ~I r _~___ I - _ __ ·I r I r
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(47) Derivations of Present Tense Forms of Nonderived VerbsCi)- ROT Class A
(i) ROOT: Class A
EXAMPLE: l'zt'
1ST SG: 14zu
L1 * *
LO *
CYCLE 2 ([UXXXJ
III
lez
BAP
L1 (*)
LO (*)
III
lez
*I
x]
I
u
'to crawl' Root: [lez]
2ND PL: 14zem
L1 * *
LO * *
I I
CYCLE 2 [[XXXI X)
III I
lez e
BAP
L1
LO
I
X]U
u
(*)
(*)
II !
lez
I
xx]
II
em
4lzem 'we crawl'
,----- ---- · · I I · I I
le'ZU 11 crawl'
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(ii) ROOT: Class B
EXAMPLE: pe '
1ST SG: pekti
'to bake' ROOT: [pek]
2ND PL: pecm
L1
LO
* *
* *
I I
CYCLE 2 [[XXX], X)
III I
pek u
BAP
L1 (*)
LO (*)
I I
U[xxx], x)
III I
pek u
L1 (*)
LO (* *)
I I[xxx]~ xl
II I I
pek u
pekui 'I bake'
L1 *
LO *
I
CYCLE 3 U(XXXL]
III
pek
BAP
L1 (*)
LO (*)
[[xxx],
III
pek
L1
LO
Vel Pal
I
xxe
em
xx]
II
em
(*)
(* *)
I I[ xxxJ, xxI
III JI
pek em
'F
pecem 'we bake'
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(iii) ROOT: Class C
EXAMPLE: zit' 'to live' ROOT: [riw]
IST SG: zivi 1ST PL: iivem
L1 * L1 *
LO * * LO * *
I I I I
CYCLE 2 [[XXX] X] CYCLE 2 [[XXX] XX]
III I Ill II
ziw u ziw em
BAP BAP
L1 (*) L1 (*)
LO (* *) LO (* *)
I I I I[[xxx] x) [[xxx] xx]
III I 111 II
ziw u ziw em
ziv N 'I live' zivim 'we live'
1.6.5 The Nonsyllabic Suffix 1
In the past tense, nonderived verbs with unaccented roots have
mobile stress. In the f form, stress is on the final vowel, and in the
other three forms stress is on the initial vowel. This pattern is
significant for two reasons. First, it tells us that the past tense
verbal agreement suffixes have the same accentual properties as the
short form adjectival agreement suffixes (see Sect. 1.5.3). The feminine
a is accented, while the others are unaccented (0 (m), o (n), and i
(pl)). Second, it shows that a nonsyllabic suffix (in this case the past
tense suffix 1) fails to trigger the BAP.
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Let us assume that the tense suffix 1 is cyclic. Then the past
tense form of a nonderived verb consists of three cycles: root + tense
suffix (TS) + agreement suffix (AS). If it were the case that the past
tense suffix triggered the BAP, then on the second cycle the BAP would
apply, assigning an accent to the initial vowel of the root and
constructing a Line 0 metrical constituent consisting of that one vowel.
This analysis predicts that verb roots which are underlyingly unaccented
will always bear an accent by the time the agreement suffix enters the
derivation (i.e. cycle 3). Since stress falls on the leftmost accented
vowel, we would then expect Class C verbs to have stress fixed on the
root (i.e. on the initial vowel) in all forms of the past tense. The
fact that they do not have fixed stress on the root, but rather have
mobile stress, shows that the nonsyllabic suffix 1 does not trigger the
BAP.
Although vowels are the only stressable elements in Russian,
this fact does not in principle rule out the possibility that in a
language like Russian, with an accent-based stress system, nonsyllabic
suffixes could bear an accent. However, I have assumed, following Halle
and Vergnaud (1987), that only vowels are projected onto the stress
plane. Since a nonsyllabic suffix is not represented on the stress
plane, it is not visible to the BAP. Therefore, a nonsyllabic suffix
does not create a derived environment for the BAP, and consequently the
Strict Cycle Condition will block the BAP from applying on that cycle.
The same suffix may, of course, trigger a cyclic rule on some other
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autosegmental plane, e.g. a segmental rule on the melody plane. In fact,
we will see evidence of this in Chapter 2.
Derivations of the f and pl past tense forms of 'it' 'to live'
are given below.
(48) Derivations of Past Tense Forms of a Nonderived Verb with an
Unaccented Root
F: ilA PL: ili
UR: [[['lw]l]a] UR: [[[Iiw]l]i]
L1 Li
LO * LO *
I I
CYCLE 2 [[XXX] X]
ziw I
BAP SCC
L1 *
LO * *
I I
CYCLE 3 [[XXXX] X)
IIwl I
hlwl a
L1 *
LO (* *)
I I
Uxlxxx x] x
I Ill I
ziwl a
'il6 'she lived'
CYCLE 2 [[XXX] X]
!II I
ziw 1
BAP SCC
L1
LO * *
I I
CYCLE 3 [[XXXX] X]
ziwl i
BAP
LI *
LO (*) *
I I
[[xxxx] x]
IIII I
ziwi i
zili 'they lived'
Past tense stress in the other three classes of nonderived verbs
is straightforward. Verbs with accented roots have stress fixed on the
BAP
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root. Those with post-accenting roots have stress fixed on the
inflection (except in the m form where the yer deletes, causing stress
to shift back onto the root). Those with post-accenting roots which
undergo Retraction in the past tense, have stress on the root in this
tense (but on the inflection in the present).
1.7 Summary
We have focused thus far on stress assignment in nouns, with
some discussion of stress in nonderived verbs. From the data presented,
we have seen that stress assignment in Russian is the product of rule-
governed interactions between lexical properties of morphemes and word-
formation processes.
Four major stress patterns occur in nonderived nouns: (i) Class
A: fixed stress on the stem; (ii) Class B: fixed stress on the
inflection; (iii) Class B': shifting stress, alternating between the
inflection in the pl and the stem-final vowel in the sg; and (iv) Class
C: mobile stress, alternating between the initial vowel and inflection.
To account for the complex patterns of alternating and fixed
stress, I adopted a two-feature system for classifying the accentual
properties of morphemes: [taccented, ±dominant]. Each type of suffix is
attested in the language. In addition, I noted that a subset of accented
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morphemes are post-accenting. I argued that Class A nouns have accented
stems; Class B nouns have stems which are post-accenting in all forms;
Class B' nouns have stems which are post-accenting in the sg only; and
Class C nouns have unaccented stems. I adopted the Indo-European Basic
Accentuation Principle (BAP) as the rule assigning stress in Russian,
and showed that it applies cyclically.
Finally, I observed that there is an important relation between
the derivational status of nouns and their stress properties: namely,
mobile stress only occurs in nonderived forms. My analysis predicts that
this generalization should extend to all lexical categories. The
assumption that all suffixes are cyclic is crucial to explaining this
generalization. My analysis therefore argues against the reduction of
dominance to cyclicity. The fact that shifting stress does occur in
nonderived words shows that the stress rule in Russian is subject to the
Strict Cycle Condition. This is what we expect. Given that accent is a
distinctive property of morphemes in Russian, the stress rule is
structure-changing rather than structure-building.
1.8 APPENDIX A: Mobile Stress Paradigms
Nouns with unaccented roots have mobile stress. Because there
are four distinct (though overlapping) sets of nominal inflections,
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there are four different mobile stress patterns. These serve as the
basis for determining the accentual properties of inflectional suffixes.
Stress on the inflection indicates an accented inflection, while stress
on the root indicates the inflection is unaccented.
The four mobile stress paradigms are given below.
(i) zerkalo (n) 'mirror' Root: [zerkal]
SG
zerkal+o
zerkal+o
z4rkal+a
zerkal+u
zerkal+om
zerkal+e
PL
zerkal+a
zerkal+6
zerkal-s+
zerkal+adm
zerkal+nmi
zerkal+ax
(ii) v61os (m) 'hair' Root: Ivolos]
SG
v61os+0
v6los+o0
v6los+a
v61os+u
v61os+om
v6los+e
PL
v6los+y
v6los+y
vol6s+#
volos+am
volos+ami
volos+dx
NOM
ACC
GEN
DAT
INSTR
LOC
NOM
ACC
GEN
DAT
INSTR
LOC
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(iii) borod6 (f) 'beard' Root: [borod]
SG PL
NOM borod+a b6rod+y
ACC b6rod+u b6rod+y
GEN borod+f bor6d+i
DAT borod+6 borod+dm
INSTR borod+6j borod+&mi
LOC borod+6 borod+6x
(iv) pl6Hsad' (f) 'area' Root: [plo"ad]
SG PLT
NOM pl6O ad'+4 pl6o ad+i
ACC pl6eZad'+@ pl6 "ad+i
GEN pl6 ad+i ploSCad+ej
DAT pl6OSad+i plo Ead ' +m
INSTR pl6 Sad'+ju ploSCad'+imi
LOC pl6oscad'+i ploscad'+dx
1.9 APPENDIX B: Exceptional Stress in a Small Class of Loan Words
There are a number of English loan words in Russian which end in
the sequence -or. Examples include: tenor, dir4ktor, triktor, and
prof4ssor. Some of them (including the four cited above) have a stress
pattern which is not predicted by my analysis. In the sg, stress is
fixed on the stem. More important is the fact that in trisyllabic roots,
stress is fixed on the second syllable of the stem throughout the sg. In
the pl, stress is fixed on the inflection. This is illustrated below,
with the noun dir4ktor.
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SG PL
NOM direktor+@ direktor+a
GEN direktor+a direktor+6v
DAT direktor+u direktor+am
One way of handling these is to stipulate that there are two
distinct underlying forms of the root morpheme, one for the sg and one
for the pl. The sg form is accented, while the pl form is unaccented.
Most loan words ending in the sequence -or do not have
exceptional stress (e.g. selektor, investor, imitator). Stress is fixed
on the same syllable throughout the inflectional paradigm, which
indicates that the root is underlyingly accented (Class A).
Most of those which do exhibit the exceptional stress pattern
end in the sequence -ktor.
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Notes : Chap ter 1
1. In Russian, consonants are softened before a front vowel or glide.
This means that they undergo a process that I refer to as Secondary
Palatalization, whereby the blade of the tongue is raised toward the
palate, without altering the primary place of articulation. The symbol
indicates a soft consonant.
I will only include this diacritic feature in cases where the soft
consonant is not predictable from the surface form, due to deletion of
the front vowel or glide.
2. Russian nouns are distinguished by gender (masculine (m), neuter (n),
and feminine (f)) and inflect for number and case. There are six cases:
nominative (nom), genitive (gen), dative (dat), accusative (acc),
locative (loc), and instrumental (instr).
3. In an extensive examination of Russian accent, Halle (1973) provides
a typology of all the major nominal stress patterns, including their
correlation with gender and declension and their relative frequency.
Although the analysis developed below differs in fundamental ways from
the one he presents, that study provided the foundation on which much of
my own work is based.
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4. The vast majority of nouns exhibit one of these four patterns. One
additional nominal stress pattern will be discussed later on.
5. These figures are based on data in Halle (1973) and Zaliznjak (1967).
6. y represents a high, back, unrounded vowel.
7. Orthographic e, a reflex of e under stress, is phonetically 6.
8.
Abbreviations:
nominative nom
genitive gen
dative dat
accusative ace
instrumental instr
locative loc
singular sg
pl p1
9. As mentioned above, all Fb stems end in a soft (i.e. palatalized) or
sibilant consonant. The grapheme i is always preceded by a soft
consonant, alternating with y, which follows hard consonants. I will
gloss over for now the details of the segmental phonology that relate to
the hard/soft distinction, since these have no bearing on my analysis of
stress.
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10. This idea was originally proposed by Jakobson (1963), in his work on
Slavic, and further developed in Jakobson (1965). The proposal has been
adopted in subsequent work on stress systems of Indo-European languages,
including Kiparsky and Halle (1977), Halle (1973), Kiparsky (1982),
Zaliznjak (1985), and Halle and Vergnaud (1985).
11. There is a small subset of nouns which deviate from this pattern in
one form: in the acc sg stress falls on the inflection, rather than on
the initial vowel. Examples include: sloboda (ace sg: slobodti)
'historically, a settlement exempted from normal State obligations';
borozd6 (ace sg: borozdti) 'furrow'; and skovoroda (ace sg: skovorod6)
'frying pan'. According to Zaliznjak (1977), the latter two may have
stress either initially or finally in the ace sg. I will argue that this
deviation is due to the ambiguous accentual status of this inflection:
i.e. it may be either accented or unaccented, the accented alternant
being preferred in contemporary Russian.
12. As formulated in (8), the rule of Post-Accentuation applies only to
representations in which the vowel assigned stress by the BAP is
penultimate, thus implying that the rule only transfers stress to a
word-final syllable. I will present evidence for this condition later
on, when we turn to stress assignment in derived forms.
13. Recall that e is a reflex of e under stress.
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14. One type of evidence I looked for was a pattern in which stress in
the singular is on the inflection and in the plural on a pre-penultimate
syllable. Given that the Retraction rule retracts stress only one
syllable, such a pattern could be interpreted as evidence that Post-
Accentuation simply doesn't apply in the plural, thus permitting the
accented vowel of the root to get stress. I found no such pattern.
M. Kenstowicz (personal communication) suggested that there might be
difference in vowel quality between final vowels which were never
assigned stress in the course of the derivation and those to which
stress was assigned and then retracted, thus supporting the Retraction
analysis. I have not found any evidence of such a difference.
15. For inanimate m and n nouns, the nom and acc inflections are the
same,
16. In their work on Polish phonology, Gussman (1980) and Rubach (1984)
come to the same conclusion, arguing that yers are part of the
underlying structure of Polish. However, Gorecka (1986) argues against
an analysis which posits underlying yers and proposes instead a vowel
epenthesis analysis of vowel-zero alternations in Polish.
17. Under certain conditions, which need not concern us here, a stressed
mid front vowel becomes [+bk]. This accounts for the surface form ok
when the suffixal vowel is stressed.
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18. There is a rule which palatalizes velar consonants before a [-bk]
vowel or glide (k->Z, g->i, x->s).
19. There is another process affecting consonants in Russian which also
occurs before front vowels, and which is also commonly referred to as
palatalization. This process, which I refer to as Secondary
Palatalization, involves raising the blade of the tongue toward the
palate while maintaining the underlying point of articulation, with the
result that the consonant is softened, In derivations this rule is
represented by the symbols C->C'. It applies post-cyclically. We can
infer that the inflectional yers are specified [+bk] by the fact that
stem-final consonants do not undergo Sec Pal in the nom or acc sg or gen
pl.
20. On the basis of stress alone, one could argue that there is no nom
sg inflectional morpheme. However, the examples in (20) show that in m
nouns exhibiting vowel-zero alternations, the stem-final vowel surfaces
in the nom sg. For the Lower rule to apply, the inflectional suffix must
be an underlying yer.
21. The idea of treating stress by means of the same basic formalism as
tone was first proposed by Liberman (1975).
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22. In this respect the Halle and Vergnaud theory poses a challenge to
the theory of Prince (1983), which denies the existence of constituents
in the metrical grid.
23. Thus far we have only observed deletion of a vowel in word-final
position (i.e when the inflectional suffix is a yer). In Chapter 4, I
will show that word-internally, when an accented vowel becomes a glide,
the accent shifts to the left.
24. This generalization will be qualified later on when I show that
there is a class of suffixes which trigger deaccentuation of the stem.
25. Vedic Sanskrit has the same stress rule as Russian (see Kiparsky and
Halle (1977) and Kiparsky (1982c)). However, an accent moves to the
right when an accented vowel deletes or becomes a glide. Thus, in
contrast to Russian, Line 0 constituents in Sanskrit are unbounded and
left-headed.
26. This generalization was independently noted by Shapiro (1965). 1 am
grateful to Wayles Browne for pointing this out to me.
27. A short form adjective functions as a sentence predicate, while a
long form adjective occurs internal to an NP.
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28. Fixed stress on the root and fixed stress on the suffix are
illustrated by the following examples:
M F N PL
CLASS A: untl+q unl+a unl+o unl+y 'depressed'
CLASS B: goldb+4 golub+A golub+6 golub+y ^  'pale blue'
29. Due to spacing constrictions in some derivations, I will
occasionally use the symbol in place of back-to-back parentheses )( to
mark a boundary between two constituents. Thus, for example, the
representation (* * *1* * *) is equivalent to the representation (* *
•)(, • ,).
30. Some nouns whose stems end in the sequence -nik appear to have
stress fixed on a different stem vowel from what we would expect.
Examples include the following (I cite the related nonderived noun for
each): (i) ve 6rnik 'nightschool student' (v6ier (C)'evening') and (ii)
zavistnik 'jealous person' (zdvist' (A) 'envy'). If these words were
derived from the related nonderived noun, we would expect the following:
(i) *ve4ernik' (ii) *zavistnik. However, there is a suffix ik which
forms nouns from adjectival stems ending in -(e)n. Both of these nouns
are actually derived from an adjectival, rather than a nominal stem: (i)
ve•6rnyj (A) 'evening' -- > ve~6rnik; (ii) zavistnij (A) 'jealous' -- >
zavistnik. Therefore, stress in the derived forms is what we would
predict. However, there are some nouns derived with the suffix nik
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which are exceptions: (i) pomoscnik 'helper' (from p6mosc' (C) 'help')
and (ii) lo'4dnik 'horse-lover' (from 16ad' (C) 'horse').
31. Unless an inflectional suffix is accent-deleting and itself
accented. There is one inflection that does seem to have a dominant,
accented allomorph: the gen pl inflection ej. This is suggested by a
noun like plt6-ad' (f) 'square,' which has stress on the stem throughout
the sg and in all forms of the pl except the gen. This tells us that the
stem is accented. In the gen pl, however, the accent falls on the
inflection: plo'Ead+6j. That this suffix has a non-dominant allomorph is
shown by the stress pattern of tetrad'(f) 'notebook,' which also takes
the gen pl inflection ej. Stress in this noun falls on the stem in all
forms, including the gen pl (tetrddej). The [+dominant] allomorph does
not occur in derived nouns.
Recall that we encountered a similar type of allomorphy in the acc sg
inflection of the f. declension.
32. This is true in Vedic Sanskrit and Lithuanian, as well (see Kiparsky
and Halle (op.cit.) and Kiparsky (1982c).
33. Similar conclusions are reached by Cole (1987), in her work on the
phonology and morphology of Seri, and by Czajkowska-Higgins (1989), in
her work on stress in Columbian Salish.
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34. Unfortunately, this leaves unexplained the ordering of dominant and
recessive suffixes.
35. The Strict Cycle Condition was first proposed by Chomsky (1973) for
syntax. Kean (1974) was the first to argue that the Strict Cycle
Condition is a principle governing the application of phonological
processes as well. According to Kean's proposal, a derived environment
is created by affixation. Specifically, she states that "on any cycle A
no cyclic rule may apply to material within a previous cycle B without
making crucial use of material uniquely in A (p. 179)." Her proposal was
revised by Mascarb (1976), to include another condition: that a rule R
can make use of material uniquely contained within B by a rule applying
before R.
36. Kiparsky's precise formulation of the Elsewhere Condition is as
follows:
Rules A,B in the same component apply disjunctively
to a form 1 if and only if
(i) The structural description of A (the special rule) properly
includes the structural description of B (the general rule).
(ii) The result of applying A to Z is distinct from the result of
applying B to @. (Kiparsky (1982a, p.8 )).
37. Rules of syllabification are usually structure-building, and hence
free of the SCC, as well.
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38. One apparent exception is granica 'frontier, border'. There is a
nonderived noun, gran' 'border, verge', which has fixed stress (Class
A). If the root morpheme [gran] is accented, we expect stress in the
derived noun to be *grdnica. However, it could be argued that the stem
is treated as one morpheme. If so, then its stress is consistent with
other nouns which have the sequence ic in the stem, but are clearly not
derived stems. Examples include: stolica 'capital'; tablica 'table'; and
kaplica 'Roman Catholic chapel'.
We should also note that there is evidence of a [+accented, +dominant]
nominalizing suffix ic, which derives the female form of a noun
referring to a person or animal. Stress ends up on the suffix,
regardless of the accentual property of the stem. Examples include:
tigrica 'female tiger' (from tigr (A) 'tiger'); carica 'tsarina' (from
car' (B) 'tsar'); and orlica 'female eagle' (from orUl (B) 'eagle').
39. There are some exceptions. For example, grjazisca comes from a Class
A noun grjaz' (f) 'mud'. We would expect stress on the root morpheme:
*grjizigsa. Also, from the Class B noun, temnotd (f) 'darkness' we get
temnotis'a rather than the expected *temn6ti'sa.
40. As we would expect, a noun with an unanlyzed stem that happens to
end in the syllable aE does not behave in the same way as nouns derived
with the suffix a_: e.g. dispaE (nom sg), dispaia (gen sg).
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41. Lieber (1981) proposes the Feature Percolation Convention. One part
of that convention is stated as follows: "All features of an affix
morpheme, including category features, percolate to the first branching
node dominating that morpheme." (p. 49) A representation of the stem of
the derived noun sil6 is shown below:
N
+d
+p
[sil] [a'CIN
+d
+p
42. The nonderived noun sila has fixed stress on the root.
43. Because this suffix contains a yer, the derived forms will show
vowel-zero alternations. The Lower rule will apply in the nom sg and gen
pl, since the underlying vowels representing these inflectional suffixes
are yers. Therefore, a mid-vowel surfaces in these two cases.
Note that velar consonants (k, B, x) palatalize before this this suffix.
Descriptively, the rule is as follows:
{k,g,x} -- > {c,'¶,s} / [-cons, -bk]. This rule is cyclic. A later,
noncyclic rule, backs e before a hard consonant, This explains why the
[-bkj yer E surfaces as o in the nom sg and gen pl.
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44. We know that the nom sg inflection is not a front vowel because
stem-final consonants are not raised (i.e. they do not undergo Secondary
Palatalization) in the nom sg form. We also know that it is unaccented,
because nonderived nouns with unaccented roots have stress on the
initial vowel in the nom sg (e.g. g6rod (nom sg), g6rodu (dat sg),
gorodA (nom pl), gorodam (dat pl) 'city'; v61os (nom sg), v61osu (dat
sg), v61osy (nom pl), volosim (dat pl) 'hair').
45. There is one athematic verb whose stress is exceptional: mo6' 'to be
able'. The pattern is as follows:
PRESENT PAST
SG PL M: m6g+0
1ST mog+t m6O+em F: mog+l6
2ND m6oz+e moz+ete N: mog+16
3RD m6oz+et m6g+ut PL: mog+li
The most obvious way of accounting for this verb is to say that it is
post-accenting, with Retraction occurring in all forms of the present
tense, except the 1st sg. We will see that the stress pattern of this
verb coincides with the stress pattern of a large class of derived verbs
discussed in Chapter 4.
46. I will generally confine my discussion of segmental processes to
those which have a direct bearing on stress assignment.
Although consonant truncation in past tense forms of nonderived verbs
does not affect stress, it is of some interest for other reasons. The
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conditions under which they apply suggest that they are sensitive to the
distinction between inflectional and derivational morphology.
Consider the m past tense forms of these four athematic verbs. I give
both their surface and underlying representations:
(i) lez 'crawl' UR: [[[lez] 11 0O
(ii) pek 'bake' UR: [[[pek] 1] 01
(iii) klal 'put' UR: [[[klad] 1] 01
(iv) 'il 'live' UR: [[[Fiw] 1] 0]
Yer-deletion applies in all of the examples.
Another rule deletes coronal stops before the past tense suffix 1. This
explains the deletion of the root-final d in klal. This rule is
morphologically conditioned, for the same clusters are allowed in m
short form adjectives: e.g. podl 'mean'. In the case of the adjective, 1
is a derivational suffix, which suggests that the rule may be sensitive
to the distinction between derivational and inflectional morphemes.
Another rule deletes a word-final 1 which is part of a consonant cluster
(e.g. pek). This process is also morphologically conditioned, failing to
apply before the adjectival suffix 1 (i.e. in the masculine short form
of the adjective). Lightner cites a number of minimal pairs: rax (UR:
[[[Vax] 1] O])'he withered', axl (UR: [[['ax] 1] 0]) 'stunted'; xrip
(UR: [[[xrip] 1] 0]) 'he became hoarse', xripl (UR: [[[xripj 11 0])
'hoarse'; and blek (UR: [[[blek] 1] 0]) 'he faded', blekl (UR: [[[blek]
1] 0]) 'faded'.
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The truncation of v in 'il is due to a syllable-structure constraint
which disallows a sonorant + consonant sequence in a coda. If the
consonant following the sonorant cannot join the onset of a following
syllable, the sonorant drops. In Russian, v derives from the glide w
(cf. Lightner, 114-115). Therefore, the rule applies to the form Yiwl to
derive zil.
Note that yer-deletion must precede all the consonant-truncation rules.
Among the latter, the rule 1-->O/ C _v must apply last.
47. There is a rule which changes w to v before a vowel. This accounts
for the present tense form of the root.
48. Gussmann (1980a) and Rubach (1984) assume that the present tense
suffix is absent in the 1st sg and 3rd pl present tense in Polish for
precisely this reason.
49. The only other present tense agreement suffix which contains a vowel
is the 2nd pl - te. I will assume that it is unaccented. However,
nothing hinges on this assumption. Since it is always preceded by the
accented present tense suffix, te could never get stress.
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Chapter 2
ABSTRiACT VOWELS IN RUSSIAN
2.1 Introduction
In Chapter 1 we saw that a mobile stress pattern, in which
stress alternates between the initial and final syllable, occurs only in
words with unaccented stems. It is the different accentual properties of
inflectional suffixes that produces the pattern of alternating stress.
If the inflection is accented, it gets the stress; if it is unaccented,
the default clause of the BAP will assign an accent to the initial vowel
of the word, and stress will surface on the initial syllable.
I observed that in the nominal system, this kind of stress
pattern is limited to nonderived forms (i.e. the Nonderived Noun
Genealization). I showed that this generalization follows from two
assumptions:
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1. the BAP is a cyclic rule; and
2. all suffixes are cyclic.
These assumptions lead to the prediction that a stem which
contains more than one morpheme cannot enter the inflectional cycle
without an accent.
To see this, consider the case of a bimorphemic stem, in which
neither stem morpheme bears a lexical accent. The BAP will not apply on
the first cycle, due to the Strict Cycle Condition. On the second cycle,
the BAP does apply, assigning an accent to the initial vowel. Since
stress fails on the leftmost accented vowel, even if the inflectional
suffix is accented, the accented vowel of the stem will get the stress.
This is illustrated below. I have included line conflation as part of
the BAP (see Chap. 1, Sect. 4).
(1) Illustration of Stress Assignment in a Word with a Bimorphemic,
Unaccented Stem
L1
LO * * *
I I I
CYCLE 2 [¶XXXXX] XXI
11111 II
CVCVC VC
BAP
L1 *
LO (*)* *
[[xxxxx] xx]
IllII II
CVCVC VC
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L1 * *
LO (*)* * *
I I I I
CYCLE 3 [[XXXXXXXI XX]
1111111 II
CVCVCVC VC
BAP
L1 *
LO (*)* * *
I I I I[lxxxxxxx] xx]
1111111 II
CVCVCVC VC
My analysis predicts that the Nonderived Noun Generalization
should extend to all lexical categories. Thus we expect that adjectives
and verbs whose stems include a syllabic derivational suffix will not
exhibit mobile stress. However, there appears to be a substantial number
of counterexamples to this claim. Many derived adjectives have mobile
stress.
I will begin this chapter by examining these problematic data
and then proposing a solution which preserves my earlier assumption that
all syllabic suffixes are cyclic. It turns out that the adjectives which
violate what I will henceforth call the Nonderived Word Generalization,
are all derived from suffixes whose only vowel is a yer. Following an
idea proposed by Kenstowicz and Rubach (1987) in their work on Slovak
syllable structure, I will argue for an autosegmental treatment of the
yers in these suffixes which in effect allows us to treat the suffixes
as nonsyllabic. I will argue that in their underlying representation,
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these yers are represented only on the segmental tier, and thus are not
visible to the stress rule.
I will then go on to present additional problems in the
segmental phonology and stress of derived nouns. I will show that this
autosegmental analysis of the yers can be naturally extended in a way
that solves these problems. We will see that the autosegmental analysis
provides us with three logical possibilities for the underlying
representations of yers:
1. A yer may consist of a set of floating features on the
segmental plane:'
SYLLABLE PLANE:
SKELETON:
SEGMENTAL PLANE: @= [-cons, -hi, -lo, ±back]
I will refer to this as a 4-yer.
2. A yer may be a segmentally unspecified syllable nucleus
associated with a timing slot in the skeleton.
SYLLABLE PLANE: N
SKELETON: X
SEGMENTAL PLANE:
I will refer to this as an X-yer.
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3. A yer may combine both of these. In other words, it may consist
of segmental features which are not underlyingly associated
with the skeletal tier, but at the same time have a nuclear
projection from the skeletal tier onto the syllable and stress
tiers.
SYLLABLE PLANE: N
SKELETON: X
SEGMENTAL PLANE: 0
I will refer to this as a *X-yer.
By virtue of its status as a vowel, a yer which is associated
with a syllable nucleus in its underlying representation is represented
on the stress plane.
The term yer will now be used specifically to refer to a
segment which is in some way structurally deficient in its underlying
representation. I will show that each of these three types of yers is
attested in Russian. In other words, my claim is that what has
traditionally been identified as a pair of front and back high, lax
vowels are actually three underlyingly distinct vowels in Russian. The
distinctions between them are structural. We will see that each of these
yers exhibits precisely the properties we would predict from its
underlying representation.
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Irrespective of their structural differences, all yers surface
as either a front or back mid vowel (e or o). I will continue to use the
capital letters E and 0 to represent these abstract vowels, making no
orthographic distinction among the three types.
It is important to keep in mind that there are two different
types of vowel-zero alternations which a yer can exhibit, for which I
will use the terms paradigmatic and syntagmatic. If a yer is in a stem-
final syllable, then it will exhibit vowel-zero alternations within an
inflectional paradigm. If a suffix containing a yer is embedded in a
stem, the yer will either surface in all forms of the paradigm or in
none of the forms, depending on the specific phonological environment
(i.e. whether the derivational suffix which follows contains a yer).
2.2 Mobile Stress in Derived Short-Form Adjectives
2.2.1 The Problem
In the previous chapter I showed that both dominant and
recessive suffixes in Russian are cyclic. One source of evidence
consisted of nouns derived from unaccented adjectival roots with the [-
accented, -dominant] suffix ost. When both morphemes comprising the stem
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are unaccented, stress uniformly falls on the initial vowel of the stem,
never on the inflection.
Three examples are given in (2). Included are two forms of the
derived noun, one with an unaccented inflection (sg) and the other with
an accented inflection (pl).
(2)
BASE ADJECTIVE DERIVED NOUN
F PL DAT SG DAT PL
skor+A sk6r+y 'fast' --- > sk6rost+i sk6rost+am
'speed'
slab+6 slAb+y 'weak' ---> slabost+i slabost+am
'weakness'
grub+d grub+y 'coarse' --- > grtibost+i grtibost+am
'rude remark'
I also presented evidence to show that nonsyllabic suffixes are
ignored by the BAP and thus do not constitute a cycle for the stress
rule. The relevant examples were past tense forms of athematic verbs.
Because the past tense inflection is bimorphemic, consisting of the past
tense suffix 1 and a vocalic agreement marker, these verbs consist of
three morphemes. Nevertheless, when the root is unaccented, stress will
alternate between an accented inflection and the root (ii+l+6 'she
lived', zi+l+o 'it lived', i+l+i 'they lived'). This follows from the
fbrmal representation, since a nonsyllabic suffix has no vowel to
project onto the stress plane.
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2.2.2 Data
With this analysis in mind, consider the data in (3). Here we
have short form adjectives consisting of a root, adjectival suffix, and
inflection. The data are divided into two groups: the first are
adjectives derived with the suffix En, the second are derived with the
suffix Ok. Recall that yers vocalize when the following syllable
contains a yer; otherwise they delete (see Chap. 1, Sect. 3). Three
forms are given: m, f, and pl.
(3) Mobile Stress in Adjectives Derived with Suffixes En and Ok
(i) En
ROOT DERIVED ADJECTIVE
slav
trud
mrak
dux
drug
xolod
golod
(ii) Ok
ROOT
gib
mel
krep
leg
korot
F
slavnA
trudni
mra cn
du~n+•
druinh
xolodr
golod
M PL
F6 slaven+0 sldvn+y
F6 truden+o tridn+y
+A mracen+¢ mracn+y
i duden+0 dusn+y
+A drduen+@ druzn+y
i+A x61oden+@ x6lodn+y
i+- g61oden+4 g61odn+y
DERIVED ADJECTIVE
F M
gibk+a gibok+4
melk+A melok+4
krepk+6 krepok+@
legk+A 14gok+-
korotk+a k6rotok+o
PL
gibk+i2
milk+i
krepk+i
14gk+i
k6rotk+i
'glorious'
'difficult'
'gloomy'
'stuffy'
'friendly'
'cold'
'hungry'
'pliant'
'petty'
'strong'
'light'
'short'
These words exhibit the canonical stress pattern of words whose
stems are unaccented, with stress alternating between the initial vowel
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and the inflection. Notice, in particular, the forms containing
polysyllabic roots. The question is this: since all of these stems
consist of both a root and derivational suffix, how do they escape the
BAP on the second cycle?
One answer might be that they don't escape it. The argument
would go like this: En is a dominant, post-accenting suffix and there is
Retraction in all forms except the feminine.
However, three important pieces of evidence show that this
cannot be right. First, these adjectives exhibit exactly the same stress
as we saw in nonderived adjectives with unaccented roots (e.g. molod+6,
m6lod+4, m6lod+y 'young'). Recall that in my analysis of this pattern, I
postulated that the f agreeement suffix is accented, while the others
are unaccented. This was consistent with the analysis of past tense
athematic verbs, where we find the same type of alternating stress and
the same set of agreeement suffixes.
Second, the Retraction rule operative in the nouns moves the
stress one syllable to the left. In the examples in (3), a Retraction
rule would have to be formulated in such a way that it allows stress to
be shifted one, two, or even three syllables to the left, depending on
the number of syllables in the stem, in order to ensure that stress
always ends up on the initial syllable in all forms except the f.
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Third, the vast majority of adjectives
stress fixed on the root, which shows that the
let alone post-accenting with Retraction (e.g.
pdgubn+y 'ruinous'; smezn+a, smezen+0, smezn+y
zl6sten+0, zl6stn+y 'malicious'). Thus we have
that the stems in these derived adjectives are
proceed to explain why.
derived with En have
suffix is not dominant,
pagubn+a, pAguben+4,
'adjacent'; zl6stn+a,
firm grounds for assuming
unaccented, and we can
2.3 An Autosegmental Analysis of the Yers: Background
All of the Slavic languages have a set of vowels which, in
specific contexts, alternate with zero. These were discussed in Chapter
1, Sect. 3. In surface form, they are indistinguishable from front and
back mid vowels (e and o) which exhibit no such alternation. Lightner
(1965, 1972) proposed an analysis of these vowels (yers) in Russian in
which he postulated an underlying vocalic inventory that distinguished
between tense and lax high vowels, even though such a distinction is not
manifested in surface representation. He proposed that yers are
underlyingly [+hi, -lo, -tns], and undergo either a process of lowering
(to e or o) or deletion, depending on the phonological environment.
Lightner's analysis does indeed capture the systematic
alternations which these vowels exhibit, but it does so within the
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limitations of a linear model of representation. Within the SPE
framework, underlying feature distinctions were the only means available
for representing phonological distinctions. With the development of
autosegmental phonology, new possibilities become available.
Phonological distinctions can be captured by the geometry of the
representation, rather than simply through features.
Spencer (1986) was the first to propose an autosegmental
treatment of the yers. In re-examining work of Gussmann (1980) and
Rubach (1984) on Polish, Spencer argues that the distinction between
yers and the vowels e and o is not segmental, but rather structural.
Appealing to Archangeli's (1984) theory of underspecification, he posits
segmentally unspecified V-slots as the underlying representation of yers
in Polish and formulates a cyclic rule of e-insertion on the segmental
plane, with the final V extrametrical.3
In their analysis of syllabic nuclei in Slovak, a West Slavic
language, Kenstowicz and Rubach (KR) (1987) propose a somewhat different
analysis of the yers within the three-dimensional model of phonological
representation. They propose that yers are underlyingly represented only
on the segmental plane, with no link to an X-slot in the skeleton. This
analysis assumes that, in terms of their segmental representation, yers
are indistinguishable from non-alternating e and o.'
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Given this analysis, KR formulate the rule of yer-vocalization
given in (4). A circled V stands for a vocalic segment which is
unassociated with the skeleton.
(4) Yer-Vocalization (VOC)
C---, v> V C
x
A number of consequences follow from their analysis. For
example, they argue that the underlying vowel inventory of Slovak is
highly symmetric, exhibiting pairs of long and short vowels, front and
back, at each of the three heights. Yers, however, stand apart from
other vowels in failing to exhibit long-short oppositions. The
autosegmental analysis explains this, since yers are not linked to any
X-slot in their underlying representation.
The KR analysis also explains why the Slovak Rhythmic Law treats
yers differently from other vowels. This law, first formulated by
Jakobson (1939), belongs to the class of shortening rules in Slovak.
Very simply, the rule shortens a long vowel when it is immediately
preceded by a syllable containing a long vowel. Compare the two sets of
Slovak nouns in (5). In these examples, the accute accent mark indicates
a long vowel, rather then stress.
(5) Slovak Nouns Exhibiting the Slovak Rhythmic Law
NOM SG GEN PL LOC PL
z~hrad+a zdhrad+p zdhrad+dch 'garden'
pism+o pisem+4 pism+ach 'letter'
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The loc pl inflection has an underlying long vowel. In the first
example, the rule of shortening fails to apply because another vowel
intervenes between the long vowels of the root and inflection. In the
second example, we can see that the stem contains a yer. However, this
vowel does not block the rule. This is easily explained on the
assumption that the yer is not linked to the skeleton at the stage in
which the shortening rule applies.
There is an striking connection between what is going on in
these Slovak nouns and what is going on in the Russian adjectives cited
in (3). In Slovak, an intervening vowel blocks the Rhythmic Rule from
applying. However, the yers uniquely fail to block the rule. In Russian,
syllabic suffixes trigger the BAP. However, certain suffixes whose only
vowels are yers--En and Ok-- fail to trigger the BAP.
Pursuing this observation, suppose that we adopt KR's analysis
and postulate the same representation for yers in Russian. In the next
section I will show that this approach to the yers solves the problem of
mobile stress in adjectives derived with the suffixes En and Ok, and it
does so in a way that is consistent with the analysis of stress
presented in the previous chapter.
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2.4 A Floating Feature Segment in Russian
I have assumed that stress assignment is carried out on a
separate stress plane. Since only vowels are stressable elements in
Russian, only vowels are projected onto that plane. Following fR,
suppose we assume that yers are represented underlyingly only on the
segmental plane, thus in essence comprising only a set of floating
features.
We know that only vowels are stressable elements in Russian. In
the autosegmental framework I am adopting, a vowel is defined not by a
feature [±vocalic], but rather structurallly, by an association between
a skeletal position and a syllable nucleus. From this it follows that if
a yer is not linked to a syllable nucleus at the point at which the
stress rule applies, then it will not be visible to the stress rule. Let
us pursue this idea, adopting the term 4-yer to refer to a segment which
is underlyingly represented as a set of features on the segmental plane
which are not linked to the skeleton.
We know from our investigation of stress in athematic verbs,
that a nonsyllabic suffix does not trigger the BAP (see Chap.1, Sect.
6). The past tense morpheme 1 does not trigger the stress rule. This
explains why mobile stress occurs in the past tense of athematic verbs,
despite the fact that these verbs forms consist of three morphemes. When
the root is unaccented, stress will fall on the f agreement suffix,
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which is accented: since the other agreement suffixes are unaccented,
the default clause of the BAP assigns stress to the initial vowel (e.g.
hi+l+A 'she lived'; Zi+l+o 'it lived'; i+1l+i 'they lived'). Even though
the forms contain three morphemes, there are only two cycles for the
stress rule. A morpheme which contains no other vowel than one which is
underlyingly represented as a set of floating features on the segmental
plane will be treated by the BAP in exactly the same way.
To see how this analysis works, consider first an adjective
derived with the suffix En: xolodn+6 (f), x61oden+o (m), x61odn+y (pl)
'cold'. The root is [xolod], which is unaccented. This morpheme will
have the (somewhat simplified) formal representation shown in (6).
(6) Representation of the Unaccented Root Morpheme [xolod]
(a)
STRESS PLANE: * *
I I
SKELETON: X X X X X
SEGMENTAL PLANE: x o 1 o d
I assume that the skeleton is simply a series of timing slots.
Each autosegmental plane is independently linked to the skeleton, thus
defining what is actually an autonomous plane. The entire
representation, then, should be thought of as a set of intersecting
planes. The phonetic content of each skeletal slot is specified on the
segmental plane. Throughout most of the discussion, I will simply use
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phonemic symbols, rather than features, to designate the contents of
this plane.
Following Levin (1985), I dispense with the feature ±vocalic,
and assume that vocalir: status derives from the projection of a vocalic
nucleus from the skeleton onto the syllable plane.
As I discussed in Chap. 1, the stress plane contains
hierarchically organized sequences of elements. Each element associated
with a syllable nucleus is represented on the stress plane. These
elements constitute the bottom line (Line 0) of the grid. Those vowels
which are accented (whether lexically or by the BAP during the course of
the derivation) are marked with an asterisk on Line 1. Since the root
morpheme xolod is unaccented, it will have no Line 1 asterisk in its
underlying representation.
Let us suppose that the adjectival suffix En is represented as
in (7).
(7) Underlying Representation of the Adjectival Suffix En
X
e n
Implicit in this representation is the assumption that a 4-yer
which has the feature [-back] and which undergoes systematic vowel-zero
alternations, is segmentally identical to the front, mid vowel which
exhibits no such alternation.
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The feminine agreement suffix is represented as in (8). Since it
is accented, a column of two asterisks appears on the stress plane.
(8) Representation of the Feminine Agreement Suffix
L1 *
LO *
x
I
a
Now let us examine a derivation of xolodn+a (f) 'cold'. I will
adopt the rule of Vocalization given in (4), thus eliminating the
earlier rule of Lower. Furthermore, we can dispense with the rule of
Yer-Deletion. The vowel fails to vocalize not because its features are
eliminated, but because there is no association line between its feature
specification on the segmental plane and the skeleton.
(9) Derivation
xolodn6 (f) 'cold'
UR: [[[xolod] En] a]
L1
LO * *
II
CYCLE 1 [xxxxx]
IIIII
xolod
BAP SCC
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L1
LO * *
iI
CYCLE 2 ([XXXXXI X]
I111 I
xolod en
BAP SCC
L1 *
LO * * *
II I
CYCLE 3 [1XXXXX XI Xi
I11111 I
xoloden a
BAP
L1 (*)
LO (* * *)
I I I
[IXXXXX x] x]
II11 I I
xoloden a
VOC N.A.
xolodni
The first cycle consists of an unaccented root. Therefore, on
the stress plane, there are only Line 0 asterisks representing the
vowels of this morpheme. The BAP fails to apply due to the SCC.
On the second cycle, the suffix En enters the derivation. This
suffix is not visible to the BAP, however. E is underlyingly represented
as a set of floating features (i.e. [-cons, -back, -hi, -lo]). Since the
suffix contains no segment which is underlyingly linked to a syllable
nucleus, it is not represented on the stress plane. Consequently, for
the stress rule, affixation of this suffix does not constitute a derived
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environment. Hence, the BAP is again blocked by the SCC. However, I will
present evidence later on to show that this suffix does trigger cyclic
rules on the segmental plane.
On the third and final cycle, the agreement suffix is
introduced. This suffix is syllabic and thus triggers the BAP. Since the
inflectional vowel a is the only accented vowel in the word, the BAP
constructs an unbounded, right-headed metrical constituent with this
vowel as head. This constituent extends over the entire word. and stress
surfaces on the accented vowel a. Note as well that the rule of
Vocalization does not apply because there is no sequence of floating
features. Therefore the yer in En does not vocalize in this form.
Now consider the plural form of this adjective, x61odn+y. The
agreement suffix in this instance is unaccented. Since the word contains
no lexically accented morpheme, the BAP assigns an accent to the initial
vowel. That accented vowel thus becomes the head of an unbounded,
rightheaded constituent which, in this instance, is the smallest
possible domain: a single vowel. The Exhaustivity Condition requires
iterative footing on Line 0 (see Chap. 1, Sect. 4). Therefore, another
constituent is constructed over the remaining elements, with the final
vowel designated as head of the second constituent (because the
parameter in Russian is set at !-Bounded, +Head-Terminal, R-Headed]).
The derivation is given below, beginning with the third cycle. 5
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(10) Derivation
x6lodny (pl) 'cold'
LR: [[[xolod) En] y]
L1
LO * * *
II I
CYCLE 3 [[XXXXX X] X)
II11 I I I
xoloden y
BAP --- > CONFLATION
L2 *
L1 (* *) L1 *
LO (* * *) LO (*)* *
II I II I
[[xxxxx x] x] I[xxxxx x] x]
11111 I I I1 ll I I
xoloden y xoloden y
VOC N.A.
x61odny
I have assumed that the vowel in the suffix En is segmentally
identical to a nonalternating e, its features being [-cons, -hi, -lo, -
bk]. We cannot observe this directly in f and pl forms, since the vowel
doesn't surface. However, in the m form it does appear. This is because
the m agreement suffix is itself a yer, and thus the conditions for
Vocalization are met, resulting in the form x6loden. I will have more to
say about this form below, but first I want to make one more point about
the suffix En.
Looking back at the set of adjectives given in (3), which are
derived with En, we find one further piece of evidence for postulating
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an underlying front vowel in this suffix. Notice that in three of the
examples the root-final consonant undergoes mutation. These examples are
repeated in (11), along with a related form in which the underlying
velar consonant does not undergo palatalization.
(11)
ROOT NOUN ADJECTIVE
F M
mrak mrak (m) 'darkness' mracn+a mracen+1 'gloomy'
drug drug (m) 'friend' druhn+6 dru"en+0 'friendly'
dux duxot6 (f) 'stuffiness' dusn+6 duden+4 'stuffy'
The three velar consonants become coronals in the derived
adjectives. Recall that in Chap. 17 I introduced a rule which
palatalizes velar consonants before a front vowel or glide (VEL PAL). A
descriptive formulation of this rule is repeated in (12).
(12) Velar Palatalization Rule
VEL PAL: {k,g,x} ---- > {E,C%'} / [-cons, -bk]
Because this rule does not apply morpheme internally, I assume
that it is cyclic and applies only in derived environments.' To account
for velar-palatal alternations in forms like those in (11), we must
assume that a front vowel immediately follows the root-final velar
consonant. Even though this vowel is "inert" as far as the (mid) vowel
(b). We have no direct evidence for this claim, since the agreement
suffix is always word-final and thus the yer in this position is never
eligible to undergo Vocalization. However, there is indirect evidence in
the fact that stem-final velar consonants do not undergo palatalization
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in the m form (e.g. str6g (m) 'strict'; tix (m) 'quiet'; dik (m)
'wild').' Nothing crucial in my analysis hinges on the particular choice
of front or back vowel in this suffix, however, for the condition on
Vocalization is structural rather than segmental.
The autosegmental representation implies that the m agreement
suffix 0 will be invisible to the BAP in the same way that the
adjectival suffix En was. This is because the vowel is not linked to the
skeleton and therefore it is not represented on the stress plane. We
know, however, that this word is stressed. Therefore, we must assume
that the BAP applies not only cyclically, but at the post-cyclic stage
of the derivation as well. (We will encounter additional evidence for
this assumption later on.)
The derivation of x6loden is given in (13). I begin with the
third cycle. Note that, as a result of the rule of Vocalization applying
on the third cycle, the vowel e is represented for the first time on the
stress plane at the post-cyclic stage of the derivation. I have
simplified the derivation by including Conflation as part of the BAP.
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(13) Derivation
x6loden (m) 'cold'
UR: [fIxolod] En] 0]
L1
LO * *
II
CYCLE 3 [[XXXXX X] ]
IIIll I
xoloden o
BAP SCC
VOC N
I
X
I
e --> e
L1
LO * * *
I l l
POST-CYCLIC [XXXXX ]
111111l
xolodeno
Li (*)
'I'LO (*)* *
BAP [XXXXXXX I
Ill'lli
xolodeno
x6loden
Given that Vocalization is a cyclic rule, the e in the
adjectival suffix will associate with the skeleton on the third cycle
and automatically project onto the stress plane. The word contains no
lexically accented vowel. Therefore, the BAP assigns an accent to the
initial vowel, and constructs right-headed, unbounded feet on Line 0.
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The accented initial vowel will itself constitute a foot. Conflation
will eliminate all but the leftmost constituent on Line 0. Hence, stress
will surface on the initial vowel.
Another adjectival derivational suffix which behaves like En is
Ok. We expect forms derived with this suffix to have the following
properties: (i) if the root is unaccented, the word will have mobile
stress; (ii) the yer will vocalize only in the m form; and (iii) Velar
Palatalization should not apply before this suffix, since it is
specified [-bk]. The examples in (3), repeated below, verify that each
of these predictions is true.
(14) Adjectives Derived with the Suffix Ok
ROOT DERIVED ADJECTIVE
F M PL
gib gibk+a gibok+o gibk+i 'pliant'
mel melk+a melok+@ milk+i 'petty'
krep krepk+6 krepok+c krepk+i 'strong'
leg legk+a lgok+i l4gk+i 'light'
korot korotk+6 k6rotok+4 k6rotk+i 'short'
2.4.1 The Adjectival Suffix 1
There is a third set of derived adjectives with mobile stress.
These are formed with the suffix 1. Examples are given in (15). Notice
the absence of vowel-zero alternations in these forms.
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(15) Adjectives Derived with the Suffix 1
ROOT DERIVED ADJECTIVE
F M PL
dr'ab dr'abl+a dr'abl+4 dr'abl+i 'flabby'
pod podl+da" p6dl+f p6dl+i 'mean'
popol+A p6+0 p6s+i 'vulgar'
smug smugl+d sm6gl+# smdigl+i 'dark-complexioned'
krug krugl+A krigl+4 krtgl+i 'round'
tusk tuskl+6 tdskl+0 tdskl+i 'dull'
tu. tuxl+6 tuxl+4 tdxl+i 'rotten'
In contrast to the two adjectival suffixes En and Ok, I will
assume that this suffix has no underlying vowel. This explains why the
yer does not vocalize in the m forms.8
2.4.2 Summary
I began this section by presenting counterexamples to my
prediction that only nonderived words can have mobile stress. The
evidence consisted of short form adjectives derived from the suffixes En
and Ok. The fact that both suffixes contain yers turned out to be of
crucial importance.
Following Kenstowicz and Rubach's (1987) analysis of yers in
Slovak, I proposed to treat these suffixal yers in Russian as floating
features on the segmental plane. Because they are not linked to the
skeleton in their underlyingly representation, and are not associated
with a nucleus on the syllable plane, they are not represented on the
stress plane. Therefore, these vowels are not visible to the BAP, which
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applies on the stress plane. This means that affixation of these
suffixes does not create a derived environment for the stress rule.
Consequently, the Strict Cycle Condition prevents application of the BAP
on the cycle comprising these suffixes. The suffixes En and Ok fail to
trigger the BAP for the same reason that the nonsyllabic past tense
suffix 1 and the nonsyllabic adjectival suffix i. fail to do so. Thus, we
have a principled explanation for the occurrence of mobile stress in
these derived adjectives.
The Nonderived Word Generalization must be re-stated as follows:
(16) Revised Nonderived Word Generalization
Mobile stress can only occur in words with monomorphemic stems or
stems derived with suffixes which are underlyingly nonsyllabic.9
2.5 A Segmentally Unspecified Syllabic Yer
2.5.1 Introduction
The analysis presented in the previous section leads to the
following prediction: if the stem of a noun, short form adjective, or
past tense verb consists of an unaccented root and a derivational suffix
containing a yer, it not only can, but it must exhibit mobile stress.
This prediction turns out to be too strong. In this section we will
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examine a class of nouns which we would expect to have mobile stress,
but do not. To incorporate these data into my analyis, I will propose an
extension of the autosegmental analysis of the yers, postulating a vowel
which is underlyingly represented on the syllable and stress planes, but
not on the segmental plane.
We are going to return to the nominal system and examine a set
of nouns derived from the suffix Estv.1xThe vowel in this suffix does
not exhibit paradigmatic vowel-zero alternations. Instead, in some
words, the vowel appears in all inflected forms, while in others it
never surfaces. This suffix attaches primarily to nominal stems, and to
some adjectival stems as well. The derived nouns are 1st declension
neuter nouns with an abstract or collective meaning. The question of the
underlying representation of this morpheme will be the central issue
here.
In the first part of the discussion, the only point about the
stress properties of these nouns that is crucial to the analysis is the
fact that stress is always fixed. It is important that the reader keep
this in mind. What particular vowel gets stress will be treated as a
separate issue. In order not to divert our attention from the main
point, I will put aside for the moment the problem of stress assignment
in these nouns.
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2.5.2 Data
First consider the data in (17). In all these examples the
suffix appears without a vowel (stv).
(17) Nouns Derived with the Suffix Estv in which the Suffixal Vowel
Never Surfaces
BASE NOUN OR ADJECTIVE
zloddj (m) (A) 'villain'
brat (m) (A) 'brother'
sos'd (m) (A) 'neighbor'
zver' (m) (C) 'wild animal'
lIkar' (m) (A or C) (pejor)
'physician'
sxodn+6, sx6dn+y (C)
'similar'
The derived nouns in
is unaccented (i.e. the base
DERIVED NOUN
NOM SG GEN PL
zlod4jstv+o zlodij stv+4
bratstv+o bratstv+0
sos4dstv+o sos4dstv+4
zverstv+o zverstv+o
lekarstv+o lekarstv+p
sx6dstv+o sx6dstv+4
'evil deed'
'brotherhood'
'neighborhood'
'brutality'
'drug'
'likeness'
(17) have fixed stress, even when the root
noun or adjective belongs to stress Class
C). This tells us that the derivational suffix must trigger the BAP. If
if triggers the BAP, then it must have an underlying vowel which is
projected onto the stress plane. However, in the examples above, there
is no evidence of such a vowel. Furthermore, notice that Vocalization
does not apply in the stem in the gen pl form. This must be due to a
property of the stem suffix, rather than the inflection, for the gen pl
inflection does generally trigger Vocalization, as we have already seen.
Examples are shown in (18).
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(18) Evidence that Gen P1 Inflectional Yer Triggers Vocalization
NOM SG C2N PL
okn+6 6kon+i (n) 'window'
pis'm+6 pisem+n (n) 'letter'
ovc+a ovec+4 (f) 'sheep'
kdkl+a ktkol+4 (f) 'doll'
svdd'ba svideb+ W (f) 'wedding'
These examples support an analysis in which the gen pl
inflection is represented as a set of floating features on the segmental
plane (i.e. [-cons, -bk, -hi, -lo]).
The evidence, then, is conflicting. In most words derived w4th
this suffix, there is no segmental evidence of a vowel. But the fact
that these derived nouns have fixed stress tells us that the BAP is
treating this as a syllabik suffix. What we are confronting here is a
problem which is exactly the opposite of what we encountered in the
previous section. Forms which we predict will have mobile stress turn
out to have fixed stress.
2.5.3 Metrical and Segmental Evidence
Suppose we assume that the derivational suffix does have an
underlying vowel. The problem then is to explain its failure to surface
in a large number of nouns derived with this suffix. We can do this by
postulating a second type of abstract vowel (i.e. a yer) in Russian. The
data in (17) tell us that this vowel has at least the following two
properties: (i) it participates in the metrical phonology; and (ii) it
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is not subject to the rule of Vocalization. An autosegmental analysis
can capture exactly these properties. What we need to assume is that
there is a vowel which is segmentally unspecified. It is simply a
syllable nucleus which is linked to a timing slot in the skeleton and,
by virtue of its status as a syllable nucleus, it is represented on the
stress plane.
According to this analysis, the suffix Estv will have the
underlying representation given in (19). In order to show both the
syllable and stress planes, I give two separate representations, both of
which include the skeleton and segmental plane. The bidirectional arrow
is used to indicate that they are two aspects of the same underlying
representation. Let us refer to the abstract vowel represented below as
an X-yer. (The question of why a vowel does surface in certain forms
will be taken up next.)
(19) Underlying Representation of the Suffix Estv
L1
N LO *
XXX --- > X X X X
IIl I I I
s t v s t v
Notice that this representation allows for the possibility that
this abstract vowel is underlyingly accented." However, I will assume
that it is unaccented. Evidence for this will be given later on.
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Before examining a derivation, let us review the rule of
Vocalization (Voc). This is a cyclic rule which associates a floating
feature segment (i.e. a O-yer) to the skeleton if it is followed by a
floating feature segment. The rule is given below.
(20) Rule of Vocalization
X
--> V / (C)
Association with the skeleton results in the projection of a
syllable nucleus on the syllable plane.
Now let us turn to the derivation of zverstvo 'brutality', given
in (21). I will continue to assume that the vowel in the suffix Estv is
accented.
(21) Derivation
zv6rstvo (nom sg) 'brutality'
UR: [[[zver] Estv] o]
L1
LO *
CYCLE 1 [XXXX]
Illi
zver
BAP SCC
L1
LO * *
CYCLE 2 [[XXXX] XXXXJ
iill IlI
zver sty
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BAP L2 *
L1 (* *)
LO (*) (*)
I I
[ [XXXX] xxxx
I11 1 11
zver sty
L1 *
LO (*)*
CYCLE 3 [[XXXXXXXX]
ii zver st!I
zver sty
--- > CONFLATION
Li *
LO (*) *
I I[[xxxx] xxxx]
1l11 III
zver sty
I
xl
I
o
BAP
L2 *
L1 (*
LO (*l*
[[xxxxxxxx]
1111 Ill
zver sty
--- > CONFIAT
L1
LO
,)
I
x0
0
VOC
ION
II I[[xxxxxxxx] xl
I II III I
zver sty o
N.A.
zvdrstvo
On the second cycle, the BAP applies. There is no accented
element on the stress plane. The BAP assigns an accent to the initial
vowel and constructs unbounded, right-headed feet on Line 0 (i.e. in
this instance, two feet, each of which comprises one element).
Conflation eliminates the second foot. On the third cycle, an unaccented
inflection appears. Application of the BAP and Conflation result in the
preservation of only the leftmost foot on Line 0. Therefore, stress
falls on the initial syllable.
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In the table of examples in (17), 1 included the gen pl forms
along with the nom sg. I did this in order to show that the rule of
Vocalization does not apply in these words, even when the inflection is
itself a yer. The important point is that in most words derived with the
suffix Estv, the underlying vowel of the stem suffix never surfaces.
Moreover, even when no other derivational suffix is present, these nouns
always have fixed stress.
The fact that vowel-zero alternations do not occur in the
inflectional paradigm of words derived with this suffix, shows that the
rule of Vocalization does not apply to this suffix. Having posited a
segmentally unspecified vowel in the suffix Estv, this is what we
expect. Vocalization is a rule which applies on the segmental plane,
associating a set of floating features to the skeleton. For the rule to
apply on a given cycle, there must be a sequence of floating feature
matrices on the segmental plane.
2.5.3.1 Default Features
By extending the autosegmental analysis of yers, we have
succeeded in explaining both the stress properties of words derived with
the suffix Estv and the failure of the suffixal vowel to surface in
examples like those (17). The data, however, are more complicated than
what has been presented thus far. There are words derived with this
suffix in which the vowel e appears in the stem in all forms of the
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inflectional paradigm. Examples are given in (22). Notice that consonant
mutations occur in some of the derived forms.
(22) Nouns Derived with the Suffix Estv in which the Suffixal Vowel
Surfaces in All Forms
BASE NOUN OR ADJECTIVE
cudak (m) (B) 'eccentric'
drug (m) (C) 'friend'
pastdx (m) (B) 'shepherd'
starec (m) (A) 'old man'
muz (m) (C) 'husband; man'
sv'at6oa (f) (A)
'sanctimonious person'
6bsij (A) 'common'
DERIVED NOUN
NOM SG GEN SG
cudacestv+o cudacestv+a
'eccentricity' 2
druzestv+o druzestv+a 'friendship'
pastarestv+o pastVrestv+a 'occupation of
a shepherd'
starcestv+o st•rvestv+a 'old age'
muzestv+o muzestv+a 'courage'
sv'at6oestv+o sv'atosestv+a
'sanctimonious behavior'
6bscestv+o 6bscestv+a 'society'
These data raise two problems:
1. Why does the vowel e appear in all forms?
2. If the segmentally unspecified vowel of the suffix Estv is
accented and surfaces (as e), why does stress never fall on
this suffixal vowel?
Let us begin with the first question. In the derived forms in
(22), the consonant preceding the vowel e which surfaces in the suffix
Estv is a strident palatal. In some instances, the palatal consonant is
underlying, while in others (i.e. the first three examples) it appears
to be derived by the rule of Velar Palatalization. Recall that this rule
palatalizes velars before a front vowel or glide (i.e. (k->Y, g->1,
x->'). I argued earlier that this rule is cyclic. Consequently, in
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order for this rule to apply correctly in these words, on the second
cycle there must be an element represented on the segmental plane which
is specified [-back].
I will assume that the default features for a vowel in Russian
are [-bk, -hi, -lo]. (We will see further evidence for this later on).
In addition, I will posit a cyclic rule which inserts these features on
the segmental plane, as well as an association line linking them to the
empty skeletal slot, when the preceding segment is [-anterior]. This
accounts for the presence of the vowel e in the suffix Estv after the
following set of consonants: k, g, x, c, z, S, sE, and c." Insertion of
the features for the vowel e will in turn trigger Velar Palatalization
and another rule which changes c to a strident palatal (c->').'4
Returning to the question of the accentual status of the X-yer
in Estv, note that in (22) stress never surfaces on this vowel, even
when it vocalizes. In particular, note that the derived nouns mduestvo
'courage' and drudestvo 'friendship', both of which have unaccented
roots, have stress on the initial syllable. This is additional evidence
that the segmentally unspecified vowel in this suffix is unaccented. "5
2.5.4 Further Evidence for an X-Yer
Let us review the arguments given thus far for positing a
segmentally unspecified vowel in the underlying inventory of Russian.
First, I provided evidence that the suffix Estv triggers the BAP, even
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when no suffixal vowel surfaces. Nouns derived with this suffix never
have mobile stress, even if the root is unaccented (e.g. zverstvo
'drug'). We have already seen that nonsyllabic suffixes do not trigger
the stress rule. Therefore, the suffix Estv must have a vowel which is
segmentally unspecified but nevertheless represented on the stress plane
and thus visible to the BAP.
Second, we have seen that this suffix does not exhibit
paradigmatic vowel-zero alternations. The vowel is either present in all
inflectional forms (due to default feature insertion) or absent in all
inflectional forms. In particular, Vocalization does not apply in the
gen pl form, where the inflection is itself a segmentally specified yer
(i.e. a D-yer).
There is another prediction which follows from my analyis. If a
morpheme containing a yer whose segmental content is specified but
unlinked to the skeleton (e.g. a Z-yer) immediately precedes the suffix
Estv, that yer will not vocalize. In other words, the vowel in the
suffix Estv, an X-yer, should both fail to trigger and fail to undergo
Vocalization. The evidence supports this prediciton.
Consider, for example, a set of words derived with the suffix
Ec." This suffix creates masculine nouns from nominal, adjectival, and
verbal stems, which refer to a type of person. These nouns exhibit the
vowel-zero alternations characteristic of yers. When the suffix Estv is
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added to the stems of these words, the vowel in Ec fails to surface in
all forms of the newly derived noun.
Examples are given in (23). For the base noun, I cite both the
nom and gen sg, to show that the suffix Ec undergoes vowel-zero
alternations. The nom sg form verifies that the suffixal yer undergoes
Vocalization. (Recall that I have asssumed that the 1st declension nom
sg inflection is a 4-yer.) One form is sufficient to show that this same
yer does not surface when embedded in a stem ending in the suffix Estv.
(23)
BASE NOUN, NOUN DERIVED WITH Estv
(stem + Ec + infl) (stem + Ec + Estv + infl)
NOM SG GEN SG NOM SG
mladenec+4 mlad4nc+a 'infant mladen'estv+o 'infancy'
skopic+O skopc+A 'eunuch' sk6p'estv+o 'condition of
being a eunuch'
tvor4c+c tvorc+A 'creator' tv6r estv+o 'creation'
povstdnec+ povstpovstnc+povstnestv+o 'rebellious
'insurrectionist action'
stArec+4 starc+a 'old man' star estv+o 'old age'
porazenec+q porazenc+a 'defeatist' porazencestv+o 'defeatism'
uproscenec+0 uproscenc+a uproscencestv+o 'over-
'oversimplifier' simplification'
The segmental processes which affect these forms are illustrated
below, in a derivation of mladenlestvo 'infancy'. Since I am ignoring
stress for the time being, I will omit the stress plane. Instead, I will
include the syllable plane, but show only the syllable nuclei. I
abbreviate the rule which inserts the default features [-cons, -hi, -bk]
as ->e.,
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(24) Derivation
mlad4n'estvo (nom sg) 'infancy'
UR: [[[[mladen] Ec] Estv] o]
N N
II
CYCLE 2 j[XXXXXX] X)
mladen ec
VOC N.A.
NN N
II I
CYCLE 3 [[XXXXXX X] XXXX]
11111i I III
mladenec sty
VOC N.A.
N N N
I I I[[xxxxxx x] x4xxx]
IM11 I 11iii1
¢->e mladenec estv
C->ýc C
N N N N
I I I I
CYCLE 4 [[XXXXXX XXXXXJ X]
111111 11111 1
mladenecestv o
VOC N.A,
mladencestvo
There are some exceptions. That is, there are words in which a
yer in the syllable preceding the suffix Estv does vocalize, contrary to
our expectation. In particular, it is interesting to note the following
doublet: (i) 6t estvo 'patronymic' and (ii) ot6eestvo 'fatherland'.
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These are both derived from the noun ot&c+O (nom sg) " otc+a (gen sg)
'father'. (i) is the predicted form, with the yer in the root morpheme
not vocalizing, while (ii) is the exception. Two other exceptions are
nouns containing the suffix Ec in the stem: molod4c+" ~ molodc+A 'fine
fellow' -----> molod6cestv+o 'spirit, dash' (the predicted form is
*mol6d"estvo) and kup6c+4 ~ kupc+A 'merchant' -----> kup6eestv+o
(collect.) 'the merchants' (the predicted form is (*kup'estvo)). For now
I will account for these simply by assuming that they are subject to a
special lexically-determined rule of Vocalization.
Another suffix with precisely the same properties as Estv is the
productive adjectival suffix Esk. This suffix attaches to nominal stems
to form relational adjectives. Examples are given in (25). These
adjectives occur only in long form, and I have used the m nom sg as the
citation form. The data are divided into three parts. Parts (i) and (ii)
illustrate the conditions under which the suffixal vowel is either
absent or present. In addition, certain forms in (ii) show that Velar
Palatalization applies when the vowel is present. Part (iii) shows that
the suffix fails to trigger Vocalization in a preceding suffix. Several
of the examples given below are derived from the same base noun as the
examples given earlier which were derived with Estv ((17), (22), (23)).
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(25) Adjectives Derives with the Suffix Esk
BASE NOUN'
NOM SG DAT PL
DERIVED ADJECTIVE
NOM SG, M
(i)
zlodej+o
brat+4
sos4d+o
xol6p+
~e1n+4
(ii)
vrag+c1
jaz'k+o
pas t*ix+4
(iii)
tvor4c+6
starec+4
mladenec+0
zlod6j+am (m) 'villain'
brat'+am (m) 'brother'
sosed+am (m) 'neighbor'
xol6p+am (m) 'lackey'
clen+am (m) 'member'
muz+am (m) 'man'
vrag+4m (m) 'enemy'
jazyxk+dm (m) 'language'
pastux+am (m) 'shepherd'
tvorc+6m (m) 'creator'
stfrc+am (m) 'old man'
mladenc+a (m) 'baby'
zlodej sk+ij
bratsk+ij
sosedsk+ij
xol6psk+ij
elnsk+ij
0V
muzesk+ij
vr6aesk+ij
jaz%.esk+ij
pasti'esk+ij
'villainous'
'brotherly'
'neighbor's'
'servile'
'member's'
'masculine'
'enemy'
'heathen'
'shepherd's'
tv6rcesk+ij 'creative'
stireesk+ij 'old man's'
mladenŽcesk+ij 'infantile'
I assume that this suffix has a segmentally unspecified vowe
(i.e. an X-yer). Its underlying representation is given below. I also
assume that it is unaccented.
(26) Underlying Representation of the Adjectival Suffix Esk
L1
I[xxx]
II
sk
LO *
<---> [xxx]
II
sk
The default features [-hi, -bk] are inserted under the
conditions given earlier, namely after [-ant] consonants.
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Again, we find some exceptions. These exceptions fall into three
groups. One set consists of forms with stems ending in a velar consonant
in which the suffixal vowel does not surface. Most of these are proper
names. Examples are given below.
(27) Exceptions: Failure of a Velar Consonant to Palatalize
BASE EXPECTED OCCURRING
gercog 'duke' *grcozeskij g9rcogskij"'
peterbtirg *peterbdr7eskij peterbirgskij
uzbek *uzb6ceskij uzb6kskij
irik *iraceskij irdkskij
kazAx *kazaseskij kazaxskij
Another set shows unexpected vocalization of a 4-yer in the base
stem. Most of these examples are based on stems that showed the same
type of exceptional behavior in nouns derived with Estv, discussed
above.
(28) Exceptions: Unexpected Vocalization of a 4-Yer in the Stem
BASE EXPECTED OCCURRING
NOM SG GEN SG
kup4c+4 kupc+6 'merchant' *kupieskij kup6ieskij
ot4c+- otc+6 'father' 6tveskij 6tceskij &
ot6'eskij' 8
The third group of exceptions is characterized by three
properties: (i) the base stem ends in an unvoiced velar or palatal
consonant; (ii) the adjectival suffix appears without a vowel; and (iii)
the adjectival suffix surfaces as ck, rather than sk. Examples are given
in (29). (In last three, I include two forms of the base noun to show
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that the stem undergoes vowel-zero alternations and thus contains a
yer.)
(29) Exceptions: Adjectival Suffix Surfaces as ck(ij)
BASE EXPECTED OCCURRING
NOM SG
dur~ k 'fool' *duradeskij dt,rackij
slovak 'slovak' *slova'eskij slovickij
mu~ik 'Russian peasant' *muziceskij muzickij
morjAk 'sailor' *morj6ceskij morjackij
tkA 'weaver' *tk6aeskij tkackij
&t6c 'reader' **t&*eskij &teckij
lovc/lovcd ''fisherman' *16vSeskij lovickij
molodec/molodc6 'fine fellow' *mol6deskij molodeckij
pis4c/pisca 'scribe' *piseskij piseckij
These forms are marked as exceptions for the rule inserting
default features (0->e). In those forms which are derived from a stem
ending in a velar, affixation of the suffix Esk results in the following
consonant sequence on the segmental plane: ksk. Following Sagey's (1986)
analysis of affricates as contour segments, which assumes a hierarchical
organization of segmental features, we can account for the c in these
forms by assuming a merger between these two consonants. The association
line linking the segmental representation of k to the skeleton is
severed, and the class feature [continuant] associates to the root node
of the following consonant, s. This is shown below, in a somewhat
simplified representation.
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(30)
X X --- > X X
root root root root
I \ / \ / \ I \
supra -cont supra +cont supra -cont +cont supra
I I I I
-ant +ant -ant +ant
-cor +cor -cor +cor
2.5.5 Summary
In this section I argued that in Russian there are vowels which
are segmentally unspecifed in their underlying representation. I refer
to this type of vowel as an X-yer. Since it is represented on the stress
plane, a suffix containing an X-yer will trigger the BAP. However,
because the X-yer lacks specification on the segmental plane, it is
neither subject to Vocalization nor can it trigger Vocalization. By
positing this type of -owel, we are able to account for both the
segmental and metrical behavior of words derived with the nominal suffix
Estv and the adjectival suffix Esk.
The X-yer is maximally distinct from a @-yer, which has only a
segmental specification. A 0-yer both triggers and undergoes
Vocalization. However, because its underlying representation does not
include association to a syllable nucleus, it is not represented on the
stress plane. Thus, it does not trigger the BAP.
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2.6 A Third Type of Yer
So far we have seen evidence for two types of yers. Their
properties are summarized in (31).
(31)
(i) *-yer
(a) represented only on the segmental plane
(b) triggers and undergoes Vocalization
(c) triggers Velar Palatalization
(d) cannot be lexically accented, since it has no underlying
representation on the stress plane
(e) suffixes containing this vowel do not trigger the BAP
(ii) X-yer
(a) represented as an X-slot on the skeleton which is linked to
a syllable nucleus and thus is represented on the syllable
and stress planes
(b) neither triggers nor undergoes Vocalization
(c) does not trigger Velar Palatalization
(d) can be lexically accented
(e) suffixes containing this vowel trigger the BAP
There is evidence of yet a third type of abstract vowel in
Russian. This vowel exhibits the metrical behavior of an X-yer and the
segmental behavior of a 0-yer. Its properties are summarized below:
1. it both triggers and undergoes Vocalization
2. it triggers Velar Palatalization
3. it can be lexically accented
4. it triggers the BAP
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Let us call this vowel a 0X-yer, since it combines the
properties of both a 0-yer and an X-yer. Given the autosegmental
framework which I have adopted, such a vowel would have to have the
representation shown in (32). (Recall that I use the symbol 4 to denote
the features [-cons, -hi, -lo, ±bk].) The stress plane is omitted in
this representation.
(32) Underlying Representation of a 4X-Yer
SYLLABLE PLANE: N
SKELETON: X
SEGMENTAL PLANE: 4
What is distinctive about this hypothetical vowel is that,
although it is fully specified on the segmental and syllable planes, the
planes are not linked in the underlying representation. The theory of
autosegmental phonology does not rule out this possibility. However, it
is important to note that the representation in (32) implies that
association lines have the status of independent entities in the theory.
There is indeed evidence in Russian of a vowel of exactly this
type. One source of evidence comes from nouns derived with the nominal
diminutive suffix Ek. This suffix derives nouns of all three genders.
Examples of m diminutive nouns are given in (33). The derived
forms all have the meaning 'little x', where "x" is the base noun.
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(33) Masculine Nouns Derived with the Diminutive Suffix Ek
BASE NOUN DERIVED NOUN
NOM SG DAT PL NOM SG DAT PL
(i)
x61od+n xolod+dm (C) 'spell of xolod6k+4 xolodk+dn
cold weather'
p6greb++ pogreb+im (C) 'cellar' pogreb6k+4 pogrebk+4
g6rod+0 gorod+6m (C) 'city' gorod6k+q gorodk+4r
(ii)
14d+0 l'd+dm (A) 'ice' led6k+0 ledk+-&m
v4ter+0 v4tr+am (A) 'wind' veter6k+o veterk+6m
kostir+0 kostr+am (B) 'campfire' koster6k+4 kosterk+6
(iii)
bereg+4 bereg+dm (C) 'shore' bere'6k+4 bere'k+4m
durdk+o durak+am (B) 'fool' dura"6k+4 dura'k+dm
smex+Q sm'x+am (A) 'laugh' smes6k+4 smesk+Am
im
Im
Im
The examples under (i) have unaccented stems, as shown by the
mobile stress pattern of the base noun. Since the derived forms do not
have mobile stress, we know that this suffix triggers the BAP.
It is clear from the two derived forms cited in each example
that the yer in this derivational suffix undergoes Vocalization. The
forms in (ii) demonstrate, in addition, that the suffix triggers
Vocalization of a yer in the stem.
The forms in (iii) show that this suffixal vowel triggers Velar
Palatalization. Since we know that palatalization processes occur before
a front vowel or glide, let us assume that the vowel in this suffix is
underlyingly specified [-bk]. There is a late rule which backs a mid
front vowel when the following consonant is hard, i.e. nonpalatalized.
1
]
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I will assume, then, that there is a third type of yer in
Russian. This vowel is segmentally specified and it is represented on
the syllable and stress planes. However, there is no underlying link
between the segmental plane and the skeleton. I have adopted the term
$X-ycr to refer to this vowel.
2.6.1 The Accentual Property of the Diminutive Suffix Ek
Let us turn now to the question of the accentual property of the
diminutive suffix Ek. All of the derived nouns in (33) are post-
accenting (Class B), regardless of the accentual property of the base
stem. This shows that an accent on a base stem (i.e. base nouns of Class
A & B) is always eliminated. From this we can infer that the vowel of
the diminutive suffix is accented and, furthermore, that the suffix is
dominant and post-accenting.
In order to demonstrate how my analysis of the yers interacts
with stress assignment and the segmental phonology, I will present
derivations of the dat pl and nom sg forms of the diminutive noun
veter6k 'breeze'. The related nonderived noun, v4ter 'wind', exhibits a
vowel-zero alternation (v4ter (nom sg), vetram (dat pl)) and has fixed
stress. A discussion of the derivation is included at the end of each
cycle. Recall that dominance is a property of a suffix which I represent
by the subscript d.'9 I use the subscript p as a feature identifying a
suffix as post-accenting.
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(34) Derivations
(i) veterkam (dat pl) 'breeze'
UR: [[[veter] Ek] am]
L1 *
LO *
CYCLE 1 [IXx X]
III I
veter
BAP SCC
DISCUSSION: The root morpheme contains a 4-yer, as well as a full vowel.
We know that the initial vowel is accented, because the nonderived noun
v4ter 'wind' has fixed stress. The Strict Cycle Condition prevents the
BAP from applying on the first cycle.
L1 * * L1 *
LO * * LO* *
I I I I
CYCLE 2 [[XXX X] XXJ,/p ---- > [[XXX X] XX],
IIIl I III I I
veter ek veter ek
L1 *
LO (*
I I
BAP [[XXX Xl xxx•
III I I
veter ek
L1 *
LO (* * *)
I I I
voc [[xxxxx] xx],
IIll
veter ek
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DISCUSSION: The second cycle introduces the dominant, accented
diminutive suffix Ek. Like most dominant suffixes, Ek is post-accenting.
This suffix contains a QX-yer. It is specified [-back). Affixation of
the dominant suffix eliminates the accent of the base stem. The BAP
applies. Since the suffixal vowel is accented, it marks the righthand
boundary of an unbounded metrical foot. Next, the rule of Vocalization
applies. Although the yers belonging to the root and suffix are
structurally different, they both have floating segmental features, thus
satisfying the conditions for this rule. The @-yer in the root-final
syllable is associated to an inserted X-slot and represented on the
syllable and stress planes.
L1 (*) *
LO (* * *) *
CYCLE 3 [[XXXXXX), XX]
I1111 i I
veterek am
BAP ---> CONFLATION
L2 (*)
L1 (* *) L1 *
LO (* * *) (*) LO (* * *) *
Ill I III I[[xxxxuxxx]i, xx [[lxxxxx•xx~, xx]
1111I I II 11111 I II
veterek am veterek am
VOC N.A.
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DISCUSSION: The third cycle introduces the dat pl inflectional suffix,
which is accented. Since this suffix is not dominant (i.e. it is not
accent-deleting), previous assigned metrical structure remains intact.
The accented vowel of the inflection forms a metrical foot. The two Line
1 elements form an unbounded, left-headed constituent, and the head is
marked on Line 2. Since Russian has no secondary stress, Lines 1 and 2
are conflated. Any constituent on Line 0 left without a head is then
dissolved, with the result that only the leftmost constituent on Line 1
is preserved. Thus, stress surfaces on the leftmost accented syllable.
Vocalization does not apply because there is no sequence of floating
features present on the third cycle.
The segmental content of the MX-yer in the diminutive suffix fails to
associate with skeleton. Therefore, the vowel simply fails to vocalize.
L1 *
LO (* * *)*
POST-CYCLIC [XXXXXXXXX],
11111 III
veterekam
L1 *
LO (* * * *)
[xxxxxxxxx]
11111 11
veterekam
veterkdm
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DISCUSSION: The post-accenting property of the suffix percolates to
become a property of the word. Since the accent is on the penultimate
vowel. Post-Accentuation applies, transfering the accent to the final
vowel. Formally, this means that the metrical constituent is expanded by
one element, acquiring a new head.
(ii) veter6k (nom sg)
UR: Ii[veter] Ek] 01]
Note: Since the first two cycles are identical in the dat pl and nom sg,
I begin this derivation on cycle 3.
Li *
LO (* * *)
I {1
CYCLE 3 [IXXXXXXX],
IIIt1 I
veterek o
BAP SCC
VOC LI *
N N LO (* * *)
I I III
x --> x -[.> IIxxxxxxx]p,
I I I I I I I I
e e veterek o
DISCUSSION: The stem contains a $X-yer, while the nom sg inflectional
suffix is a 1-yer. The suffix Ek is accented, dominant, and post-
accenting. The vowel representing the inflectional suffix consists only
of a set of floating features on the segmental plane. Therefore, it is
not represented on the stress plane. Consequently, it does not trigger
the BAP.
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Vocalization applies to the stem yer (a $X-yer) because affixation of
the inflection results in a sequence of two floating feature matrices on
the segmental plane. Since this vowel is the head of the Line 0
constituent, it surfaces with stress. The inflectional yer does not
undergo Vocalization and hence does not surface. Nevertheless, we infer
that it is present underlyingly from the fact that Vocalization applies
to the stem yer.
LI *
LO (* * *)
POST-CYCLIC [XXXXXXX ],
vetereko
• -> N.A.
e->o 0
veter6k
DISCUSSION: Post-Accentuation cannot apply, because there is no position
on the stress plane which the the Line 1 asterisk can move to.
My assumption that the 1st declension nom sg inflection is a @-
yer has an important implication. It means that, from the standpoint of
the BAP, in the nom sg, nonderived nouns of the 1st declension are
consist of only one cycle. Unless we allow the stress rule to apply
post-cyclically as well, the Strict Cycle Condition will prevent the BAP
from applying to these forms and they will surface without stress.
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Recall that I argued earlier, based on data presented in Sect.
3, that the BAP applies both cyclically and post-cyclically. The data
involved m short form adjectives derived with the suffixes En and Ok.
These forms contain only one underlyingly syllabic morpheme, which is
the root. Thus, consider for example the adjective stydn+a (f), stfdn+i
(pl), stfden+0 (m) 'shameful'. The m form is composed of the following
morphemes, all of which are unaccented: Root: [styd] + [En] + [O]. The
word has the following underlying representation:
(35)
stfden (m) 'shameful'
Li
N LO *
I I
I[[x.xxx] x] i <---> [[[xxxx] x] ]
II ii I II il I
styd en o styd en o
Since the two suffixes have no representation on the syllable or
stress planes, they are not visible to the BAP. Therefore, the BAP must
be allowed to apply once more at the post-cyclic stage of the
derivation.
2.6.2 The Feminine Diminutive Suffix Ek
There is another diminutive suffix Ek which forms f nouns of the
second declension. In terms of its structural and segmental properties,
this suffix is identical to the m diminutive suffix. However, in
contrast to the latter, it iP neither dominant nor post-accenting, but
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is simply accented. The data in (36) show that it has all the properties
we expect of a suffix containing a yer which is represented on both the
stress and segmental planes, but with no underlying link between the
segmental plane and skeleton: (i) it triggers the BAP; (ii) the vowel
undergoes and triggers Vocalization (unlike the suffixes Estv and Esk);
and (iii) the vowel causes palatalization of a preceding velar
consonant.
There is one problematic aspect of these data, however. Notice
that in words derived from unaccented roots (i.e. the base noun is Class
C, meaning that it has mobile stress), in the gen pl forms stress falls
on the vowel immnediately preceding the suffix. We would expect it to
fall on the vowel of the diminutive suffix. I will have more to say
about this later on.
(36) Second Declension F Nouns Derived with the Diminutive Suffix Ek
BASE NOUN DERIVED NOUN
NOM SG GEN PL NOM SG GEN PL
(i) k6mnat+a k6mnat+4 (f) (A) 'room' k6mnatk+a k6mnatok+i
(ii) knig+a knig+o (f) (A) 'book' knik+a kni"ok+0
(iii) drAk+a drik+0 (f) (A) 'fight dr6k+a dr6Cok+4
(iv) mix+a mdx+4 (f) (A) 'fly' muSk+a musok+4
(v) k6rob+l korob+6v (m) (C) 'box' kor6bk+a kor6bok+i
(vi) svAd'b+a svideb+0 (f) (A) 'wedding' svddebk+a svddebok+o
(vii) polos+a pol6s+i (f) (C)20 'stripe' pol6sk+a pol6sok+o
(viii)16 ad'+ lo0ad'+6j (f) (C) 'horse' lo'6dk+a loh idok+
The derived forms in example (i) simply show that the suffix
exhibits paradigmatic vowel-zero alternations. Examples (ii)-(iv) show
that Velar Palatalization applies before this suffixal vowel. This tells
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us that the vowel is specified [-bk]. The vowel surfaces as o due to a
late rule which backs a mid vowel before nonpalatalized consonants. The
stem of the base noun in example (vi) contains a yer. The derived forms
show that the suffixal vowel not only undergoes Vocalization, but
triggers it as well. And finally, examples (v), (vi), and (viii) testify
to the fact that the suffix is accented: the base nouns have mobile
stress, while the derived nouns have fixed stress.
Let us pursue the problem of stress assignment in the derived
nouns whose roots are unaccented ((v), (vii), (viii)). Given my
assumption that the derivational suffix is accented, we expect that in
these cases the accent of the derivational suffix will "win". The
accent will subsequently move to the adjacent vowel on the left when the
accented suffixal yer fails to vocalize. This leftward movement of the
accent is due to the fact that metrical constituents in Russian are
right-headed, and the suffixal vowel constitutes the head in these
cases. We then predict that stress will surface on the vowel immediately
preceding this suffix. The nom sg forms support this prediction (as do
all other forms where the inflection is not a yer). The problem is the
gen pl, where the inflection is a yer. In this case, the yer in the stem
vocalizes and thus we predict that stress will remain on the accented
vowel of the suffix. In fact, it moves to the left exactly as it does
when the yer fails to vocalize.
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One immediate solution is to say that the gen pl forms are
subject to the rule of Retraction. Though it works technically, this
solution is unappealing. Nowhere else do we see Retraction applying to
one form of an inflectional paradigm. For the time being I will have to
leave the problem of stress assignment in the gen pl form of these nouns
unresolved.
2.6.3 The Suffix Ec
Now let us turn to the third and final suffix which I will
present as an example of a morpheme containing a 0X-yer. This is the
nominal suffix Ec, which forms 1st declension masculine nouns from
nominal, adjectival, and verbal stems. Examples are given in (37).
(37) Nouns Derived with the Suffix Ec
BASE ADJECTIVE DERIVED NOUN
F PL M NOM SG DAT PL
(a) xrabr+a xrabr+i xrdbr+p (C) xrabr4c+@ xrabrc+im
'brave' 'brave person'
(b) - iv+6 "iv+i ~iv+0 (C) iv4c+ zivc+am
'alive' 'live bait'
(c) molod+6 m6lodii m61lod+@ (C) molod4c+0 molodc+dm
'young' 'fine fellow'
(d) lukav+a lukav'+i lukav+b (A) lukavec+0 lukavc+am
'crafty' 'sly person'
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BASE NOUN
NOM SG DAT PL
(e) bdben+0 b*bn+am (A)
'tambourine'
(f) kovceg+0 kov~dg+am (A)
'ark'; (obs.: 'box')
(g) v61k+o volk+dm (C)
'wolf'
DERIVED NOUN
NOM SG DAT PL
bdbenec+@ bibenc+am
'little bell'
kov&d'ec+O kovd6ec+am
'a small box or chest'
volŽdc+q volcc+am
'thistle' 21
Examples (a)-(c), and (g) demonstrate that the vowel in this
suffix is accented. Note that it is also post-accenting. Examples (d),
(e), and (f) show that the suffix is not dominant. The nom sg forms of
the derived nouns snow that the suffixal yer undergues Vocalization,
while example (e) shows that it triggers Vocalization. Finally, the last
two examples both provide evidence that the suffixal yer triggers Velar
Palatalization. These properties are captured by the representation in
(38).
(38) R presentation of the Nominal Suffix Ec
L1 *
N LO *
I I
xx <--> xx
I I
e c e c
A derivation of the nom sg of b6benec 'tambourine' is given
below.
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(39) Derivation
bubenec (nom sg) 'tambourine'
UR: [IlbubEn] Ec] O]
L1 *
LO *
CYCLE 1 [xxX X]
Ill I
buben
BAP SCC
L1 * *
LO * *
I I
CYCLE 2 [[XXX X] XX]p
III I I
buben ec
L2 *
L1 (*
LO (*)
I[[xxx x)
I I I
buben
(*)
xx],
I
ec
--- > CONFLATION
L1 *
LO (*)
[[xxx x]
III I
buben
L1 *
LO (*)*
II
i[xxxxxj
buben
BAP
I
xx]
I
ec
VOC
I
xx]
I
ec
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L1 *
LO (*)* *
iIl
CYCLE 3 [ [XXXXXXX),
II 11 I
bubenec o
BAP SCC
VOC
L1 *
LO (*)* *
!Ixxxxxxx], ]
IIIII1
bubenec o
btibenec
NOTE: (Post-Accentuation does not apply post-cyclically since it is
not the penultimate vowel which is accented)
There is a diminutive form of b6benec, which is derived with the
suffix ik. This suffix does not contain a yer. Thus, as expected, the
yer in the suffix Ec fails to vocalize in all forms of the word
bubencik.22 A derivation is given below. I have simplified the
derivation by including Conflation as part of the BAP.
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(40) Derivation
L1 * *
LO * *
I I
CYCLE 2 [[XXX X] XX],
III I I
buben ec
BAP
L2 *
L1 (* *)
LO (*) (*)
I I
[[xxx x] xx],
III I I
buben ec
--- > CONFLATION
L1 *
LO (*)
IIIbuben[xxx x
buben
VOC
L *
LO (*)*
I I
buben
LO (*)* * *
CYCLE 3 [[XXXXXXX]p XXI
I11111 I I
bubenec ik
L2 *
L1 (*
LO (*1* *
[[xxxxxxx•,
11111uenec
bubenec
,)
I
xx
II
ik
--- > CONFLATION
L1 *
LO (*)* * *
[[xxxxxxxJ] xxi
11111 1 II
bubenec ik
VOC N.A.
I
I
ec
I
xxi,
ec
BAP
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L1 *
LO (*)* * *
CYCLE 4 fXXXXXXXXX], ]
1111 I1 I
bubenecik . o
BAP SCC
VOC N.A.
L1 *
LO (*)* * *
ill I
POST-CYCLIC [XXXXXXXXXX ],
11111 III
bubeneciko
S->- N, A.
VOC N. A.
C->C C
bdben ik
2.7 Summary
In Chapter 1 I argued that mobile stress can only occur in
nonderived words. I began this chapter by pointing out certain
exceptions to this generalization. The exceptions, namely adjectives
derived with the suffixes En and Ok, have iq, .ommon that they exhibit
vowel-zero alternations.
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Vowel-zero alternations are common in Russian, and I provided
evidence to show that these alternations cannot be the result of
epenthesis. Instead, they reflect the presence of abstract vowels in the
underlying vowel inventory of Russian. These abstract vowels are the
modern reflexes of the yers, a pair of high, lax vowels which we know to
have occurred historically in Slavic. Although high, lax vowels never
surface in modern Slavic, there is evidence that they continue to play a
role in the phonological systems of Slavic languages.
I have argued that in modern Russian there are three distinct
abstract vowels. Because these vowels regularly surface as mid vowels
(front and back), I assume that they are segmentally identical to
nonalternating e or o. What distinguishes among the three yers on one
hand, and between the yers and the underlying vowels e and o on the
other hand, is their underlying structural configuration. These are
given in (41), along with the underlying representation of the
nonalternating mid vowel.
(41) Underlying Representations of the Yers in Russian
4-yer X-yer QX-yer e/o
SYLLABLE PLANE N N N
I I I
SKELETON X X X
SEGMENTAL PLANE -cons -cons -cons
-hi -hi -hi
-lo -lo -lo
±back ±back ±back
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I observed that vowels which exhibit vowel-zero alternations
vary in their segmental and metrical properties, For example, the two
which are segmentally specified trigger the rule of Vocalization, while
the two which are underlyingly syllabic trigger the BAP. These facts,
summarized below, are what we expect, given the differences in their
underlying structure.
(42) Segmental and Metrical Properties of the Yers
4Q-Yer X-Yer $X-Yer
BAP: - + +
VOC: + - +
This analysis of the yers enables us to account for the fact
that mobile stress occurs in certain derived words. If a stem is derived
with a suffix containing a 4-yer (e.g. the adjectival suffixes En and
Ok), then the suffix will have no representation on the syllable or
stress planes. This means that the cycle which introduces that suffix
will introduce no new material on the stress plane. Consequently, the
Strict Cycle Condition will block application of the BAP. This explains
our observation that suffixes containing a @-yer behave metrically like
suffixes consisting only of a consonant. My analysis shows that the same
suffix may trigger cyclic rules on one level of representation but fail
to do so on another level.
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Notes : Chapte r 2
1. I will use the symbol 0 to represent the features [-cons, -hi, -lo,
±bk].
2. The underlying vowel of the inflection is y. There is a rule which
fronts a high, back vowel after velar consonants.
3. We will see later on that this analysis cannot account for the
properties of underlying yers in Russian.
4. Anderson (1982) proposes a similar solution for French schwa-zero
alternations.
5. Recall that, due to space constrictions, the symbol I is sometimes
used instead of )( to mark a boundary between two constituents. Thus,
for example, the representation (* * *l* * *) is equivalent to (* *)(*
S *).
6. The following examples show that the rule of Velar Palatalization
does not apply morpheme internally: xitr+ij 'cunning' (root: xitr);
x~rit' (coll) 'to cross out' (root: xer); kisnut' 'to turn sour' (root:
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kis); k6m (instr form of kto) 'who'; gibel' 'destruction' (root: gib);
and getry 'gaiters' (root: getr).
7. Velar Palatalization also fails to occur in the plural, before the
front vowel i (e.g. str6g+i (pl) 'strict'; tix+i (pl) 'quiet'; dik+i
(pl) 'wild'). However, this vowel is underlyingly y, which is [+back]. A
late rule, applying after VEL PAL, fronts this vowel after velars.
8. 1 found three forms which do exhibit vowel-zero alternations: (i)
kisl+6, kisel+0 'sour'; (ii) tepl+A, tepel+o 'warm'; (iii) svetl+A,
svetel+0 'bright'. In the first two examples, we can assume that tiie
root morphemes contain a yer and that the 1 itself is part of the root.
In other words, these would be nonderived adjectives. In the case of
(iii), however, this analysis will not work, because the adjective is
clearly derived from the noun svet, 'light'. One is then forced to say
that the e in svetel is epenthetic. This is curious, given that other
obstruent + 1 clusters are tolerated in word-final position in
adjectives.
9. 1 emphasize the condition underlyingly nonsyllabic. When the
conditions for Vocalization are met, a yer is linked to a syllable
nucleus and thus is represented on the stress plane. This process
distinguishes a suffix which contains a yer from one which consists only
of a consonant.
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10. I continue to use capital E and 0 to denote a yer, i.e. a vowel
which is not fully specified in its underlying representation. However,
keep in mind that the particular properties of the vowel represented by
E and 0 may differ.
11. The representation I proposed earlier for the yers, in which they
are segmental features unlinked to the skeleton, predicts that 0-yers
cannot be underlyingly accented.
12. Recall that in Chapter. 1, I argued that Post-Accentuation generally
applies only at the periphery of a word, i.e. when the post-accenting
suffix is stem-final. This example, a Class B noun, is another
illustration of this condition.
13. There are two words which appear to violate this selectional
restriction: begstvo 'escape' and g6rcogstvo 'duchy'. Because their
roots end in a velar, we would expect the forms *b6zestvo and
*gercozestvo.
14. Another consonant alternation exhibited in the examples in (22) is c
c (e.g. starec -- > starcestvo).There is another process affecting
velar consonants in Slavic which was discovered by Baudouin de Courtenay
(1894) (cited in Chomsky and Halle (1968)). The process is very
complicated. However, it essentially involves velar consonants changing
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into dentals when preceded by a high, front vowel. Lightner assumes that
this rule (BdC) is present in the phonology of modern Russian. He notes,
for example, the pair of related nominal suffixes ik (m) and ica (f),
and argues that both have the underlying form ik, with the feminine form
marked to undergo this rule (e.g. k->c I [-bk, +hi] ). Other examples
of related words exhibiting a velar-dental alternation include the
following (from Lightner, p. 145):
(i) vosklik+nut' (pf) - vosklic+6t' (impf) 'to exclaim'
(ii) 6b+lik (m) 'appearance' - lic+6 (n) 'face'
(iii) ot+torg+At' 'to tear away' - terz+At' 'to tear to pieces'
(iv) kn'ag+inja (f) 'princess' - kn'az' (m) 'prince'
On the basis of these data, Lightner argues that the underlying form of
the suffix ec is rk, where n = a vowel specified [+hi, -lo, -tns] (i.e.
a yer in Lightner's system). According to his analysis, the rule BdC
would apply morpheme internally in the noun starec, while the rule of
Velar Palatalization would apply instead in the form starxestvo,
changing k to C.
A thorough discussion of the problem of the underlying form of the
consonant c in the suffix Ec and the status of the rule BdC in modern
Russian is beyond the scope of this paper. Given that the suffix Ec
never exhibits a k~c alternation, I will assume that c is the underlying
consonant and adopt the rule c->f/ [-bk].
15. My analysis predicts that words derived with this suffix will always
have stress on the stem. However, there is a small number of words
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derived with this suffix which have stress fixed on the inflection.
Examples include: vollebstv6 'magic' (cf. voll4bnij 'magical'); vdovstv6
'widow' (cf. vd6vij 'widowed'); motovstv6 'wastefulness' (cf. motovsk6j
'wasteful'); ro'destv6 'Christmas' (cf rozenije 'birth'); and bozestv6
'deity' (cf. bog 'god'). Clearly the stem in these instances is post-
accenting.
It is interesting to note that all of the examples have in common that
they contain no other derivational suffix besides Estv.
16. I will have more to say about the properties of the suffix Ec in the
following section. For the time being, the reader is asked to ignore the
issue of stress assignment in the forms presented. What is crucial here
is that the suffix exhibits regular paradigmatic vowel-zero
alternations. This tells us two things: (i) it has underlying segmental
features and (ii) the features are not underlyingly linked to the
skeleton.
17. Recall that the derived noun was also exceptional: gercogstvo.
18. Recall that we found the same related pair in nouns derived with
Estv.
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19. Dominance has to be thought of as a property of a suffix, rather
than of an accent. As we saw in Chapter 1, an unaccented suffix can be
dominant.
20. To verify that the noun belongs to Class C, note that the nom pl is
p6los+y. The acec sg has both alternants: p6los+u and polos+i. Recall
that I argued in Chapter 1 I argued that this inflection has both
accented and unaccented allomorphs.
21. Given the dubious semantic relation between the base noun and
derived noun, one might question whether the root of this derived noun
is actually ['voli]. I think there is reason to believe that it is. The
adjectival form of volk 'wolf' is v61oij. The Oxford Dictionary cites
the phrase v61f'ja jdgoda (lit: 'wolf berry') as referring to the plant
"spurge-flax".
22. As noted earlier, the consonant c patterns with velars for certain
processes. Thus c becomes a strident palatal (') before a front vowel or
glide.
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Cha.pter 3
ADJECTIVAL STRESS
3.1 Introduction
Adjectives in Russian fall into two types: (i) the long form and
(ii) the short form. Long form adjectives can function either as
attributes or as predicates, while short form adjectives always have a
predicative role. As a general rule, qualitative adjectives can occur in
either long or short form. Relative adjectives, on the other hand, can
occur only in long form.
Short form adjectives were mentioned in chapters 2 and 3. The
reader will recall that these forms have the following number and gender
agreement markers: a (fem), o (neut), 0 (masc), y (pl).' Long form
adjectives are fully declined, agreeing with the noun they qualify in
number, gender, and case.
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In this chapter we will examine the full range of short and long
form stress patterns. There are, in particular, three sets of facts
which my theory must explain:
1. Nonderived short-form adjectives exhibit five different stress
patterns. This is more than we would expect, given previously
adopted assumptions abcrut the accentual classes of root
morphemes and the accentual properties of short-form adjectival
suffixes.
2. Long form adjectives exhibit only two stress patterns, both
characterized by fixed stress. In other words, there is an
absence of mobile stress in the long form.
3. Adjectives which share the same stress pattern in the short
form may exhibit different stress patterns in long form. This
is puzzling for the following reason: if two adjectives have
the same short-form stress, that indicates that their roots
have the same accentual property. If their roots have the same
accentual property, then we predict that they will exaibit the
same stress iL. the long form as well,
The purpose of this chapter is to show that my analysis handles
t,he full arra- etv facts described above,
In addition, I will show that my analysis accounts for the
particular location of stress in derived adjectives, with one
--- I --~-·- I ·- ---
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modification. Based on data from the nominal syste, I argued in Chapter
1 that post-accentuation applies only when a post-accenting (i.e. Class
B) suffix is stem-final. We will see that this condition is violated in
the adjectival system, requiring a stipulation that post-accentuation
can apply before certain adjectival derivational suffixes.
Finally, I will discuss a large set of long form adjectives
whose stress properties vary in ways that are not predicted by my
analysis. Thcse are the adjectives derived with the suffix ov.3 In
Section xx, I lay out the relevant data, showing why it is problematic
for my analysis, but also pointing out certain generalizations. We will
see that, although the data are extensive, it is not possible to draw
any firm conclusions from them about the accentual property of the
suffix o\v. Thus, although the data in this section may be of interest to
specialists in Russian morphology and phonology, the discussion
contrbutes little to the main theoretical issues of this study. The
reader who does not have a special interest in Russian may wanr to skim
this section.
3.2 Short Form Adjectival Stress
Short form adjectives exhibit the same three major types of
stress patterns found in the nouns:
~ I - I · · · I I I -r L ~L C~ · I · r · · Ir 'II I-- ~I ra~
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Class A: Fixed stress on the stem
Example: bogit+a, bogat+0, bogat+o, bog0t+y 'rich'
Class B: Fixed stress on the inflection
Example: zdorov+d, zdor6v+e, zdorov+6, zdorov+y (coll) 'robust'
Class C: Mobile Stress
Example: molod+6, m6lod+q, m6lod+o, m61od+y 'young'
Each of these patterns is accounted for if we assume that those
with fixed stress on the stem have accented stems; those with fixed
stress on the inflection have post-accenting stems; and those with
mobile stress have unaccented stems.
There are, in addition, two other less common stress patterns
found among short form adjectives. One pattern is characterized by
stress on the inflection in the f and pi. on the initial vowel in the m
and n. In other words, it differs from Class C stress only in the pl,
with stress falling on the inflection rather than the initial vowel.'
Anticipating my analysis of these cases as a secondary type of mobile
stress. I will label this pattern Class C'. 5 It is interesting to note
that, according to Zaliznjak (1977), every adjective which permits this
stress pattern also permits regular Class C stress. In other words,
there is a subset of Class C adjectives which allows stress to fall
either on the inflection or on the initial vowel in the plural short
form. Examples are given in (1). I have noted the regular Class C pl
stress in parentheses.
'· I · I I II I a a r AIl ii · '" ·II a II r Al a lsr
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(1) Class C' Short Form Adjectival Stress
F M N PL
mil+ mil+4 mil+o mil+y (mil+y) 'nice'
vazn+6 vazen+0 vazn+o vazn+y (v6n+y) 'important'
bedn+6 beden+0 bedn+o bedn+y (bedn+y) 'poor'
rezk+6 rezok+0 rezk+o wezk+i (rezk+i) 'sharp'
nizk+6 nizok+o nizk+o nizk+i (nizk+i) 'low'
vesel+ v4sel+o v4sel+o vesel+ (vdsel+y) 'merry'
Adjectives exhibiting this stress pattern, just like those with
regular Class C stress, have unaccented stems. The alternative stress in
the pl form can be explained by postulating two alternants of the pl
agreement marker: one which is accented and one which is unaccented.6 If
the agreement suffix is accented, it gets the stress; if it is
unacccnted. the default clause of the BAP assigns stress to the initial
vowel of the adjective.
Just like adjectives with regular Class C stress, only
nonderived adjectives or adjectives derived with an underlying non-
syllabic suffix (e.g. En and Ok) exhibit this stress pattern. This fact
supports an analysis of these adjectives as having unaccented stems
(i.e. belonging to Class C). As I argued in Chapters 1, this is because
only stems which are either monomorphemic or composed of a root and
nonsyllabic derivational suffix can be unaccented going into the
inflectional cycle, thus allowing the accentual property of the
inflectional suffix to determine whether stress will fall on the
inflection or initial vowel in a given form of the paradigm.
II - I I I I I~ ~ I r laa a ,_ -
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This analysis of Class C' short form adjectives raises an
interesting question, however. If the plural agreement marker has both
accented and unaccented alternants, why don't all short form adjectives
with unaccented stems, allow either initial or final stress in the plural
form? We have to assume that the two alternants of this inflectional
suffix do not have equal status, the exceptional form being the one
which is accented, Which adjectival stems permit the accented alternant
is totally idiosyncratic and thus must be included as part of their
lexical enltryv.
The fifth and final short form adjectival stress pattern which
we need to consider is also characterized by optional stress assignment,
but in two forms rather than just one. In this case, stress is always
on the inflection in the f and on the stem-final vowel in the m (unless
the stem-final vowel is a yer, in which case it can be on a pre-stem-
final vowel). In both the n and pl, it may be either on the inflection
or on the stem-final vowel. I will refer to this pattern as Class B',
..ince I will aig ', that adjectives with this stress pattern are a subset
of those with post-accenting stems. Examples are given in (2). I have
noted in parentheses the regular Class B stress in the n and pl.
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(2) Class B' Short Form
F
(i) bel+-A
(ii) Telt+s
(iii) pestr+i6
(iv) krasn+6
(v) uzk+6
(vi) glubok+6
(vii) irok+a
(viii) vvsok+6
M
b61t+0
p'6str+4p
krdsen+o
6zok+o
glub6k+o
yir6k+0
vys6k+0
Adjectival Stress
N
b61+o (bel+6)
e41t+o (Iolt+6)
p'6str+o (pestr+6)
krdsn+o (krasn+6)
dzk+o (uzk+6)
glub6k+o (glubok+6)
gir6k+o ('irok+-6)
vys6k+o (vysok+6)
PL
b6l+yi(bel+y)
'white'
e41t+y ('olt+y)
'yellow'
p'6str+y (pestr+y)
'variegated'
krAsn+y (krasn+y)
'red'
dzk+i (uzk+i)
'narrow'
glub6k+i (glubok+i)
'deep'
Mir6k+i (`irok+I)
'wide'
vys6k+i (vysok+i)
'tall'
Notice,
with adjectives
first of all, the limited range of meanings associated
exhibiting this stress pattern. They refer either to
color or size.' This is the only instance we have seen in which stress
is predictable from some other independent property of a word.
Since all adjectives which take this stress pattern also allow
regular Class B stress, I will assume that their stems are post-
accenting and that retraction optionally in the n and pl.'
Let me summarize my analysis of short form adjectival stress.
There are four short form agreement markers: a (f), O (m), o (n), and y
_ __ _ __
·~'i tl··:·
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(pl). Of these, a is accented, while the others are unaccented. y does,
however, have an exceptional accented form which is associated with a
subset of unaccented stems.
There are three primary patterns of short form adjectival
stress. I have analyzed these as follows: (i) adjectives with stress
fixed on the stem have accented stems (Class A); (ii) those with stress
fixed on the inflection have post-accenting stems (Class B); and (iii)
those with mobile stress have unaccented stems (Class C).
I noted two additional, less common stress patterns, Each of
these is a variation on one of the primary stress patterns. One is a
va.rintion of the mobile pattern, with stress falling on the inflection
in both the plural and feminine forms, otherwise on the initial vowel.
Adjectives exhibiting this stress pattern I classified as Class C',
indicating that they are a subset of Class C adjectives (i.e. their
stems are unaccented). The other pattern is a variation of the Class B
(i.e. post-accenting) type of stress. In the n and pl, retraction
applies, resulting in stress on the stem.
3.3 Stress in Nonderived Long Form Adjectives
Long form adjectives agree with the noun they modify in number,
gender, and case, In the m and n singular, alZ inflections are the same
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except in the nom, while the f sg has
only one set of plural inflections. A
inflections is given below."
(3) Long Form Adjectival Inflections
(M & N) (F)
S S PL
NOM oj/oe aja yje
GEN ovo oj yx
DAT omy oj ym111
ACC oj/oe/ovo uju yje/yx' 0
INSTR n oj ymi
LOC om oj yx
its own set of endings. There is
table of long form adjectival
Only two types of stress are found among nonderived long form
adjectives: stress is fixed either on the stem or on the inflection. An
example of each is given in (4).
(4) Stress Patterns of Long Form Adjectives
(i) Fixed stress on the stem
Example: bogat+;ija (f, nom sg)
(ii) Fixed
Example:
bogAt+yj (m, nom sg)"
bogAt+oje (n, nom sg)
bogat+yje (nom pl)
stress on the inflection
molod+6ja (f, nom sg)
molod+6j (m, nom sg)
molod+6je (n, nom sg)
molod+yje (nom pl)
To account for this, let us assume that all long form adjectival
inflections are accented. This leads to the prediction that adjectives
with unaccented roots and adjectives with post-accenting roots will both
have stress fixed on the inflection in the long form. In the case of
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unaccented roots, this will be due to the lexical accent on the
inflectional suffix. In the case of post-accenting roots, this will
result from the accent of the root morpheme being transferred to the
inflection. Adjectives with accented roots will have stress fixed on the
stem (i.e the root in nonderived forms). I will present evidence in the
next section to show that these predictions are correct.
3.4 Co-Occurring Patterns of Short and Long Form Stress
In order to verify the predicti.ons formulated in the previous
section, we must examine both the short and long form stress patterns
associated with a given adjective. Since the distinction between Class B
and C stems is lost in the long form, we must rely on the short form
stress pattern to determine the accentual property of a given adjectival
stem.1 2 Before we examine the data, let us review what correspondences
we should expect to find between short and long form stress patterns,
given the simplest set of assumptions.
If an adjective has stress fixed on the stem in the short form,
then we assume it belongs to Class A, having an accented stem. We then
predict that it will have stress fixed on the stem in the long form as
well. If an adjective has stress fixed on the inflection in the short
form, we assume it belongs to Class B, having a post-accenting stem. We
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predict that it will have stress fixed on the inflection in the long
form. If an adjective has mobile stress in the short form, we can assume
that it belongs to Class C, having an unaccented stem. And, given my
assumption that all long form adjectival inflections are accented, we
expect that it will have stress fixed on the inflection in the long
form. These predictions are summarized in (5).
(5) Predicted Relations Between Short and Long Form Adjectival
Stress Patterns
SHORT FORM LONG FORM
fixed on stem ---- > fixed on stem
fixed on inflection ---- > fixed on inflection
mobile ---- > fixed on inflection
These predictions are supported by the data in (6). (I have
cited the f and n short forms, and the three nom sg long forms for each
adjective).
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(6) Correspondences Between Short and Long Form Adjectival
Stress Patterns
SHORT FORM LONG FORM
(i) Class A: Accented Stems"3
F N M F N
unyl+a un'l+o un.l*•+yj un.l+aja unyl+oje 'de
j'r+a jdr+o jar+yj jar+aja jar+oje 'fu
sp6rn+a sp6rn+o sp6rn+yj sp6rn+aja sp6rn+oje 'de
(ii) Class C: Unaccented Stems
F N M F N
molod+6 m6lod+o molod+6j molod+aja mclod+6je 'y
dorog+6 d6rog+o c' rog+6j dorog+aja dorog+6je 'do
udal+5 6dal+o udal+6j udal+aja udal+6je 'f.
(iii) Class B: Post-Accenting Stems'5
F N M F N
smesn+a smesn+0 smesn+oj smesn+aja smesn+6je 'f
uudn+o uudn+o6 * c+6j udn+aja cudn+6je 's
blni b1ain+6 blan+6j blan+ j a blazn+6je 'c
pressed'
rious'
batable'
oung'
ear'
mar'
unny'
trange'
apricious'
The examples in (i) have stress fixed on the same vowel in both
the short and long forms. These adjectives have accented stems, and thus
they belong to Class A. My analysis correctly predicts that the BAP will
assign stress to the accented vowel of the stem in all forms, .hort and
long.
The examples in (ii) have mobile stress in the short form, which
tells us that their stems are unaccented (Class C). The examples in
(iii) have stress fixed on the inflection in the short form, which tells
us that their stems are post-accenting (Class B). Both classes B and C
have stress fixed on the inflection in the long form. As argued above,
in the case of Class C adjectives, this is due to the inflection having
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a lexically-assigned accent. In the case of Class B adjectives, this is
due to the stem accent being transferred to the inflection.
Thus the correspondence between short and long form stress
patterns shown in (6) are exactly what we expect to find, given our
assumptions about the accentual properties of roots and inflectional
suffixes. However, the facts are more complicated than what is presented
in (6). Two additional combinations of short and long form stress
patterns occur.
Before we examine these, let us review the various possible
combinations that could occur. Given that there are three short forml and
two long form stress patterns, a total of six combinations of short and
long form stress patterns are logically possible. (I am including Class
C' stress with Class C and Class B' stress with Class B.) These are
listed below. Of these, five actually occur. We have already seen
evidence of three of them (i.e. (i), (iv), and (vi) in the table below).
(7) Possible Relations Between Short and Long Form Stress
SHORT FORM LONG FORM ATTESTED
(i) fixed on stez fixed on stem yes
(ii) fixed on stem fixed on inflection no
(iii) fixed on inflection fixed on stem yes
(iv) fixed on inflection fixed on inflection yes
(v) mobile fixed on stem yes
(vi) mobile fixed on inflection yes
The only combination which does not occur is fixed stress on the
stem in the short form and fixed stress on the inflection in the long
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form. Before explaining this gap, I want to examine the two additional
combinations of patterns which do occur and which we have not yet
accounted for, namely (iii) and (v) in the table above.
Consider the data in (8). (As before, I will cite the f and n
short forms and the three nom sg long forms. I will identify each
pattern by the same number as the one associated with it in the table in
(7),)
(8) Two Additional Combinations of Short and Long Form Stress
SHORT FORM LONG FORM
(iii)
F N M F N
svel+A svez6 sv6§ij svez+aja svez+oje 'fresh'
unin+-d umn+6 uimn+yj mn+aja dmn+oje 'smart'
te'el+6 te'el+6 te61l+yj te&61+aja tez61+oje 'difficult'
xoro+%xro+"V %"
xoros+a xoros+6 xor6s+ij xoro6+aja xoros+oje 'good'
(V)
F N M F N-6
dolg+i d6lg+o d61glij d6Tg+aja d6lg+oje 'long'
de'ev+a deeev+o des6v+yj des6v+aja des6v+oje 'expensive'
xolodn+a x61odn+o xol6dn+yj xol6dn+j xol61n+oje 'cold'
vesel+6 v4sel+o ves'61+ij ves'61+aja ves'61+oje 'merry'
korotk+d k6rotk+o kor6tk+ij kor6tk+aja kor6tk+oje 'short'
From the short form stress patterns, we know that the adjectives
in (iii) have post-accenting stems while those in (v) have unaccented
stems. It is not only the case that both sets o adjectives have stress
on the stm in the long form, but more specifically, stress is always on
the final vowel of the stem. This fact is crucial. What it reveals is
that the long forms are subject to Retraction. This rule, which is
repeated in (9), moves the accent one syllable to the left, subject to
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the condition that the accent originates on the final syllable of the
word.
(9) Rule of Retraction
...01621 --- > .,..6G2] condition: 02 is word-final
Thus, my analysis of the data in (8) is as follows. Adjectives
which have stress fixed on the inflection in the short form and fixed on
the stem-final vowel in the long form have stems which are post-
accenting (i.e. they belong to Class B), but they are subject to
Retraction in the long form paradigm. These are the examples under (iii)
in (8). Adjectives which have mobile stress in the short form and fixed
stress on the stem-final vowel in the long form, have unaccented stems
(i.e. they belong to Class C). These are the examples under (v) in (8).
They, too, are subject to Retraction in the long form paradigm. Whether
a stem is or is not subject to Retraction is an idiosyncratic property
of that stem, and thus this information must be included in the
lexicon. 7
Thus, without introducing any new mechanisms into the analysis,
we can account for every combination of short and long form stress which
occurs in the language.
Finally, we need to account for the absence of one of the six
logically possible combinations of short and long form adjectival
stress: stress fixed on the stem in the short form and on the inflection
in the long foim. If there were adjectives of this type, we would
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assume, given the short form stress, that they had accented stems. As a
consequence, the only way for stress to end up on the inflection in the
long form would be by Post-Accentuation. But, again, the short form
tells us that they are not post-accenting. Thus this gap is not
accidental, but is actually predicted by the analysis.
3.5 Stress Assignment in Derived Adjectives
3.5.1 Introduction
Adjectives containing at least one syllabic derivational suffix
have stress fixed on the stem in both the long form and, if it occurs,
in the short form. This is, of course, what my analysis predicts.
In this section I will present evidence from the adjectival
system as additional verification that my analysis predicts the location
of the stress in derived words. The data will include two dominant and
two nondominant accented suffixes. I could find no clear example of an
unaccented adjectival suffix.
Forms derived from the two nondominant accented suffixes, ist
and liv. are particularly important in this disucssion. We will see that
they provide evidence which will require that I modify an earlier claim
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about conditions on Post-Accentuation. In Chapter 1 I presented a
variety of evidence from the nominal system which indicated that Post-
Accentuation only applies when the accented vowel is penultimate. Or,
put another way, the evidence indicated that Post-Accentuation only
applies before an inflection. In. this section we will examine a set of
counterexamples to this claim. There is a set of cases in which Post-
Accentuation applies word-internally. These cases all have in common
that the accent is transferred onto certain adjectival derivational
suffixes.
3.5.2 Adjectives Derived with the Suffixes at and ast
The suffixes at and ast build adjectives from nouns denoting
parts of the body of humans or animals. Adjectives with at denote
possession, sometimes to an enlarged or exaggerated degree. Adjectives
with ast emphasize the size of the body part.'" So, for example, the
pair rog6tyj and rogastyj, derived from the root rog meaning 'horn',
have the meanings 'horned' and 'having large horns', respectively.
Consider the data in (10). The left column includes each base
noun and its accentual class. In the right column, I cite the m nom sg
of the long form and the f of the short form (if attested). All of the
derived adjectives, both short and long, have fixed stress.
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(10) Adjectives Derived with the Suffix ast
BASE NOUN
(i) at
m6rda (A) 'snout'
piza (A) 'belly'
ds (A) 'moustache'
xv6st (B) 'tail'
v6los (C) 'hair'
(ii) ast
g6rlo
grivaa
m6rda
puza
jazyk
borodd
(A)
(A)
(A)
(A)
(E)
(C)
'throat'
'mane '
'snout'
'belly'
'tongue'
'beard'
DERIVED ADJECTIVE
LONG SHORT
mordat+yj
puzat+yj
usat+yj
xvosttAt+yj
volosat+yj
gorldst+yj
grivAst+yj
mordast+yj
puzast+yj
j azykds t+yj
borodas t+yj
morddt+a 'having a snout'
puzit+a 'having a belly'
usat+a 'mustachioed'
xvostAt+a 'having a tail'
volosit+a 'having hair'
gorldst+a 'loud-mouthed'
grivAst+a 'long-maned'
mordast+a 'large-muzzled',
large-mugged'
puzast+a 'big-bellied'
jazyktist+a 'sharp-tongued'
borodast+a 'heavily bearded'
Without exception, stress is fixed on the derivational suffix.
The crucial cases are those built from nouns with accented roots (i.e.
Class A), which is why I have included more examples of that type. Those
examples show that both of these suffixes are dominant, since they
trigger deaccentuation of the stem. The fact that stress always goes on
the suffix shows that both are lexically accented. If they were dominant
and unaccented, stress would be assigned to the initial vowel of the
stem,
3.5.3 Post-Accentuation and the Adjectival Suffixes ist and liv
Next I want to examine stress assignment in words derived from
the adjectival suffixes ist and liv.
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The suffix ist attaches primarily to nominal stems, building
adjectives with the meaning 'having the quality of X, often in great
quantity,' where X = the noun. The suffix liv forms adjectives from both
verbal and nominal stems. Since I have not yet discussed verbs, I will
only present examples of these adjectives which are derived from nominal
stems. These adjectives also denote possession of a property, usually in
substantial quantity,
Consider the examples in (11), noting in particular the location
of stress in those words derived from Class B nouns. As before, I cite
the ni nom sg long form and the f short form (when the short form is
attested). The data show that adjectives derived with these suffixes
have fixed stress either on the root or the derivational suffix, never
on the inflection.
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(11) Adjectives Derived with the Suffixes ist and liv
BASE NOUN
(i) ist
DERIVED ADJECTIVE
LONG SHORT
por6da (A) 'breed'
glina (A) 'clay'
uscl1' (A) 'ravine'
x6lm (B) 'hill',
l6u (B) 'ray'
kust (B) 'bush'
zern6 (B') 'grain'
gor6 (C) 'mountain'
volna (C) 'wave'
por6dist+yj
glinist+yj
uscelist+yj
xolmist+yj
luiist+yj
kustist+yj
zernist+yj
gorist+yj
volnist+yj
por6d+a 'thoroughbred'
'argillaceous'
uscelist+a 'abounding
in ravines'19
xolmist+a 'hilly'
lucist+a 'radiant'
kustist+a 'bushy'
zernist+a 'granular'
gorist+a 'mountainous'
volnist+a 'wavy'
(ii) liv
taldnt (A) 'talent'
s6vest' (A) 'conscience'
zab6ta (A) 'care'
dozd' (B) 'rain'
toski (B) 'depression'
stt (B) 'jester'
slez6 (B') 'tear'
sirot6 (B') orphan
xl6poty (C) (no sg)
'trouble'
talantl iv+yj
s6\vestliv+yj
zab6tliv+yj
dozdliv+yj
toskliv+yj
Sutliv+yj
slezliv+yj
sirotliv+yj
xlopotliv+yj
talAntliv+a 'talented'
s6vestliv+a 'conscientious'
zab6tliv+a 'solicitous'20
doldliv+a 'rainy'
toskliv+a 'melancholy'
sutliv+a 'humorous'
slezliv+a 'tearful'
sirotliv+a 'lonely'
xlopotliv+a 'exacting'
We can conclude from the data that liv and ist are nondominant,
since accented stems (Class A) get the stress in words derived with
these suffixes. That these suffixes are accented is shown by the fact
that stress falls on the suffix when the stem is unaccented (i.e. Class
C). What appears in this data that we have not seen before is a
nondominant, accented derivational suffix getting stress when attached
to a post-accenting (i.e. Class B) stem.
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In my discussion of Post-Accentuation in Chapter 1 Section
2.3.1, I presented a variety of data from the nominal system which
indicated that Post-Accentuation only applies when the accented syllable
is penultimate, transferring the accent to the final syllable. The data
in (11) show that this cannot be maintained as a general condition on
Post-Accentuation.
It may be helpful to review some of the data from the earlier
discussion. Consider, for example, two Class B (i.e. post-accenting)
nonderived nouns: pl6d 'fruit' and krest 'cross'. When the +accented, -
dominant nominal suffix nik is added. the derived form has stress fixed
on the root, not on the derivational morpheme: pl6dnik (A) and krestnik
(A) 'godson'.
The same holds true for derived noun stems in which the stem-
final suffix is post-accenting. Take, for example, the dominant, post-
accenting nominal suffix eL. Stems derived from this suffix are post-
accenting: 3erte+a+ (gen sg), 'erte +6 (dat sg) 'drawing' (from Eert6
(B) 'line'); karte'+6 (gen sg), karte'+6 (dat sg) 'card playing' (from
karta (A) 'card)). When the derivational suffix nik is added, forming a
noun referring to a person who does 'x', stress remains on the post-
accenting derivational suffix: 3ert'6onik+a (gen sg), 1ert'6Tnik+u (dat
sg) 'draughtsman'; kart'6"nik+a (gen sg), kart'6znik+u (dat sg) 'card-
player'.
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From the data in (11), we can see that in the adjectival system
the conditions on Post-Accentuation are relaxed. In adjectives derived
from the suffixes ist and liv, both of which are accented and
nondominant, Post-Accentuation occurs word-internally. In particular,
compare the following pairs of words derived from Class B (i.e. post-
accenting) roots. The nonderived noun is post-accenting. One derived
word is a noun formed from the [-accented, -dominant] diminutive suffix
ik. The other is an adjective derived from the [+accented, -dominant]
suffix ist.
(12)
BASE NOUN DERIVED NOUN (ik) DERIVED ADJ (ist)
xvost (B) 'tail' xv6stik (A) 'little tail' xvostistyj (A)
'having a large tail'
stv61 (B) 'tree stv61ik (A) 'little trunk' stvolistyj (A)
trunk or stem' 'having a large trunk'
x61m (B) 'hill' x61mik (A) 'little hill' xolmistyj (A) 'hilly'
It does not appear, however, that Post-Accentuation applies
word-internally in all derived adjectives. Consider, for example, those
with the suffix in. This suffix forms possessive adjectives from second
declension nouns denoting persons (usually kinship terms). They have a
mixed declension. In the nom and acc cases of both the sg and pl, they
have short forms; in the oblique cases, they have long forms.
The precise accentual property of this suffix is not clear. This
is because the crucial cases, namely forms derived from an unaccented
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root, do not exist. We can determine that it is not dominant. Thus, it
could only get stress if it is itself accented and the stem is
unaccented, or else by Post-Accentuation.2 1 I found only two examples of
adjectives derived from Class B' nominal roots (i.e. post-accenting with
Retraction in the plural). Both of these adjectives have stress on the
root. The suffixes ist and liv, in contrast, are regularly stressed when
the preceding root or stem belongs to Class B' (cf. the examples in
(11).
The examples are given in (13). I include one example which is
derived from a Class A noun which shows that the suffix in is [-
dominant, -accented). Since these adjectives are of mixed declension, I
have cited one short and one long form.
(13)
BASE NOUN DERIVED ADJECTIVE
F, NOM SG DAT PL
svekr6v' (A) 'mother-in-law' svekr6vin+a svekr6vin+ym
sestra (B) 'sister' sestrin+a sestrin+ym
zena (B') 'wife' zenin+a zenin+ym
To handle these facts about Post-Accentuation, I will simply
stipulate that the final syllable is extrametrical in adjectives with
stems ending in ist and liv. The rule of Post-Accentuation will then
apply regularly, since the suffixes ist and liv will be treated as
word-final.
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3.6 Stress and the Adjectival Suffix ov
We have seen that long form adjectives have stress fixed either
on the stem or on the inflection. To account for this fact, I argued
that all long form inflections are accented. Consequently, adjectives
with post-accenting stems and adjectives with unaccented stems will both
have stress fixed on the inflection, while those with accented stems
will have stress fixed on the stem.
There is a set of long form adjectives, however, which does not
conform to my analysis. These adjectives are derived with the suffix ov.
This is the most productive suffix for forming relational adjectives.22
Stress in these adjectives is indeed fixed either on the stem or
inflection. The problem consists in predicting which particular vowel
gets stressed. If we consider those adjectives whose only derivational
suffix is ov, we find that stress may be fixed in one of three places:
on the root, on the derivational suffix, or on the inflection. Examples
are given in (14). I have cited the three nom sg forms: m, f, and n.
(14) Stress in Adjectives Consisting of a Root, the Suffix ov, and
Inflection
(i) Stress fixed on the root:
znik+ov+ij, znak+ov+aja, znik+ov+oje 'sign' (adj)
(ii) Stress fixed on the derivational suffix:
slon+6v+ij, slon+6v+aja, slon+6v+oje 'elephant' (adj)
(iii) Stress fixed on the inflection:
sneg+ov+6j, sneg+ov+ija, sneg+ov+6je 'snow' (adj)
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The problem is this. Let us assume that ov is not a dominant
(i.e. stress-deleting) suffix. If ov is accented, and not post-
accenting, then we would expect stress to fall either on the root (if
the root is accented) or on ov (if the root is unaccented), but not on
the inflection. If ov is post-accenting, then we would expect stress to
be fixed either on the root or on the inflection, but not on ov. If this
suffix is unaccented, and if we maintain the assumption that all
suffixes are cyclic, then we would expect stress to fall either on the
initial vowel of the word (if the root is unaccented) or else on the
accented vowel of the root (if the root is lexically accented), never on
ov or on the inflection.
If we were to assume that ov is dominant and accented, then we
would expect stress to always fall on this suffix. If it were dominant
and post-accenting, stress should always fall on the inflection.
In other words, there is no single assumption about the
accentual property of this suffix which captures the fact that stress
can fall on any one of the three morphemes comprising these adjectives.
Let us investigate this suffix further by examining the relation
between the stress properties of these adjectives and their related
nonderived nouns, to see if any clear pattern emerges. Examples are
given in (15). I will cite only the m nom sg form of the adjective.
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(15) Stress in Adjectives Derived with ov and the Related
Nonderived Nouns
(i) Stress on the Adjectival Root
stAmbovyj
gor6xovyj
pddybovyj
berizovyj
rtislovyj
t'Agovij
orexovyj
stamb (A) 'tree trunk'
gor6x (A) (no pl) 'peas'
pddub (A) 'holly'
ber~za (A) 'birch'
rislo (A) 'river channel'
t'dga (A) 'traction'
orexa (A) 'nut'23
(ii) Stress on the Derivational Suffix
pl6d (A" 'fruit'
br6d (A) 'delirium'
xr4n (A) 'horseradish'
sl6n (B) 'elephant'
kl6p (B) 'bug'
kost'6r (B) 'campfire'
rud6 (B') 'ore'
s~d (C) 'garden'24
(iii) Stress on the Inflection
gryzev6j
sumovoj
lu'ev6j
stolbov6j
licev\6j
duoev6j
gorodov6j
gryza (A) 'hernia'
i6m (A) 'noise'
lfi (B) 'ray'
st61b (B) 'post'
lic6 (B') 'face'
dusi (C) 'soul'
g6rod (C) 'city'25
There is only one important generalization that emerges from
these data: those adjectives with stress on the root morpheme always
have accented roots. This is not a biconditional, however. Accented
nominal roots (i.e. Class A) form adjectives in ov with stress fixed on
the derivational suffix and on the inflection, as well.
plod6vyj
bred6vyj
xren6vyj
slon6vvyj
klop6v yj
kostr6vyj
rud6vyj
sad6vyj
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Another way of stating this generalization is that there are no
adjectives with stress on the root morpheme which have unaccented roots.
This fact tells us that ov is never unaccented. If the suffix ov were
unaccented, we would predict that adjectives whose root morphemes are
unaccented would have stress fixed on the initial vowel of the root.
(This assumes, of course, that ov is a cyclic suffix.)
It seems clear from the data in (ii) and (iii) that any analysis
will have to recognize more than one accentual type of ov. I propose
that there are three types of ov:
(i) +accented (ii) +accented
-dominant +dominant
(iii) +accented. post-accenting
+dominant
Accentual type (i) accounts for those cases in which an accented
root is stressed (i.e. all the examples in group (i) of (15)) and those
in which stress is on ov when the root is unaccented (e.g. sad6vyj, in
group (ii)). Accentual type (ii) accounts for the cases in which the
root is accented or post-accenting (i.e. Classes A and B), and stress
falls on the suffix ov (cf. group (ii) in (15)). Accentual type (iii)
accounts for all those cases in which stress is fixed on the inflection.
In all of the cases examined thus far, ov was the only
derivational suffix. If we consider cases in which ov is added to a
derived stem, however, we discover that stress is quite predictable.
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Consider, for example, adjectives built from Class B nouns
derived with the suffix nik." 6 If ov is attached to these nominal stems,
stress consistently falls on the suffix ov. Examples are given in (16).
(16) ov Adjectives Formed from Class B Nominal Stems
Derived with the suffix nik
BASE NOUN DERIVED ADJECTIVE
plavnik (B) 'fin' plavnik6v+yj
lednik (B) 'glacier' lednik6v+yj
rudnik (B) 'mine' rudnik6v+yj
cvetnik (B) 'flowerbed' cvetnik6v+yj
kolosnik (B) 'furnace throat' kolosnik6v+yj
sosnik (B) 'ploughshare' sosnik6v+yj
Further evidence comes from Class B nominal stems which are
derived from the dominant, post-accenting diminutive suffix Ek. Examples
are given in (17).27
(17) ov Adjectives Formed from Class B Nominal Stems
Derived with the Diminutive Suffix Ek
BASE NOUN DERIVED ADJECTIVE
snez6k (B) 'light snow' snezk6v+yj
piro6zok (B) 'little pie' pirozk6v+yj
grib6k (B) 'little mushroom' gribk6v+yj
jazyc6k (B) 'uvula' (i.e. a jazyck6v+yj
'little tongue')
There is a third set of data which, though it is small,
indicates that ov does not get stress when it attaches to a Class A
derived stem. The examples are stems derived with the unaccented,
nondominant diminutive suffix ik.
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(18) ov Adjectives Formed from Class A Nominal Stems
Derived with the Diminutive Suffix ik
BASE NOUN DERIVED ADJECTIVE
a6rik (A) 'little sphere' a6rikov+yj
p6stik (A) 'little pestle' pestikov+yj
pyzik (A) 'young deer' pyzykov+yj
There are other stems which end in ik, but whose morphological
structure is less transparent. Nevertheless, if the nominal stem is
Class A, stress in the adjective is on the same vowel as in the noun; if
the stem is Class B, stress falls on ov. Examples are given in (19).
(19) Other Examples of ov Adjectives Derived from Stems Ending
in ik
BASE NOUN DERIVED ADJECTIVE
ryzik (A) 'saffron mushroom' ryzikov+yj
r6lik (A) 'roller' r61ikov+yj
kr61ik (A) 'rabbit' kr61ikov+yj
k6tik (A) 'sealskin' k6tikov+yj
plavik (B) (min) 'fluorspar' plavik6v+yj
tupik (B) 'impasse' tupik6v+yj
materik (B) 'continent' matik6v+yj
parik (B) 'wig' parik6v+yj
Let us summarize these data. When ov attaches to nonderived
stems, stress may occur on the root, on the suffix ov, or on the
inflection. The only generalization is that those forms with stress on
the root have accented roots.
When ov attaches to derived stems, three generalizations emerge:
(i) stress is never on the inflection; (ii) if the stem belongs to Class
A, then stress in the adjective is fixed on the same vowel in the stem;
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and (iii) if the stem belongs to Class B, stress in the adjective is
fixed on the suffix ov. (Derived stems will never be of Class C, i.e.
unaccented).
In order to account for stress in those adjectives in which ov
attaches to a nonderived stem, one has to assume that there is more than
one accentual type of ov. For example, in order to account for the fact
that in forms with Class A roots, stress sometimes goes on the root,
sometimes on the ov, there must be both a dominant and a nondominant
accented ov. I postulated three accentual types for this suffix: (i)
+accented, -dominant (ii) +accented, +dominant (iii) post-accenting,
+dominant.
When ov is attached to derived stems which are post-accenting,
it consistently gets the stress. It is not clear, however, how to
analyze these facts. It may appear obvious that ov is getting stress
from the post-accenting stem to which it attaches. We have indeed seen
two clear cases of adjectival derivational suffixes which get stress due
to Post-Accentuation, ist and liv, so this approach would not entail any
complication in my analysis.
However, my analysis does not rule out an alternative account of
these forms, according to which the ov suffix in these cases is
+accented, +dominant.
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If we assume this second alternative, another problem arises. We
have seen that when ov attaches to derived Class A stems, ov never gets
the stress. If ov has a dominant, accented form, why does it never occur
with Class A derived stems? One solution is to formulate a condition
which limits affixation of the dominant forms of this suffix to
nonderived stems (thus implying that Class B derived stems regularly
transfer the accent to ov, in order to account for the cases described
above).
Proposing such a condition is not a trivial matter, however, for
it has important implications for the theory of word-formation. In order
for the distinction between derived and nonderived stems to be
accessible on a given cycle, the internal structure of the stem has to
be visible. If we assume, as I have, that bracket erasure takes place at
the end of each cycle, then this distinction is necessarily lost.
Consequently, conditions on affixation should not be sensitive to the
derivational status of a stem.
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3.7 APPENDIX: adjectives derived with the suffix ov
(i) Stress on the Root Morpheme
ADJECTIVE
1. grabovyj
2. krabovyj
3. sajbovyj
4. stambovyj
5. skarpovyj
6. pAdubovyj
7. r6zgovyj
8. nabegovyj
9. zal6govyj
10. t'agovyj
11. s'6zdovyj
12. ber'zovyj
13. or4xovyj
14. glybovyj
15. por6govyj
16. rog6zovyj
17. zlokovyj
18. 16kovyj
19. r6slovyj
20. br6movyj
21. xr6movyj
22. planovyj
23. kranovyj
24. k6novyj
25. repovyj
26. limpovyj
27. sp6rovyj
28. tr6sovyj
29. gor6xovyj
BASE NOUN (all belong to Class A)
grab (bot) 'hornbeam'
krab 'crab'
sajba (tech) 'washer'
ftimb 'tree trunk'
sk(rb 'goods & chattels'
padub 'holly'
r6zga 'birch'
nabeg 'raid'
zal6g (gram.) 'voice'
t'aga 'traction'
s'6zd 'congress'
bereza 'birch'
orex 'nut'
glba 'clod, lump'
por6g 'threshold'
rog6z (bot) 'reed mace'
zlhk 'grass'
Idk 'onion'
rdslo 'river channel'
br6m 'bromine'
xr6m 'chromium'
plan 'plan'
krin 'tap'
kon (game) 'kitty'
repa 'turnip'
limpa 'lamp'
sp6ra 'spore'
tr6s 'rope'
gor6x (no pl) 'pea(s)'
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(ii) Stress on the Suffix ov
ADJECTIVE
1. bred6vyj
2. solod6vyj
3. plod6vyj
4. gramm6vyj
5. klen6vxyj
6. xren6vyj
7. dern6vyj
8. tern6vyj
9. kilometr6vyj
10. tes6vyj
11. frukt6vyj
12. poct6vyj
13. pux6vyj
14. bob6vyj
15. xalv6vyj
16. ocag6vyj
17. sig6vyj
18. sudak6vyj
19. slon6vyj
20. snop6vyj
21. klop6vyj
22. satr6vyj
23. kostr6vyj
24. osetr6vyj
25. klest6vyj
26. xrebt6vyj
27. xlyst6vyj
28. krest6vyj
29. lescovyj
30. xvoscovyj
31. kit6vyij
32. "gut6vyj
33. stvol6vyj
34. uzovyvj
35. nozovyj
36. drozd6vyj
37. rud6vyj
38. sosn6vyj
39. sad6vyj
40. dub6vyj
41. bas6vyj
42. dom6vtyj
BASE NOUN
bred (A) 'delirium'
s6lod (A) 'malt'
pl6d (A) 'fruit'
gramm (A) 'gram'
klhn (A) 'maple'
xr4n (A) 'horseradish'
dern (A) 'turf'
tarn (A) 'blackthorn'
kilom4tr (A) 'kilometer'
tes (A) (collect.) 'planks'
frikt (A) 'fruit'
p6Uta (A) 'mail'
pix (A) 'fluff'
b6b (B) 'beam'
xalv6 (B) 'halva'
ocag (B) 'hearth'
sig (B) 'whitefish'
sudak (B) 'pike-perch'
sl6n (B) 'elephant'
sn6p (B) 'sheaf'
kl6p (B) 'bug'
sater (B) 'tent'
koster (B) 'campfire'
osetr (B) 'sturgeon'
klhst (B) (orn) 'crossbill'
xrebet (B) 'spire'
xlyst (B) 'whip'
krest (B) 'cross'
146~ (B) (fish) 'bream'
xv6sc (B) (bot) 'horse-tail'
kit (B) 'whale'
zgut (B) 'plait'
stv61 (B) 'stem'
uz (B) 'grass-snake'
n6o (B) 'knife'
dr6zd (B) 'thrush'
rudd (B') 'ore'
sosna (B') 'pine tree'
sad (C) 'garden'
d6b (C) 'oak'
bas (C) (mus) 'bass'
d6m (C) 'house'
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(iii) Stress on the Inflection
ADJECTIVE
1. slizev6j
2. gryNev6j
3. kr'azev6j
4. gr'azev6j
5. grebnev6j
6. stilev6j
7. pylev6j
8. riskov6j
9. sumov6j
10. xrapov6j
11. kursov6j
12. svistov6j
13. gorlov6j
14. dozdev6j
15. guzevo6j
16. lfŽ'ev6j
17. plascev6j
18. stolbov6j
19. stolpov6j
20. stixov6j
21. dugov6j
22. licev6j
23. zernov6j
24. gvozdev6j
25. zerdev6j
26. mezev6j
27. storozev6j
28. nogtev6j
29. dusev6j
30. snegov6j
31. slogov6j
32. gorodov6j
33. delov6j
34. boronov6j
35. stenov6j
36. golosov6j
BASE NOUN
sliz' (A) 'mucus'
gryza (A) 'hernia'
kr'az (A) 'mountain ridge'
gr'Az' (A) 'mud'
grdben' (A) 'comb'
stil' (A) 'style'
pyl' (A) 'dust'
risk (A) 'risk'
uim (A) 'noise'
xrdp (A) 'snore'
kdrs (A) 'course'
svist (A) 'whistle'
g6rlo (A) 'throat'
d6od' (B) 'rain'
gti1 (B) 'tug' (part of harness)
l•H (B) 'ray'
plAsC (B) 'cloak'
st61b (B) 'post'
st61p (B) 'pillar'
stix (B) 'verse'
duga (B') 'shaft-bow'
lic6 (B') 'face'
zern6 (B') 'grain'
gv6zd' (C) 'nail'
zerd' (C) 'pole'
mea6 (C) 'boundary'
storoz (C) 'guard'
n6got' (C) 'fingernail'
dus4 (C) 'soul'
sneg (C) 'snow'
sl6g (C) 'syllable'
g6rod (C) 'city'
delo (C) 'matter'
borond (C) 'harrow'
stend (C) 'wall'
g6los (C) 'voice'
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Notes : C1hapte r 3
1. The following sentences illustrate the use of short form adjectives:
(i) Zad6&+a slo'n+6.
problem (f nom sg) complicated (f)
The problem is complicated.
(ii) Zadaa+i sl6Tn+y.
problem (f nom pl) complicated (pl)
The problems are complicated.
(iii) G6rod+4 ~6men+4.
city (m nom sg) noisy (m)
The city is noisy.
2. The following sentences illustrate the use of long form adjectives.
(i) Matemitik v konce koncov sum41 re'it'
et+u sl6on+uju zad6'+u.
this difficult (f, acc sg) problem (f, acc sg)
The mathematician finally succeeded in solving this
difficult problem.
(ii) Matemitik v konce koncov sum41 resit'
et+i sl6n+yj e zadai+i.
these difficult (f, acc pl) problems (f, acc pl)
The mathematician finally succeeded in solving these
difficult problems.
(iii) My livem v
sumn+om g6rod+e.
noisy (m, loc sg) city (m, loc sg)
We live in a noisy city.
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3. Other researchers have noted the problem which these adjectives pose
for an analysis of the stress system (cf. Gimpelevic (1971) and Halle
(1973), among others).
4. There are approximately 100 adjectives of this type.
5. This classification is the same as that used by Zaliznjak (1977).
6. I checked these examples with one informant. He consistently stressed
the inflection, rather than the initial vowel, in the pl.
7. In this regard, notice examples (vi)-(viii). Each of these has a stem
consisting of a root and the suffix ok. The suffix ok which occurs in
these examples does not exhibit vowel-zero alternations, and it appears
in only four adjectives (cf. Zaliznjak (1977), p. 293). Three of these
have the stress pattern shown in (2). The fourth example has stress
fixed on the stem and its meaning bears no relation to color or size:
Iest6k+a (f), 'est6k+6 (m), 'est6k+o (n), 'est6k+i (pl) 'cruel'.
8. My informant consistently stressed the stem in the n and pl in these
examples.
9. If a stem ends in a soft consonant or front glide, the initial vowel
of the inflection is fronted. In addition, y becomes i after a velar.
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10. In the acc sg, inanimate m and n nouns take the same case ending as
the nom, while animate nouns take the same case ending as the gen sg.
All nouns make this distinction in the pl. The same patterns occurs in
the declension of long form adjectives.
11. The underlying form of the m nom and acc sg inflection is oj. When
it is not stressed, the o becomes y.
12. This raises an interesting question about acquisition. Given that
unaccented and post-accenting roots cannot be distinguished by the
stress of long form adjectives, what assumption does the child make in
the absence of evidence from the short form? Knowing only that a given
long form adjective has stress on the inflection, where is the child
likely to assign stress in the corresponding short form?
13. Adjectives of this type constitute the largest group. According to
Halle (1973, p.323), they number about 17,650. We would expect this to
be the largest group, since it includes adjectives of both derived and
nonderived stems.
14. According to Halle (1973, p. 323) who cites Zaliznjak (1967), there
are 35 adjectives which exhibit these patterns of short and long form
stress. This number may seem surprisingly small. Howevere keep in mind
that this class is limited to adjectives either with nonderived stems or
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stems derived with nonsyllabic suffixes (e.g. En, Ok). Furthermore, many
adjectives have no attested short form. And finally, we will see in the
discussion below that adjectives with unaccented stems may exhibit a
different stress pattern in the long form than the one illustrated here.
15. Halle (1973, p. 323) cites 8 examples of this type. In addition to
the five presented in the text, he lists: zl+6j 'malicious'; rodn+6j
'native'; sal'n+6j 'mad'; xmel'n+6j 'inebriated'; and bol'n+6j 'ill'.
This number does seem surprisingly small. However, many adjectives with
post-accenting stems are not included here simply because they have no
attested short form. And, just as with Class C adjectives, we will see
later on that Class B adjectives may exhibit another type of stress
pattern in the long form.
16. The last three examples, xolodn+A, veseld, and korotki belong to
Class C'. In the pl short form, stress may be either on the inflection
or on the initial vowel: x6lodn+y ~ xolodn+y, v4sel+y ~ vesel+y,
k6rotk+i ~ korotkii.
17. In my discussion of Retraction in the nominal system, I noted that,
almost without exception, it occurs only in nonderived forms. This
suggests that Retraction is a property which may be associated with root
morphemes, but not with derivational suffixes.
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In the adjectival system, we do find both nonderived and derived forms
undergoing Retraction. However, the latter include only words derived
from the suffixes En and Ok. These two suffixes are not themselves
post-accenting. I have argued that they are underlyingly nonsyllabic and
thus are invisible to the BAP. In fact, stems derived with these
suffixes may be accented, post-accenting, or unaccented. It is generally
the case that the accentual property of the stem-final suffix determines
the accentual property of the stem. Since these two suffixes have no
accentual property, we can say that they are transparent to the
accentual property of the root or stem to which they attach.
18. According to Townsend (1975), from which I draw much of my
information about the semantic and selectional properties of these
suffixes, adjectives in ast have a colloquial flavor.
19. Although the vast majority of these adjectives which are derived
from Class A nouns have stress on the root morpheme, I did find three
examples in which stress is on the suffix rather than the root, contrary
to my prediction. The examples include: frazist+yj, from friza (A)
'sentence, phrase'; m'asist+yj 'meaty', from m'Aso (A) 'meat'; and
grebnist+yj '(high)-cresfted', from gr6ben' (A) 'comb, crest'. There is
another word derived from m'aso which shows exceptional stress. This is
the noun m'asnik, 'butcher'. The suffix nik, denoting a type of person,
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is accented but nondominant. Therefore, we would expect stress to fall
on the root.
20. Again, there are some exceptions among adjectives derived from Class
A nouns. The ones I found include: truslivyj 'cowardly', from trds
'coward'; skodlivyj 'harmful' (coll), from sk6da 'harm'; piskliv+yj
'squeaky', from pisk 'squeak'; and vizglivyj 'shrill', from vizg
'scream'.
21. One could argue that, in the absence of evidence to the contrary,
the child assumes a morpheme to be unaccented and nondominant. In that
case, the child would assume this suffix to be [-accented, -dominant].
22. Recall that only qualitative adjectives occur in the short form.
23. I checked 29 examples of adjectives with stems derived with ov
which have stress on the root, and in every case the related nonderived
noun belonged to Class A. The list is given in the appendix to this
chapter.
24. I checked 42 examples of this type. Adjectives with stress on ov are
derived from nominal stems of every accentual type. In the list I
compiled, 13 are derived from nouns belonging to Class A, 25 from Class
B (or B'), and 4 from Class C.
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One could argue that that 3 of the 4 nouns which I have assumed belong
to Class C, actually belong to Class B' (i.e. post-accenting with
Retraction). All three are masculine nouns with monosyllabic roots. They
include: bass 'bass'; sad 'garden; and ddb 'oak. These nouns have stress
on the root throughout the singular and on the inflection throughout the
plural. In chapter 1, I included nouns of this type in Class C, arguing
that their roots are unaccented and that the nom pl suffix y has both
accented and unaccented alternants. A possible alternative analysis of
the small set of nouns exhibiting this stress pattern (approximately 20)
is that they have post-accenting roots, with Retraction applying in the
singular. Since there are no nouns exhibiting this stress pattern which
have polysyllabic roots, there is no definitive evidence for either
analysis of these nouns. However, since all other nouns which exhibit
Retraction do so in the plural, I have opted to analyze these cases as
belonging to Class C.
The list of 43 examples can be found in the appendix.
25. Of the 36 examples I checked, 13 are derived from Class A nouns; 10
from Class B (or B'); and 13 from Class C.
26. Nik is an accented, post-accenting suffix. It has both dominant and
nondominant forms, which are associated with different sets of meanings.
The nondominant form usually builds nouns referring to a type of person
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(e.g. rab6tnik 'worker' from rab6ta 'work'), while the dominant form
usually builds nouns referring to some kind of object.
27. The vowel in the nominal suffix Ek is a OX-yer. It vocalizes only in
the nom sg form of the noun.
,,
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Chapter 4
VOWEL TRUNCATION , SYLLABIFICATION ,
AND VERBAL STRESS
4.1 Introduction
Certain stress alternations occur in derived verbs which occur
in no other forms in the language. These alternations are linked to the
occurrence of vowel sequences, which are found only in derived verbs. I
show that stress assignment in these forms is the product of
interactions between the BAP, vowel deletion, glide formation, and
syllabification processes.
4.2 Verbal Inflection
Russian has complex verbal inflections. The present tense
inflection consists of two suffixes, tense and agreement. The present
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tense suffix is represented by one of two vowels: either i or e. i has a
more limited distribution, occurring only when the stem ends in a front
vowel. Otherwise, e is the form of the present tense suffix.
The agreement suffixes, which represent number and person, are
given below. Like the present tense suffix, the 3rd pl agreement suffix
has two forms, ut and at. I will argue that the underlying forms are ut
and nt, respectively. Verbs whose stems end in a front vowel select nt;
all others take ut.'
(1) Present Tense Agreement Suffixes
SG PL
1ST u m
2ND s te
3RD t ut/nt
In my disc'ission of stress in nonderived verbs in Chapter 1, I
claimed that the present tense suffix (e) is absent in two forms of the
present tense paradigm: the 1st sg and 3rd pl. There were two arguments
for this claim.
First, we know that front vowels trigger Velar Palatalization.
In nonderived verbs, Velar Palatalization does not apply to root-final
consonants in the 1st sg and 3rd pl, as illustrated in (2).
(2) pe' 'to bake' Root: [pek]
SG PL
1ST pekd peem
2ND pecesi pecete
3RD pe&et pek6t
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The second piece of evidence has to do with stress. Since
nonderived verbs with unaccented roots have stress on the present tense
suffix whereever that suffix appears, we know that it is accented. If
the suffix were present in the underlying representation of the 1st sg
and 3rd pl, and deleted in the course of the derivation, then we would
expect stress to end up on the root in these two present tense forms.
This is because on the second cycle the BAP will construct a right-
headed constituent on Line 0, with the accented vowel of the present
tense suffix as head. When the vowel deletes, stress should move to the
left. However, stress falls on the final vowel (i.e. on the agreement
suffix) in these two forms. We can account for this by assuming that the
present tense suffix is absent, and that the 1st sg and 3rd pl agreement
suffixes are accented.
In (3) I give two derivations of the 1st sg present tense of the
nonderived verb 'it', one which assumes the present tense suffix is
present and one which assumes that it is absent. The verb root is
unaccented.
(3) Derivation of the 1st Sg which Includes the Present Tense Suffix
zivt 'I live'
(i) UR: [[[ziw] e] u] (ii) UR: [['iw] u]
Li * L1 *
LO * * LO * *
I I I I
CYCLE 2 [[XXX] X] CYCLE 2 [[XXX] X]
I! l I III I
ziw e ziW u
BAP
L1 *
LO (* *)
I I[[xxxi x]
I I I
Ziw e
w->v
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BAP
Li
L1 *LO (* *)
[[xxxI xl
I I I I
zliw u
v
z ivu
L1 * *
LO (* *) *
I 1 I
CYCLE 3 [[XXXX] X1
IIlI I
zlwe u
BAP L2 *
L1 (* *)
LO (* *)(*)
II I
we xxxxl xl
ziwe u
-- > CONFLATION
L1 *
LO (* *)
II
[ xxxx
ztwe
*
I
x]I
u
L1 *
LO (*) *
I I
[[xxx] x]
I I I I
ziw u
w->v v
,ivu
The past tense inflection consists of both a tense and agreement
suffix. The past tense suffix is 1. The agreement suffixes include: a
('f), 0 (m), o (n), and i (pl). 2 I am going to assume that the vowel
representing the m agreement suffix is a QX-yer. Its representation is
given in (4).
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(4) Underlying Representation of M Verbal Agreement Suffix
SYLLABLE PLANE N
SKELETON X
SEGMENTAL PLANE o
4.3 Underlying Vowel Inventory of Russian
Apart from the yers, I have assumed that Russian has the
following six vowels.
(5) Underlying Vowel Inventory of Russian
i u y e o a
HIGH + + + - - -
LOW - - - - - +
BACK - + + - + +
ROUND - + - - + -
4.4 Review of Stress in Nonderived (Athematic) Verbs
In Chapter 1, I showed that nonderived (athematic) verbs exhibit
the same four types of stress patterns as nonderived nouns and
adjectives. These are summarized below.
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(6) Summary of Stress in Nonderived Verbs
ROOT STRESS PATTERN
A (accented) Fixed on the root in all forms
B (post-accenting) Fixed on the inflection in all forms
C (unaccented) Mobile: on the inflection throughout the
present tense and in the f past tense;
otherwise on the root
B' (post-accenting, Shifting: on the inflection throughout the
with Retraction in present tense; on the root throughout the
certain forms) past
Because the past tense suffix 1 is nonsyllabic, it does not
trigger the BAP. As a consequence, the Strict Cycle Condition prevents
application of the BAP on the cycle in which the past tense suffix
enters the derivation.
The four past tense agreement suffixes are: a (f), o (n), 0 (m),
and i (pl). Only the f is accented. I have assumed that the m agreement
suffix is a @X-yer. This means that its representation includes both a
feature matrix on the segmental plane and a syllable nucleus linked to
the skeleton. However, there is no underlying association between the
segmental plane and the skeleton.
This assumption correctly predicts that the m agreement suffix
will trigger Vocalization of a stem yer.3 Consider the nonderived verb
tol6E', 'to grind', whose root is [tolOk]. This verb exhibits a vowel-
zero alternation, as the representation of the root implies. The second
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vowel of the root never surfaces in the present tense. In the past tense
it appears only in the m form, surfacing as o. Forms are shown in (7).
(7) Vowel-Zero Alternations in the Nonderived Verb tol6P'
PRESENT PAST
1ST SG tolk+6 F tolk+lA
3RD SG tofl+~t PL toik+li
3RD PL tolk+Ot M tol6k+0
Since VOC applies in the m past tense of the verb tol6F', we can
infer that both the m agreement suffix and the final vowel of the root
[tol0k] have segmental content, but their feature matrices are not
linked to the skeleton.
In (8) I present derivations of the f and pl forms for each type
of nonderived verb. In addition, I give one derivation of the m form,
for the verb zit'.
In the first set of derivations, involving the verb lezt', I
show each cycle. Thereafter, I begin the derivations on the third cycle,
which is the point where the BAP first applies. The derivations are
simplified by showing the output of the BAP after Conflation.
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(8) Derivations of
(i) ROOT: Class A
EXAMPLE: 14zt'
PL: 14zli
L1 *
LO *
CYCLE 1 [Xx1i
III
le .
the F and P1 Past Tense of Nonderived Verbs
'to crawl'
F: 14zla
L1 *
LO *
CYCLE 1 [xxlxl)
III
lez
BAP SCC
L1
LO
I
CYCLE 2 [[XXX
IIIle1-
BAP
X]
t1
SCC
L1 *
LO *
I
CYCLE 3 [[XXXX]
lezl
L1 *
LO *
I
CYCLE 2 [[XXXJ
IIe
lez
BAP
*
I
X]
I
i
SCC
L1 *
LO *
CYCLE 3 [[XXXX]
II 1
lezl
BAP
L1 (*)
LO (*)
I I
l[lxxxx]
IIl'
lezl
14zli 'they crawled'
BAP SCC
X]
1
BAP
I
x]
a
L1 (*)
LO (*)I[lxxxxj
lezl
*
IX]xi
Ii
I
x]
ale'zla 'she crawledo
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(ii) ROOT: Class B
EXAMPLE: p6c'
(note: subscript 'p' denotes a post-accenting morpheme)
PL: pekli F: pekla
L1 *
LO *
I
CYCLE 2 [[XXXX],
III
pekl
BAP
L1 (*)
LO (*)
pekl
L1
LO
POST-CYCLIC
L1
LO
L1
LO*
xl
I
i
*
I
x]
I
i
(*)
(*) *
I I
11111
pekli
(*)
(* *)
I I
[XXXXXJ
I1111
pekli
I
CYCLE 2 [[XXXX],
IIII
pekl
BAP
L1 (*)
LO (*)
I
[[xxxx],
IIpekl
peki
x1
I
a
*
I
x]
I
a
L1 (*)
LO (*) *
I I
POST-CYCLIC [XXXXX] 
pekla
Li
LO
(*)
(* *)
I I[xxxxx]
III'l
pekla
pekli 'they baked'
I
pekla' 'she baked'
(iii) ROOT: Class C
EXAMPLE: zit'
PL: zili
' to live'
F: Eil6
L1
LO *
*
xJ
i
I
L1
LO
I I
CYCLE 3 [I[XXXX] X1
I I l l I
ziwl i
*
* *
CYCLE 3 [[XXXX ]
zliwl
BAP
I
xl
a
BAP
L1 (*)
LO (*)
I
xwlxx]
ziwl
L1 (*)
LO ( * *)
I I
[fxxxx] xl
1111 I
ziwl a
POST-CYCLIC POST-CYCLIC
w->4
zili 'they lived'
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'ziLa 'shelived,
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M: zili
L1
U1
CYCLE 3
BAP
L1
LO
VOC
POST-CYCLIC
w->,
0*
S[xxxx]
IIii
ziwl
(*)(*)
I
Ixxxx]
ziwl
N.A.
*
xl
0I
X]
o
*
I1x)
o
zil 'he lived'
4.5 The Problem of Alternating Stress in Derived Verbs
4.5.1 Introduction
My analysis predicts that words derived with a syllabic
derivational suffix will have stress fixed either on the stem or the
inflection. We have seen that the stress properties of derived nouns and
adjectives support this prediction. In the verb system, however, stress
II IIII
4)
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alternations do occur in forms which contain a syllabic derivational
suffix. Moreover, there are three distinct patterns of alternation.
Before we examine the problematic data, I will briefly review my
analysis of stress in derived nouns and adjectives.
Morphemes may be accented or unaccented. Some accented morphemes
are post-accenting. Suffixes may, in addition, be accent-deleting, a
property referred to as dominance. This property is independent of
whether a suffix is accented or unaccented. I have assumed that the BAP
is a cyclic rule and that all suffixes are cyclic.
Given the two properties [±accented, +dominant], and the fact
that some accented suffixes are post-accenting, we get 12 possible
combinations of morphemes in a stem composed of a root and derivational
suffix. These are summarized in (9).
A few explanations may be helpful in interpreting this table.
Since the property ±dominant only plays a role in stress assignment when
the stem is accented, I have condensed the table by indicating that
either value for dominance will produce the same stress pattern with
unaccented roots. Post-accenting suffixes are identified by p. Where
fixed stem stress is indicated, I have noted in parentheses which
particular stem vowel gets the stress. The notation *V means that stress
falls on the vowel of the root or suffix which is lexically accented.
Also, I have not distinguished between accented and post-accenting roots
-- I II r · · · I I --- - Is ~L
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in the table, since in either case if the word is derived, stress will
be on the stem.'
(9) Summary of Stress Patterns in Derived Nouns and Adjectives
ACCENTUAL PROPERTIES OF MORPHEMES STRESS PATTERN
ROOT DERIVATIONAL SUFFIX
Accent Accent Dominant
+ - - fixed on stem (*V of root)
+ + - fixed on stem (*V of root)
+ +(p) - fixed on stem (*V of root)
+ + + fixed on stem (*V of suffix)
+ +(p) + fixed on inflection
+ - + fixed on stem (initial vowel)
- +- fixed on stem (initial vowel)
+ +/- fixed on stem (*V of suffix)
+(p) +/- fixed on inflection
In derived forms, there are two conditions which cause stress to
end up on the inflection: (i) when the stem-final suffix is dominant and
post-accenting and (ii) when a nondominant post-accenting suffix
attaches to an unaccented root. Otherwise, stress will be fixed on some
vowel of the stem, the particular vowel depending on the accentual
properties of the morphemes comprising the stem.
In words containing a syllabic derivational suffix, the
accentual property of the inflection plays no role. Given the two
assumptions that the BAP is a cyclic rule and that all derivational
suffixes are cyclic, a derived stem cannot enter the inflectional cycle
without an accent. If neither the root nor the first suffix is accented,
the default clause of the BAP will apply on the second cycle, assigning
an accent to the initial vowel. Since the BAP selects the leftmost
· I r · · C I · · I I -- ~-- ~Bes~ -,I~-.1 -I. ~Ra ii
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accented vowel, an accented stem vowel will always "win out" over an
accented inflectional vowel. This explains why words whose stems contain
an underlying syllabic suffix do not exhibit mobile stress, i.e. stress
alternating between the initial and final syllables.
There are, however, patterns of stress alternations among
derived verbs which are not accounted for by the analysis developed thus
far. In this section, I will show that these stress alternations are the
result of segmental and syllabification processes interacting with the
BAP.
4.5.2 Data: Thematic Verb Stems
There is a set of derived verbs whose stems consist of a root
and what has traditionally been termed a theme vowel. There are three
theme vowel suffixes: i, e, and a.
Theme vowel suffixes are generally unproductive. Like most
verbal suffixes, their function is primarily grammatical, rather than
semantic, When they attach to nominal and adjectival roots, they serve a
categorial function, verbalizing the stem (e.g. fvesel]a'happy' -->
[[[vesel]A i]v tE]mF, --> veselit' 'to amuse'; [cvet]N 'color' -- >
[[cvet]N i]v tE]ZNF ---> cvetit' 'to color'). However, they do attach to
verbal roots as well (e.g. [pros]v 'ask' -- > [[[pros]v i]v tE1zNp -- >
prosit' 'to ask'). In this case they contribute neither grammatical nor
I r · 1 r · I · I~ - r I ' ' ' Im , a Ir _3 -- IC_ ,
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semantic information to the stem. There is a general tendency for verb
stems in i to be transitive and those in e to be intransitive.
In the discussion of verbal inflections in Sect. 4.2, I
mentioned that the present tense suffix has two alternants: e and i. The
only verb stems which select the present tense alternant i are those
ending in the theme vowel suffixes i and e. These verbs constitute the
second conjugation. All others (including nonderived stems) select e.
They belong to the first conjugation.
Recall that I have posited two forms for the 3rd pl agreement
suffix: ut and nt. Although the nasal consonant in the alternant nt
never surfaces, I will provide evidence to support my assumption that it
is indeed present in the u derlying representation of this suffix. All
verbs whiz.h take the present tense suffix e take 3rd pl ut; those which
select the present tense suffix i take 3rd pl nt.
The present tense morphology of thematic verbs is summarized in
(10).
(10) Present Tense Morphology of Thematic Verbs
THEME SUFFIX PRESENT TENSE ALLOMORPH 3RD PL ALLOMORPH
a e ut
i i nt
e i nt
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In (11) I give complete present and past tense inflectional
paradigms for each of the three thematic verb types. For the moment, I
will ignore stress.
(11) Present and Past Tense Inflectional Paradigms of Thematic Verbs
(i) beredit' 'to irritate'
ROOT: [bered] THEME SUFFIX: [i]
PRESENT PAST
SG PL F: beredi+la
1ST berez+u bered+im N: beredi+lo
2ND bered+i' bered+ite M: beredi+1i
3RD bered+it bered'+at PL: beredi+li
(ii) letet' 'to fly'
ROOT: [let] THEME SUFFIX: [e]
PRESENT PAST
SG PL F: lete+la
1ST lec+u let+im N: lete+lo
2ND let+i let+ite M: lete+10
3RD let+it let'+at PL: lete+li
(iii) pisat' 'to write'
ROOT: [pis] THEME SUFFIX: [a]
PRESENT PAST
SG PL F: pisa+la
1ST pis+u pis+em N: pisa+lo
, %P IVV 0 %2ND pls+es pis+ete M: pisa+10
3RD pis+et pis+ut PL: pisa+li
The examples show that thematic verb stems undergo segmental
changes in present tense forms. Dental consonants become strident
palatals. Furthermore, in all of these verb stems, the theme vowel
disappears throughout the present tense. In those with the suffix a, the
stem-final consonant undergoes palatalization in all forms of the
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present tense. In verbs with the theme vowels i and e, on the other
hand. the stem-final consonant undergoes palatalization only in the 1st
sg. I will have much more to say later on about the vowel deletion and
palatalization rules affecting these verb stems since, as we will see,
they play a crucial role in stress assignment.
There are four stress patterns associated with thematic verbs.
While two of these patterns occur with all three types of thematic
verbs, there is an asymmetry in the distribution of the other two. One
pattern is restricted to those thematic verbs suffixed with a; another
is limited to those suffixed with i and e. The data are summarized in
(12). Each example includes three forms of the present tense and two of
the past tense.
(12) Stress Patterns of Thematic Verbs
(i) PATTERN: fixed stress on the root
DISTRIBUTION: verb stems in a, i, and e'
EXAMPLE: videt' 'to see' STEM: vid + e
PRESENT PAST
IST SG vi Z+u F: vide+la
3RD SG vid+it PL: vide+li
3RD PL vid'+at
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(ii) PATTERN: stress on the stem-final vowel
DISTRIBUTION: verb stems in a'
EXAMPLE: kolebat' 'to rock' STEM: koleb + a
PRESENT PAST
1ST SG koleb'l'+u F: kolebA+la
3ND SG koleb'l'+et PL: kolebd+li
3RD PL kol6b'l'+ut
(iii) PATTERN: stress on the inflection in the present; on the stem-
final vowel in the past
DISTRIBUTION: verbs in i and e'
EXAMPLE: beredit' 'to irritate' STEM: bered + i
PRESENT PAST
1ST SG bere+6' F: beredi+la
3RD SG bered+it PL: beredi+li
3RD PL bered'+at
(iv) PATTERN: stress on the inflection in the 1st sg, otherwise on the
stem-final vowel
DISTRIBUTION: verbs in i, e, and a9
EXAMPLE: bormatat' 'to mutter' STEM: bormot + a
PRESENT PAST
1ST SG bormo&+6 F: bormot6+la
3RD SG borm6oc+et PL: bormota+li
3RD PL bormoc+ut
4.5.3 The Accentual Properties of Theme Vowel Suffixes
Let us begin with the following two assumptions. First, derived
verbs are formed from the same four types of root morphemes as
nonderived verbs and other lexical categories, namely: accented (Class
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A), unaccented (Class C), post-accenting (Class B), and post-accenting
with Retraction applying in a subset of forms (Class B'). Second, the
suffixes i, e, and a are all [+accented, -dominant].lo
Stress pattern (i) is the simplest case, with stress fixed on
the root. We can account for these verbs by assuming that they have
accented roots. Since the BAP assigns stress to the leftmost accented
vowel, stress will fall on the root, rather than on an accented
inflection.
The data in (12) reveal a striking asymmetry in the stress
patterns of thematic verbs. While two of the patterns occur with all
three types of thematic verb stems, pattern (ii) is confined to those
with the suffixal vowel a and pattern (iii) is confined to those with
the suffixal vowels i and e. I will show that this correlation between
suffixal vowels and stress is not accidental.
Stress patterns (ii) and (iii) are identical in the past tense,
with stress falling on the theme vowel suffix in all forms. What
distinguishes the two patterns is the present tense, where the theme
vowel suffix disappers. Pattern (ii) has stress fixed on the final vowel
of the root while pattern (iii) has stress fixed on the inflection.
Suppose we make the following two assumptions. First, all theme
vowel suffixes are accented. Second, verbs exhibiting either stress
pattern (ii) or (iii) have unaccented roots. This would provide a very
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simple account for the fact that both groups of verbs have stress on the
theme suffix in the past tense. Since the theme suffix is the leftmost
accented vowel, we correctly predict that it will surface with stress.
What we have yet to explain is why, when the theme suffix
deletes, stress moves to the left when the suffix is a, but appears to
move to the right when the suffix is either i or e.
4.6 Glide Formation and Accent Shift
4.6.1 Thematic Verbs
Let us consider what kind of stress pattern we expect if the
root is unaccented and the theme vowel is accented. The BAP will apply
on the second cycle (i.e. the cycle which introduces the theme vowel
suffix), constructing an unbounded, right-headed foot on Line 0, with
the suffixal vowel as head. Since the inflectional suffixes, which come
last, are never accent-deleting, the vowel representing the theme suffix
will always be the leftmost accented vowel in the word, and thus it
should surface with stress. This will account for stress in the past
tense of verbs like kolebit' (pattern (ii) in (12)).
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In the present tense, the theme vowel never surfaces. Let us
assume for the moment that there is a rule which eliminates vowel
sequences by deleting the first vowel. This rule will have the effect of
eliminating the representation on the stress plane of the affected vowel
(i.e. it will eliminate the Line 0 asterisk associated with that
segment). If, at the point in the derivation when the deletion rule
applies, the affected vowel was head of a metrical constituent, then the
accent (i.e. the Line 1 asterisk marking the head of the Line 0
constituent) will move to the adjacent vowel on the left. Stress will
surface on the final vowel of the root." The leftward movement of the
accent follows from the assumption that Line 0 metrical constituents in
Russian are right-headed.
This analysis accounts for the pattern shown in (12ii) above
(e.g. kolebAt' 'to rock'). In the past tense, the suffixal vowel
surfaces in all forms and is always stressed (e.g. kolebala (f),
kolebali (pl)). In the present tense, the suffixal vowel is absent in
all forms, and stress surfaces on the final vowel of the root (e.g.
kolebl'u (1 sg), kolebl'et (3 sg), kolebl'ut (3 pl)). Let us assume,
then, that verbs with stress pattern (ii) have unaccented roots.
A derivation of the f past tense is given in (13).
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(13) Derivation of F Past Tense Form of Verb with Unaccented
Root and Theme Suffix a
kolebala 'she rocked'
UIR: [[i[koleb] a] 1] a]
L1 *
LO ** *
CYCLE 2 [[XXXX] X)
11111 I
koleb a
BAP
L1 *
LO (* * *)
I I I[(IxxxxxJ] x
koleb a
L1 *
LO (* * *)
CYCLE 3 [[XXXXXX] X]
i111!1 I
koleba 1
BAP SCC
L1 * *
LO (* * *) *
I II I
CYCLE 4 [[XXXXXXX] X]
1111111 1
kolebal a
BAP
L1 *
LO (* * *) *
[(xxxxxxx] x]
kolebal a
kolebila
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In the present tense, vowel sequences occur in all forms.
Although the analysis I sketched above, which posits a rule of Vowel
Deletion, will account for present tense stress in verbs like kolebat',
it does not explain the segmental changes which occur in the present
tense stems of verbs ending in a. Therefore, we need to examine more
closely the segmental and metrical properties of these present tense
stems.
Consider the verb forms in (14).
(14) Segmental Changes in Verb Stems Ending in a
INFINITIVE PAST (m)
ROOT + a + t' ROOT + a + l + a
kolebat' 'to rock' kolebala
dremat' 'to doze' dremala
bormotat' 'to mutter' bormotala
glodat' 'to gnaw' glodala
pisat' 'to write' pisala
paxat' 'to plough' paxala
skakat' 'to skip' skakala
PRESENT (1 sg) PRESENT (3 sg)
ROOT + a + u ROOT + a + e + t
kolebl'u kolebl'et
dreml'u dreml 'et
bormocu bormocet
glozu glo'et
pifu pipet
pasu paset
ska u skacet
Verb stems suffixed with a undergo certain changes in the
present tense, which is precisely those forms in which the stem-final
- I 1 I I · III I I · II -- ---1
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suffixal vowel fails to surface. Both velar and dental consonants become
strident palatals. Labial consonants do not undergo mutation. Instead, I
is inserted after these consonants.
We have already seen that velars undergo mutation before a front
vowel, i.e. before i and e, while dentals do not. The data in (15)
illustrate this.
(15) Palatalization Before Front Vowels
(i) Velars
raduga 'rainbow'
orex 'nut'
pek6 'I bake'
bereg6 'I guard'
(ii) Dentals
bol6ta 'swamp'
g6los 'voice'
zelezo 'iron'
pletd 'I braid'
krad6 'I steal'
-rduzina 'iris (eye)'
oresina 'hazle-nut grove'
pecem 'we bake'
-berem 'we guard'
-- bol6tina 'swampy place'
-- golosina 'strong voice'
-- zelezina 'piece of iron'
-- pletem 'we braid'
-- kradim 'we steal'
Like the rule of Dental Palatalization, the rule which inserts i
after labials also does not apply before front vowels, as shown by the
data in (16).
(16) Data Showing that 1-Insertion is not Triggered by
Front Vowels
xleb 'bread' -- xl'bina aug. of 'bread'
krap 'specks' -- kripina 'specks of different colors'
grebd 'I row' -- grelbm 'we row'
%m6 'I squeeze' -- zmem 'we squeeze'
i I i · · · I la I __ L _IILL-d ~I~Le~LssLBY
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To account for velar-palatal alternations, I earlier adopted the
following rule of Velar Palatalization (Vel Pal):
(17) Rule of Velar Palatalization (Vel Pal)
{k,g,x} --- > {,zvI / [-bk]
The question is what is triggering the consonant mutations in
these forms.
In Russian, both velar and dental obstruents shift to strident
palatals when they occur before a high front glide (j), (i.e. t,k->';
d,g->:; s,x->S; z->z; ts->P). Labial consonants, on the other hand, do
not undergo mutation. Instead, the clusters pj, bj, mj, vj, and fj are
realized as p'l', b'l', m'l', v'l', and f'l'. These processes together
are commonly referred to in Slavic phonology as Transitive Softening.
My earlier formulation of the Vel Pal rule stated only that the
triggering segment be specified [-bk]. Therefore, this rule already
captures the fact that the triggering segment for this particular rule
can be either a high, front vowel or glide. However, given that Dental
Palatalization (Den Pal) and 1-Insertion (0->l) after labials only occur
before a high, front glide, we need to posit a separate rule to account
for these two processes. Since these processes apply in all present
tense forms of verbs suffixed in a, we must account for the presence of
a high, front glide in these forms.
I ~ II i I ' g I'C II · i r I I - 91~~- ~L-~bP-~5~ ~-~·r~~~C~er-~·~·;LAI··e~P~- ~fi·Cl~dRCn~3/F~
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Although the suffix a never surfaces in present tense forms, let
us assume that it is always present in the underlying representation.
Given that all present tense suffixes begin with a vowel, a vowel
sequence occurs in the underlying representation of all present tense
forms of verbs suffixed with a (but never in past tense forms, where the
stem-final vowel is followed by a consonant). Specifically, we find the
sequence a+u in the 1st sg and 3rd pl, and a+e elsewhere.1 2
In Russian, vowel sequences are eliminated.13 Sequences of a + V
(V = any vowel) are eliminated by a process which changes a into a high,
front glide. A formal representation of this Glide Formation rule, which
I will label as a->j, is given in (18).
(18) Glide Formation (a->j)
N N
I I
X --- > X / X
I I I
+bk -bk 1 (r = any set of features)
-hi +hi
+lo -lo
Note that this rule is not only feature-changing, but
structure-changing as well.
My analysis assumes that the distinction between a high front
vowel and a high front glide in Russian is purely structural.1 ' The
defining property of a vowel is not a feature (i.e. [+voc]), but rather
the association of a syllable nucleus with a timing slot in the
II ~ 1 9 PI I r I r - r I · pi Ira-, I I-- PB · ~-Y ~~ - I-p ' _ n __·I I~AQY
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skeleton. On the segmental plane, i and j are indistinguishable. Given
the fact that the rules of Den Pal and 1-Insertion apply only before j,
not before i, it must be the case that these segmental processes are
subject to two conditions--one segmental and one structural. The
segmental condition is that the triggering element must be specified [-
cons, -bk]. The second condition involves syllable structure: the
affected consonant and glide must, at the point when DEN PAL or 1-
insertion apply, both be contained in an onset. A descriptive
formulation of these rules is given below.
(19) Rules of Dental Palatalization and 1-Insertion
0 N
{t,d,s,z,ts} -- > {•,,Z} / \SI
X X
{p,b,m,v,f} -- > {pl,bl,ml,vl,fl} / I I
-cons
+hi
-bk
There is a rule which deletes j after a consonant. Since the
distinction between a glide and vowel is one based on syllable
structure, rather than segmental structure, this rule requires more than
the presence of the feature [-cons]. I will assume that the rule of
Glide Deletion also requires that the triggering consonant and glide
both belong to an onset. The rule is shown in (20).
,lc·- r W ~ P ~ LI ~ As I A Ik~~ I Il ' A CP I J-L·CI r I ~ ~-~RCII s~L ~Crc~·ac··l~ I~pB9~4 ~~Ciigii~TiiP~Ei~lE
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(20) Glide Deletion (j->i)
O 0
I \ I \
X X --- > X X
I I I
+cons -cons +cons -cons
+hi +hi
-bk -bk
There is evidence to show that the rule simply severs the
association line between the X-slot and the segmental plane, rather than
erasing the segmental features. There is a late rule of secondary
palatalization, whereby consonants before a front vowel or glide are
raised. The affected consonant does not change its place of
articulation. Instead, a secondary articulation is introduced, whereby
the back of the tongue is raised toward the soft palate, thus softening
the consonant.
Glide Deletion does not apply morpheme-internally or across a
prefix boundary, as shown by the examples in (21).
(21) Evidence that Glide Deletion (j->#) Does Not Apply Morpheme
Internally or Across Prefix Boundaries
p'jesa 'play'
p' j+t 'I drink'
s'j+i 'I sew'
vjexat' (prefix: v) 'to enter'
objatije (prefix: ob) 'embrace'
podjAzy"nyj (prefix: pod) '(anat.) sub-lingual
This shows that the rule j->4 applies only in derived
environments and thus is a cyclic rule.
· 1 1(1 I · I ' I CI · I I 'CI p I q __ II I - -- ~ -· 1IP 7C~ClllC~3b~~~L·5~Q=-~8~~27~~
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The fact that vowel sequences are generally eliminated can be
seen as a consequence of a syllable structure constraint which requires
that word-internal syllables contain an onset. Without some process
eliminating vowel sequences, present tense forms of verbs suffixed with
a would violate this constraint, as the forms in (22) illustrate.
(22) Syllabification of 1st Sg and 3rd PI Verb Forms, which
Violates a Syllable Structure Constraint Requiring that
Word-Internal Syllables Have an Onset
VERB: glodit' 'to gnaw'
1ST SG 3RD SG
a a a a o I
SRIRR I RIR/\
I I I I I I I I I l l
0 N o O N 0 NO N NC
\IIIIl 11111 !
glodau glodaet
The rule of Glide Formation prevents a syllable structure
violation. After this rule has applied (on the 3rd cycle),
resyllabification occurs, and the X-slot initially associated with the
vowel a joins the root-final consonant in the onset. This is shown by
the derivations in (23). The form is the 3rd sg of glod6t 'to gnaw'. For
simplification, I begin the derivation on the 3rd cycle and include the
person marker t along with the tense marker in that cycle. I also ignore
accents, since our main concern for the moment is the segmental
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phonology (and syllabification, to the extent that it has consequences
for the segmental phonology).
(23) Derivation of the Present Tense Form of a Thematic Verb
with Suffix a
3RD SG: glowet 'it gnaws'
'R: I[[glod] a] et]
a o
I\ I\
/ R/R
I Iit
0 NON N
/ \ I l l I
CYCLE 3 [[X X XX X1 X XX
II I It I I I
gloda e t
ora
I\ l\
IR / R
I II / \
O N 0 N C
/ \ II / \ I[[x xxx x] xx]
I I l l I I I
g 1o d a e t
a a
/R / R
I I /\
N 0 N 0 NC
I /\II/\ II
a->j X -- > X ------ > [[XXXX X ] X X
I I I I I I I I I
+bk -bk g 1 o d j e t
-hi +hi
+lo
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o o
Den Pal X X -- > XX
I I I I
dj zj
j-xx x x
gIiet ---> gloetzj zjo aI\ \IR / Ro NO NC
/\3RD SG kolbl+ePL:koleb[x x x x x x xx
g 1 o z i e t --- > glower
Now let us return to the problem of stress and consider once
again stress pattern (iii) in (12) (e.g. koleb~t'). Recall that this
pattern occurs only in verbs whose stems end in a. For convenience, I
repeat the paradigm in (24).
(24) Stress Pattern of a Verb with an Unaccented Root and Accented
Suffix a
Example: kolebit' 'to rock'
PRESENT PAST
1ST SG kol~bl'+u F: kolebd+la
3RD SG kol~bl'+et PL: kolebi+li
3RD PL kol~bl'+at
Given my earlier assumption that verbs with this pattern have
unaccented roots, and that the suffix a is accented, consider the effect
that the rule of Glide Formation (a->j) will have on stress assignment.
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On the second cycle of present tense forms, the BAP constructs an
unbounded, right-headed metrical constituent on Line O, with the
suffixal vowel a as head. On the third cycle, the rule a->j applies,
triggered by the vowel belonging to the inflectional suffix. This rule
changes the features of the theme suffix vowel from [+bk,-hi,+lo] to [-
bk,+hi,-loJ, and severs the association between the skeletal slot and
the nucleus. Since only nuclear elements are represented on the stress
plane, this rule has the effect of eliminating the representation of the
vowel a on the stress plane. If this vowel was head of a Line 0
constituent, the accent associated with it will shift to the left, due
to the fact that metrical feet are right-headed in Russian. Therefore,
stress surfaces on the final vowel of the root.
Derivations are given in (25). With each rule application in the
derivations below, I include only those aspects of the representation
which are relevant to a particular rule. Thus, for example, I indicate
syllable structure, but not stress, at the point at which 1-Insertion
(o->i) applies, since I have argued that syllable structure is a
condition on this rule. Metrical structure neither affects nor is
affected by this rule. On the other hand, metrical structure is shown
when the rule a->j applies, since this rule does play a role in stress
assignment. I have further simplified the derivations by including
Conflation as part of the BAP.
__
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(25) Derivations of Present Tense Forms of kolebdt'
Verb: kolebAt' 'to rock'
Root: [koleb] (-acc)
Theme Suffix: [a] (+acc)
Tense Suffix: [e] (+acc)
1st Sg Agreement Suffix: [u] (+acc)
1ST SG: kclb'l'u
UR: [[[koleb] a] u]
L1 *
LO ** *
I I I
CYCLE 2 [[(XXXX] X]
III11 I
koleb a
BAP
L1 *
LO (** *)
I [XXX] x]
II11111 I
koleb a
L1 * *
LO (* * *) *
I I I I
CYCLE 3 [[XXXXXX] X]
111111 I
koleba u
BAP
L1 *
LO (* * *) *
I I I I[[xxxxxx] x]
111111 I
koleba u
I I I - I " ---
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a->j L1
LO
x -> x
I I
+bk -bk
-hi +hi
+lo -lo
$->1
0
/ \
X X ->
I I
b j
0
'I\
XXX --- >
III
blj
(* *)
I'[x[xxxxx]
kolebj
*
I
x]
UI
u
I\ /I\ / \
ONON / I \
kIx  x x x-:X;.
kole.blj
0 0
lI\ /\
-> XXX -> XXX
I I I I I
blj blj
L1 *
LO (* *) *
POST-CYCLIC [XXXXXXXX
111111 1
koleblju
C->C' XXX -> XXX
I I I I
b 1 i b'l'j
kol.db'1'u
R
I
N
I
u
-- I
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3RD SG: koleb'1'et
UR: [[ikoleb] a] et]
L1 * *
LO (* * *) *
III I
CYCLE 3 [ [XXXXXX] x]
111111 II
koleba et
BAP
L1 *
LO (* * *) *
I II I
[ [jamxax] xx]
II1111 II
koleba et
a->j *
N (* *) *
x -> x -----> [[X X] Xx]
I I 1ll11 II
+bk -bk kolebj et
-hi +hi
+lo -lo
OTHER RULES:
j->o
C->C'
L1 *
LO (**) *
[xxxxxxxxx]
111 111 II
kolebljet
koleb'l'et 'it rocks'
I I I I II ·I I I II 1 II
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4.6.2 Further Evidence: Verbs with the Suffix ova
The analysis presented above extends to a very large class of
verbs derived with the suffix ova, There are two stress patterns which
occur among verbs derived with this suffix. Some verbs have stress fixed
on a root vowel. Others have stress on the stem-final vowel. In the past
tense, the stem-final vowel is a. In the present tense, where Glide
Formation applies, the stem-final vowel is u. Each pattern is
illustrated below.
(26) Stress Patterns of Verbs with the Suffix ova
(i) trebovat' 'to demand'
Stem: treb + ova
PRESENT PAST
1ST SG tr6buju F: trebovala
3RD SG trebujet PL: trebovali
3RD PL tribujut
(ii) risovat' 'to draw'
Stem: ris + ova
PRESENT PAST
1SG SG risdaju F: risovdla
3RD SG ris'jet PL: risovili
3RD PL risdjut
I have argued that the distinction between a high front vowel
and glide is purely structural. Both are specified [-cons, +hi, -lo, -
back]. The vowel i is associated with a syllable nucleus, while the
glide j is not. I will assume the same distinction between the high,
back vowel u and glide w.
- I I · · 11 III· r~ I~ I - ------- -- I-
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In Russian, the consonant v derives from underlying w.
Therefore, I will assume that the suffix ova contains a high, back
glide. Furthermore, I will assume that the suffix is accented, with the
accent associated with the vowel a. The underlying representation is
given in (27).
(27) Underlying Representation of the Suffix ova
L1 *
N N LO * *
II I IIIXX <---> X XX
oua oua
If the root is unaccented, then on the second cycle the BAP will
construct an unbounded, right-headed constituent on Line 0, with the
suffixal vowel a as head. This is illustrated below, with the verb
risovdt'. I show both syllable structure and metrical structure.
(28)
o ci ci
IRI RIR
I I I I I I Li *
0 N O N 0 N LO (* *
I I II Ii  I
CYCLE 2 [[XX X X X X)] --- > [[X X X X X]
III I I I I I I I I
ris o wa ris o wa
In the past tense, the inflection begins with a consonan'. The
only segmental change that occurs in the stem is that w becomes v.
Syllabification of a past tense form is shown below.
- ~·I' r r r · · I · I r I rr r __ ,~.._ _._I~, -~_--. _- 1.._ 1._.. ___1~..,1._.....- ~ _~.....1_~..,1~
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(29) Syllabification of the Past Tense Stem
I ROROROR
0 N 0 N 0.N 0 N
I I II I I
r is owa la
Stress will surface on the accented suffixal vowel of the stem
(a) if the root is unaccented: risovala (f), risovali (pl). The
derivation of the f past tense is shown below.
(30) Derivation of F Past Tense
risovAla 'she drew'
UR: [[[I[ris] owa] 1] a]
L1 *
LO * **
I I I
CYCLE 2 [[XXX] XXX]
Il1 11I
ris owa
BAP
L1 *
LO (* * *)
I I I[[xxx] xxx]
III I!1
ris owa
L1 *
LO (* * *)
Ill
CYCLE 3 [[XXXXXX] X]
lll1Ii I
risowa 1
BAP SCC
· ~ IL~1 ~P Is -~C1 C~ · Ir I SBL~ ~- ~ ~C~ ~L·LrC II ,~ 'I ~Y 11-lb- ~- -~--L-%T ~P ~3~ ~))*LCLL~-c~~r~iasEsle~t~
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LI * *
LO (* * *) *
III I
CYCLE 4 [[XXXXXXX] X]
I1111111 I
risowal a
L1 *
LO (* * *) *
I I I I I IBAP [[XXXXXXX] Xl
risowal a
risovala
The present tense inflections, however, all begin with a vowel.
Thus, the third cycle of present tense forms produces an underlying
vowel sequence. Given my earlier assumption that the present tense
suffix (e) is absent in the Ist sg oind 3rd pl, the vowel sequences will
be a+u in the Ist sg and 3rd pl (u and ut being the 1st sg and 3rd pl
agreement suffixes), and a+e in the other forms. This is illustrated
below.
(31)
SG PL
1ST risowa+u risowa+em
2ND risowa+es risowa+ete
3RD risowa+et risowa+ut
Glide Formation will apply to the vowel a, just as it does in
thematic verb stems ending in a. Because it loses its status as a
syllable nucleus, its representation on the stress plane is eliminated.
In verbs with unaccented roots, the suffixal vowel a is the leftmost
accented element. At the point in the derivation when Glide Formation
21 I '· , -1·~I rpb I s~e~l-"- ---- "--- - -~spi--·-c~. 11~Rulf~,l3~pr~nr~a~~g
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applies, a is head of a Line 0 constituent. Elimination of its position
in the metrical grid causes the Line 1 asterisk (i.e. the accent
associated with a) to shift to the left.
Given my assumption that the underlying high, back segment in
the suffix ova (owa) is a glide, it is not underlyingly associated with
a syllable nucleus. Therefore it is not represented on the stress plane
(see the representation in (28)). However, the vowel which surfaces with
stress is phonetically u.
Resyllabification occurs after Glide Formation applies to the
vowel a. The [-cons, +hi, +bk] segment (w) loses its onset position. I
will stipulate that a sequence of [-cons] segments within a rhyme is
incorporated into a branching nucleus.,s Thus, as shown in the
derivation above, the segments o and u form a branching nucleus.
To account for the fact that the stressed vowel surfaces as u,
let us assume that the initial position in a branching nucleus is head.
There are two different ways in which vowel sequences are eliminated. If
the initial vowel in the sequence is [+lo] (e.g. a) Glide Formation
applies, as we have already seen. If the initial vowel is [-lo],
however, Deletion occurs. Vowel Deletion severs the association between
the feature specification of the vowel on the segmental plane and the
skeleton, but does not eliminate the skeletal position of the vowel.
Compensatory Lengthening then applies, associating the features of the
second vowel to the X-slot of the first. Since there is no clear
I~qCql -~Pr--~ r -- dP IB i i i ~PL_ I sq-~Pb~ eL~L~C~r L~ _qt ICt ~ I ~_ ~ I~d· _ -~C~--YP-·-0 -- ·--- ·98--~/C~I~
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evidence of long and short vowel distinctions in Russian, I will assume
a later rule of Degemination (Degem), which eliminates the second
position in a branching nucleus dominating a geminate vowel.
Vowel Deletion (V->#) and Compensatory Lengthening (V->V:) are
shown in (32).
(32) Vowel Deletion (V->@)
N N N
X X -- > x x -- > X X
-lo F r -lo r
(F = any set of features which includes the specification [-cons])
I assume that a geminate vowel is represented as a single
element on the stress plane. Glide Formation, however, eliminates a
branching nucleus. The accent associated with the affected vowel moves
to the left.
A derivation of the 3rd sg form, risdjet, is given in (33). I
begin on the third cycle."
9:~ i q % - 1 i e 9 · P - I ~ sr-~p·e ~ -.~-r _ ~r~ ~A _ - ~ - -~ -C ~ ~b~P~e -- 311~BLl~f~e~L~·IIIYI~~
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(33) Glide Formation, Accent Shift, and Resyllabification
risidjet 'he/she draws'
UR: [[[[ris] owa] eJ t]
IRIRIR
I I I L1 * *
0 N 0 N 0 N N LO (* * *) *
I1111 I IIl I
CYCLE 3 [[X X X X XX X X] <---> I[[XXXXXXX ]
I I I I I I I I 111111 II
r i s o w a e t risowa et
BAP
I'
IR
/ / \
o / \ C
I I II
x x) x x] <--->
I 1 I I
wa et
L1 *
LO (* * *) *
Ill 1
[(xxxxxx] xx]IIIli II
111111risowa et
risowa et
a
I\1\
1R IR
I I !i
O N ON
I I I
lx xxx
r iso
II - · t-l~ ~Cb~ g · ~ I ~ B · r J· -JC · Y' ~g -1 _ ~rr -~ _ ~--·-~1Bl~eREP~j~iarea~i~SP~~I~~
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a->j and Resyllabification
N/ \
X X
I I
o u
Degem
N
/ \
X X
uI
U
a a
I\ I\
I R I R
I N I I\
0 / \ 0 NC
I III II
x x x X] X]
I I I 1 I I
sou j et
N
X
L1
LO (* **)
<---> I[xxxxxx]
IIlll'
risouj
X -- >
Iuu
N
/ \
X X
\I
u
N
XX
I
u
/ \ /\ I \
IRIRi R
I I I I I I \
SONONO1u NC
Ix xxxxx x]
risu jet
L1 *
LO (* *)*
III
[xxxxxxx] -- > risijet
1111111
risujet
a \
IR
II
SON
[lx x
1 I
ri
V->¢ and V->V:
I
xx]
II
et
FINAL 'NDERLYING FORM:
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4.6.3 Summary
I began by observing that thematic verbs exhibit four distinct
stress patterns. One pf these is characterized by stress on the theme
vowel suffix in those forms in which it surfaces (i.e. in the past
tense), and on the root-final vowel when the theme vowel suffix is
absent in surface form (i.e. in the present tense). I noted that among
thematic verbs, only those ending in the vowel a exhibit this pattern.
I argued that this pattern results from affixation of an
accented suffix to an unaccented root. The theme vowel surfaces in past
tense forms, where the inflectional suffix begins with a consonant.
However, in the present tense, a vowel sequence results from affixation
of the inflectional suffix. In verb stems ending in a, this triggers a
rule of Glide Formation (a->j) (one of the processes which eliminates
sequences of vowels). Given my assumption that theme vowel suffixes are
accented, we correctly predict that stress will fall on this suffixal
vowel in the past tense if the root is unaccented. If the vowel
undergoes Glide Formation, resyllabification occurs and the accent moves
to the left.
I showed that this analysis predicts the stress properties of
verb stems ending in the suffix owa (ova). A further complication in
these derived verbs is the ow/u alternation.
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I posited a syllabification rule which incorporates a sequence
of rhyme-internal [-cons] segments into a branching nucleus. The initial
position is head of the nucleus. Vowel deletion applies to the first in
a sequence of vowels. This rule severs the association between the
segmental features of the vowel and its skeletal position. In the
sequence ou, o deletes, followed by Compensatory Lengthening of the
second vowel u. Since the syllabic representation of the first vowel is
preserved, its representation on the stress plane is unaffected. The
accent remains associated with this segment, but its phonetic features
are derived from the following vowel,
This analysis accounts for stress assignment in verbs with
unaccented roots which are derived either with the theme vowel suffix a
or with the productive verbal suffix owa,
4.7 Vowel Deletion and Accent Shift
4.7.1 Thematic Verb Stems Ending in a I-lo] Vowel
Now let us turn to the remaining two stress patterns of thematic
verbs, repeated below.
- I I I ----I --
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(34) Stress Patterns (iii) & (iv) of Thematic Verbs
(iii) Pattern: Stress on the final syllable in the present; on the
penult in the past
Distribution: Derived verb stems ending in i or e
Example: beredit' 'to irritate'
PRESENT PAST
IST SG: berez+ti F: beredi+la
3RD SG: bered+it PL: beredi+li
3RD PL: bered'+At
(iv) Pattern: Stress on the final syllable in the Ist sg pres.
tense; elsewhere on the penult
Distribution: Derived verb stems ending in a, i, or e
bormotat' 'to murmur'
PRESENT PAST
1ST SG: bormo*+- F: bormotA+la
3RD SG: borm6o+et PL: bormota+li
3RD PL: bormoc+ut
At first glance, the most obvious hypothesis might seem to be
that verbs of both groups have post-accenting roots, the difference
between them being that verbs of type (iv) are subject to Retraction in
all forms of the present tense except the 1st sg. However, this analysis
of stress pattern (iii) would imply that the correlation between
thematic vowels and stress, noted earlier, is accidental.
Concentrating for the moment on pattern (iii), I will argue that
this pattern occurs with both unaccented and post-accenting roots.
- I · I · I _. 1. I -----R~-C-
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Before proceeding with my analysis of these verbs, I will
summarize my assumptions about the relation between the accentual
properties of root morphemes and the stress patterns of thematic verbs.
This is given in (35).
(35) Accentual Properties of Root Morphemes and Thematic
Stress in Thematic Verbs
PATTERN THEME SUFFIXES ACCENTUAL CLASS
OF ROOT
(i) fixed on root i, e, a A
(ii) on stem-final vowel:
theme suffix vowel
when present, otherwise
on root-final vowel a C
(iii) on infl in present;
on stem-final vowel
in past i, e B
i, e C
(iv) on infl in 1st sg;
otherwise on stem-final
vowel i, e, a B'
Let us assume for the moment that my claim that stress pattern
(iii) results from two different conditions is correct, and that one of
those conditions occurs when verbs suffixed with i and e have unaccented
roots. Since theme vowel suffixes are accented, we correctly predict
that stress will fall on the stem-final vowel in all forms in which this
vowel surfaces (i.e. the past tense),
What is problematic for my analysis is the fact that in present
tense forms, stress falls on the vowel following the theme vowel suffix
- ii I I II --- r * --- r~a~·cas~
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in the underlying representation (i.e. on the inflectional suffix).
Since Line 0 metrical constituents are right-headed, my analysis
predicts that deletion of the head should result in the accent shifting
to the left. Thus we expect stress to surface on the stem-final vowel.
In derived verb stems ending in a, affixation of present tense
suffixes produces vowel sequences which trigger a rule of Glide
Formation (a->j). This accounts not only for the leftward shift of the
accent, but for consonant mutation processes as well. Velar and dental
obstruents become strident palatals, while 1 is inserted after labials.
In verbs suffixed with i or e, consonant mutation occurs only in
the Ist sg. To see why, let us examine the vowel sequences which occur
in the present tense of these verbs. These are summarized in (36)."
(36) Vowel Sequences in the Present Tense of Verbs with Steras Suffixed
with i and e
SG PL
1ST iu / eu ii / ei
2ND ii / ei ii / ei
3RD ii / ei int / ent
In my analysis of verbs derived with the suffix ova, I argued
that vowel sequences are eliminated in one of two ways, depending on
whether the first vowel is specified [+loJ or [-loJ. A sequence initial
[+lo] vowel undergoes Glide Formation. A sequence initial [-lo] vowel
deletes. Vowel Deletion will apply to all of the vowel sequences shown
in (36). However, we need to revise the earlier formulation of the rule
I LI - I ' ' · · · i ' I r · rlRI I q I · - I-- ~~a· II ' - - - ~C~blL·4P~I~B "IWT --~-,--~- -r- - ~s;T- -c~k
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in order to account for the pattern of consonant mutation in verb stemns
ending in i and e.
I have pointed out that the rules of Den Pal and 1-Insertion do
not apply under the same conditions as Vel Pal. The latter occurs before
a [-bk] vowel or glide, while the former require that the consonant and
I-bk] segment share an onset position. The difference is illustrated by
the verb paradigms below.
(37) Consonant Mutation in Verb Stems Suffixed with i and e
(i) VERB STEMS IN i
(a) dru'it' SG PL
Stem: [drug+i] 1ST druid dru£im
'to be friends with' 2ND druzis druzite
(Velar Palataliztion) 3RD druzit dru'it
(b) beredit' SG PL
Stem: [bered+i] 1ST beret6 beredim
'to irritate' 2ND beredif beredite
(Dental Palatalization) 3RD beredit bered'At
(c) glupit' SG PL
Stem: [glup+ij 1ST glupl'd glupim
'to make a fool of' 2ND glupis glupit
(1-Insertion) 3RD glupit glup'dt
It 114 Lire ~s IB -~ = tl ' ar ~86~b~BSLl~t3
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(ii) VERB STEMS IN e
(a) zvuZat'
Stem: [zvuk+e]
'to be heard'
(Velar Palatalization)
(b) sidet'
Stem: [sid+e]
'to sit'
(Dental Palatalization)
(c) kip4t'
Stem: [kip+e]
'to boil'
(1-Insertion)
SG
1ST zvucu
2ND zvucis
3RD zvucit
SG
1ST siŽl
2ND sidis
3RD sidit
SG
1ST kipl'ii
2ND kipis
3RD kipit
Den Pal and 1-Insertion
e+u. not before e+i or i+i.
PL
Vr-
zvucite
zvucat
PL
sidim
sidite
sid'It
PL
kipim
kipite
kip'At
occur before vowel sequences i+u and
To account for this, let us assume that the segmental features
of the first vowel are deleted from the representation when the two [-
lol vowels have the same specification for the feature [±bk] (i.e. i+i,
e+i, o+u).18 If the two adjacent vowels differ for the feature [ibkj,
the association line between the skeleton and segmental plane is severed
but the features remain. The features of the delinked [-lo] vowel are
then free to associate to the preceding consonant, triggering
palatalization of velars and dentals or 1-insertion after labials."9
To see how this analysis works, consider the verb molodit' 'to
make look younger'. The root [molod] is unaccented.20  A derivation of
the 1st sg, moloti, is shown in (38). I show in parallel representations
of syllable structure and metrical structure. Recall that I have argued
I I · II r II r' . ' 'I s~ b 1 4 PL~ = 1~-- ~.~I PP · PPL~ ---- - - ~e~9sP - --- ;--~N"~eC~
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that in Russian word-internal syllables must have an onset. I will
assume that a geminate vowel is represented as one element on the stress
plane.
(38) Derivation
molo'u 'I make (someone) look younger'
UR: ([[molod] i] u]
IRIRI R
Il lI l I LI *
0 N 0 N0 N LO ** *
I I I II I I I I
CYCLE 2 [[ X X X X X] <---> [[XXXXX] X
I I I I I I I I I I I I
m o l o d i molod i
BAP
IRIRIR
ONONON N
I I I I I I I
CYCLE 3 [[X X X XX X X] <--->
II I I II I
mol odi u
a BAP
o c U
l\I\ I\
IR IR I R
I1111 I L
ONONO N L
[[XXXX X] X) <--->
I II IIo I I
molodi u
L1 *
LO (* * *)
I I I
molodxxxxx x
molod i
LI * *
LO (* * *) *
III I
[[xxxxxx] x]
111111 I
molodi u
.O (* * *) *
I I I I
u xxxxxx] x]
11 111 1 1
molodi u
i ~fi ,-JC r--sl,, I I ~- ICP I
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V->4 & V->V:
I i
0 N
I I I\
diu
I\'
1 |I
0 'N
I!I\
-- > XX <---->
I \1
di u.
L1 *
LO (** *)
llxxxxxx] x]
11111 \ I
molodi u
The delinked feature matrix [-cons, +hi, -lo, -back] remains on
segmental plane. We can account for the fact that Den Pal applies in
this form by linking the place features [+hi, -bk] to the feature matrix
of the consonant. I will represent this simply by linking the features
of floating vowel to the skeletal slot of the preceding consonant. Den
Pal and 1-Insertion will then apply, producing the segmental changes
shown below. I use the symbol j in the table and derivations below to
represent a nonsyllabic segment specified [-cons, +hi, -bk].
(39) Dental Palatalization and 1-Insertion
(i) Dental Palatalization (ii) 1-Insertion
0
tj -- > c
d j -- > z
z j -- > s
I\
p j -- > pl
b j -- > bl
m j -- > ml
f j -- > fl
v j -- > vl
The final stage of the derivation of molozu is as shown below. I
assume that degemination applies to the vowel u.
I I I 'I r 'II re I · I ~ ____ I I I ~- -- -~--c-1
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(40)
I\I \ I\
IRIRI R
O N O N O N
I. I I I I / \[x x x x x x x]
I I I I /\ \1
m o Io dj u
Den Pal
0
I
X
I \
d j
Degem
N
/ \ -- >
X X
Final Form:
L1 *
LO (* *)
[xxxxxI
IllI
mololu
molozu
L1 *
LO (* * *)
I I / \
< -- > [X xxx X X
I I I I \ \1
molo dj u
I
-- > X
z
N
I
I
What is crucial in this analysis is the fact that throughout the
derivation the accent remains associated with the X-slot representing
the theme vowel suffix. On the surface, the accent only appears to have
shifted to the right, because the theme vowel acquires the segmental
features of the following vowel (in this instance, u).
rrrC~ r ·I 'Is · I I L~l ~ ---C I ra IL~L~L~SLLI~ 1 ~~keP YI ~bS~Bde~-~LFk · JII·~iBfglt~CIW~B~t~~
a
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In all other forms except the 3rd pl, the vowel sequence i+i or
e+i occurs (Theme Vowel + Tense Suffix). The features of the first vowel
delete. Since there is no [+hi, -lo, -back] floating segment in these
forms, Dental Palatalization and 1-Insertion do not apply. A derivation
of the 3rd sg of molodit' (molodit) is given below. I begin with the
third cycle.
(41) Derivation
molodit 'he/she makes (someone) look younger'
UR: [[[molod] i] it]
IRIR I R
SI I I I L1 *
0 N 0 N O N N LO (* * *) *
I I I I I I I I i I I
CYCLE 3 [[X X X X X X X] ---> [[XXXXxx] XX]
I I I I I I I I111111 II
mo 1 o d i i t molodi it
a a a a BAP
I R R R
1 I I \ L1 *
0 N 0 N 0 N C LO (***)*
I 11111 / \ I III I
H[X X X X X x] x x] <---> [(xXXXXx] xx]
I I I I I I 111111 II
m o 1 o d i it molodi it
i 9~ 1.--- i ~-' -- P I P ~C~ L~L~I 5·PPIP ~e -~- -C~- C~'C-~-"~~YA9L~P·III~.~gi~~
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V->4 & V->V:
I\
I R
I /\'
O N C
I I/\ I
XXXXt
diit
/ RI /\
0 N C
I /I\ I
-- > X X X
I \ I I
d it
L1 *
LO (* * *)
<----> [[xxxxxXX XXI
1111 \ II
molod it
Degem
N
I \ -- >
X X
\ I\i
N
I
XX
i
L1 *
LO (* * *)
Ixxxxxxx]
IIIIIII
molodit
molodit
4.7.1.1 The Underlying Form of the 3rd P1 Agreement Suffix
Now let us consider the 3rd pl. Compare the 1st sg and 3rd pl
forms of verbs suffixed with a, on one hand, with those of verbs
suffixed with i or e, shown below.
(42) 1st Sg and 3rd P1 Forms of Thematic Verbs
VERB THEME SUFFIX 1ST SG 3RD PL
bormotat' 'to mutter' a bormocu bormocut
molodit' 'to make look
sidet'
younger'
'to sit'
moloe
siZU
molod 'Iat
sid'6it
Unlike the 1st sg agreement suffix, which is the same for all
verbs, the 3rd pl suffix exhibits two different forms: ut with verbs
_+L~··JICC~~IC-s~p I~p Y -- R~d~Lqr C~ '" ~·YIB~S~B~Se~Z~gl `!:~·~iS~:~;'l '~;~`tPP
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suffixed with a (and athematic verbs), but at with verbs suffixed with i
and e. I have assumed that the 1st sg suffix is underlyingly a vowel
with the features [+bk, +hi], and that the underlying form of 3rd pl
allomorph ut includes this same vowel (u) plus the consonant t. Recall
that I have argued that the 1st sg and 3rd pl forms lack a present tense
suffix.
Verbs suffixed with i or e exhibit mutation of the root-final
consonant only in the 1st sg. I argued that Dental Palatalization and
1-Insertion require a [-lo] segment which is either floating or shares
the onset with the affected consonant.
Suppose we were to assume that the underlying form of the 3rd pl
allomorph at consists of a vowel specified [+bk. +lo] and the consonant
t, and that the vowel is accented. Second conjugation thematic verbs
would have the following composition in the 3rd pl: [[[root] i/e] at].
To take a specific example, the 3rd pl of the verb molodit' would have
the underlying form shown in (43).
(43) Underlying Form of 3rd P1 of Second Conjugation
Thematic Verb
L1 *
NN N N N LO * * * *
I I I I I I I
[[IXXXXX] X] xx] <----> [[[Ixxxxx] X] x ]
l1 ll 1 I II liI ! i I I
molod i at molod i at
The rule [-lo]->0 will apply, delinking the features of the
high, front vowel i. The stressed vowel will thus correctly be
Mills ~ll Ta~ ~ a-p- L-r I l.~ llii~~yT·~ u
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specified [+lo, +bk]. However, since the two vowels do not share the
same specification for either height or backness, the features of the
vowel i remain on the segmental plane. We then incorrectly predict that
Den Pal will apply, as it does in the Ist sg.
To solve this problem, I will argue that the underlying form of
the 3rd pl agreement suffix selected by verbs ending in a [-Io] vowel is
nt, rather than at. The 3rd p1 form of molodit' would then have the
underlying form shown in (44).
(44) *
N N N 0 (* * *)
I I I Ill[ix x x • x x] xx <---> [[xxxxxxj xx]i I I i I aI I a :HI I 1
n; u1 o d i n t molodi nt
I will assume a rule which changes a vowel to a when it is
tautosyllabic with a following nasal (V->a)."2 Another rule deletes a
nasal before a tautosyllabic consonant.
Examples of words in which a vowel + nasal sequence alternates
w.th a are shown in (45),
(45) Alternations of Vuwel+Nasal Sequences and a
lis nok [lis + en + ok] (nom sg) (m) 'fox-cub'
lis'Ata [lis + en + t + a] (nom pl)
vremeni :rrrim + en 4 i] (nomn pl) (n) 'time'
vr6m'a [vresm + en' (nom sg)
Derivation of the 3rd pl of molodit' is given below.
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(46) Derivation
3RD PL: molod'At 'they make look younger'
UR: [f[molod] i] nt]
IRIR / R
1 1 I I I/ \ L1 *
O N 0 N 0 N C LO (* * *)
I11111 / \ III
CYCLE 3 [(X X X X X X] <---> [[XXXXXX]
1 ; I I I I i lllIM
m o 1 o d i n t molodi
a
/ \
N C
I \
int
a
/ \
NC
--> XXI I
I 1
a t
xx]
II
nt
LI *
LO (* * *)
111 11<----> [[xxxxxxj xi!1 II Imoloda' t
molod'6t
4.7.2 Post-Accentuation in Thematic Verbs
The reader will recall that in my analysis of nominal and
adjectival stress, I used the stress patterns of related nonderived
forms as independent evidence for the accentual property of root
morphemes in derived forms. Since theme suffixes attach to roots of all
lexical categories, 'e should be able to use this ,iethod to verify my
hypothesis about stress pattern (iii) (discussed in the previous
section). In particular, we should expect to find that nonderived nouns
d'C->C'V- >aN->ý
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and adjectives which are related to thematic verbs suffixed with i and e
which exhibit pattern (iii), have mobile stress.
The correlations are not, in fact, as close as we would expect.
While a large number of thematic verbs with stress pattern (iii) are
indeed related to nonderived nouns or adjectives with mobile stress,
there are many which are related to nonderived words with stress fixed
on the inflection, indicating that the roots are post-accenting.22
Several examples are given in the appendix to this section.
Next I will show that my analysis predicts that derived verbs
whose roots are post-accenting will have precisely the same stress
pattern as thematic verbs suffix with i and e whose roots are
unaccented.
Consider the verb plodit' 'to procreate'. There is a nonderived
noun, plod, meaning 'fruit', which has stress fixed on the inflection:
plod+6 (gen sg), plod+6 (dat sg), plod+y ^ (nom pl). This suggests that
the verb root is nominal and post-accenting. The underlying
representation of the root is shown in (47). Recall that the subscript p
is a feature identifying a morpheme as post-accenting.
(47) Und' rlying Representation of the Post-Accenting Root [plod]
L1 *ILO
plod
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The second cycle introduces the accented theme suffix i. The BAP
applies, constructing a Line 0 constituent consisting of the leftmost
accented vowel. The post-accenting property of the root percolates to
become a property of the derived stem, The same thing happens on the
third and fourth cycles. A derivation of the f past tense of plodit' is
shown in (48). 1 show the output of the BAP after Conflation.
(48) Derivation
plodila 'she produced'
UR: (l [plod] ii 1] a]
L1 * *
LO * *
I I
CYCLE 2 U[[XXXX ] X]
I I I I
plod i
BAP
L1 *
LO (*) *
I I
plod xxxx] x]
plod i
L1 *
LO (*)*
I I
CYCLE 3 [ [XX,'XXXi]
plodi
BAP SCC
L1 *
LO (*)*
CYCLE 4 [[XXXXXX],
plodil
1
*
a
BAP
L1 *
LO (*)*
II
I .xIxxxxx
plodil
*I
x)
I
a
L1 *
LO (*)* *
POST-CYCLIC [XXXXXxlx]
Ill''I'
plodila
L1 *
LO (* *)*
1111111
plodila
plodila
plodila
Although Post-Accentuation is a morphologically-triggered rule,
I argued in Chapter 1 that it is generally subject to the condition that
the vowel transferring the accent is penultimate.
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This is illustrated by the following pair of related nouns: (i)
st61b (B) 'pillar' and (ii) st61bik (A) 'dim. of st61b'. The nonderived
noun has fixed stress on the inflection, indicating that the root is
post-accenting. In the derived noun st61bik, however, stress remains on
the accented root vowel.
According to the analysis of thematic verbs given above, Post-
Accentuation would have to be allowed, to apply when the accented vowel
is not penultimate. However, we do have a precedent for this. Recall
that in the adjectival system, there are two derivational suffixes, ist
and liv, which deviate from most derivational suffixes in their failure
to block Post-Accentuation. Both of these suffixes are [+accented, -
dominant]. Most suffixes with this accentual property will only get
stress under one condition: when they attach to an unaccented root.
However, in the case of the adjectival suffixes ist and liv, there are
two conditions under which they will surface with stress: (i) when they
attach to an unaccented root; and (ii) when they attach to a post-
accenting root or derived stem whose final suffix is post-accenting. In
the latter case, these suffixes get stress through transfer of the
accent from the adjacent vowel on the left, Some exomiples from Chapter 3
are repeated below.
I IIIC- I ,__ - - I
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(49) Adjectives Derived with the Suffixes ist and liv
(i) ist (+accented)
BASE NOUN DERIVED ADJECTIVE
por6da (A) 'breed'
glina (A) 'clay'
x61m (B) 'hill'
hit (B) 'ray'
kdst (B) 'bush'
gorA (C) 'mountain'
voln6 (C) 'wave'
(ii) liv (+accented)
por6dist+yj
glinist+yj
xolmist+yj
lutist+yj
kustist+yj
gorist+yj
volnist+yj
'thoroughbred'
'argillaceous'
'hilly'
'radiant'
'bushy'
'mountainous'
'wavy '
BASE NOUN DERIVED ADJECTIVE
s6vest' (A) 'conscience
zab6ta (A) 'care'
dozd' (B) 'rain'
toskA (B) 'depression'
xl6poty (C) (no sg)
'trouble'
s6vestliv+yj
zab6tliv+yj
dozdliv+yj
toskliv+yj
xlopotliv+yj
'ccnscientious'
'solicitous'
'rainy'
'melancholy'
'exacting'
Although the conditions under which Post-Accentuation applies
may vary, the accent never shifts more than one syllable.
Since Post-Accentuation applies post-cyclically, in present
tense forms Vowel Deletion or Glide Deletion will apply first. Thus the
accent will shift to the final syllable of the word.
Derivation of the 3rd sg present tense of plodit' is given in
(50).
,aOV- A " _ -• -
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(50) Derivation
plodit 'he/she produces'
fUR: [[[plod] i] it]
/
CYCLE 2 [[X
S
oI \
II
0
\
XDN
R
\
C
I
X],
I
d
NI
x}
Xi
Ii
L1
LO
*
*
I I
<..---> [IxxxxJ,, xl
III I
plod i
BAP
o
I \
R
0 N
/ \ i
plox xx
plo
I\
I R
I I
o N
i I
x], xl
I I
d i
L1 *
LO (*) *
I I
---- > i[xxxxl, xl
II I
plod i
/\ ,
I I I
0 N 0 N N
cYCLE 3 [X X X X X] X X]
I1111 II
plodi it
o
\ I\
IR/ R
I II\
O NO N C
lIx xx xx , x x] <---->
I1I I I i1
pl odi it
L1 * *
LO (*)* *
II I
<----> [XXXXX], xx]
1111 11
plodi it
BAP
L1 *
LO (*)*
I I
[[xxxxxl,
IIIIdi
plodi
*
xx]
II
it
; w Im I FJ I =I= g I ·Ir ~·C1 ~ (I~lpl;le Jt - - N ýbL:-lP 111s~~1%~d~1·~  I
V-->' & V->V:
N
I \
x x-->II
i i
I R
I I
0 N
POST-CYCLIC [X X X
I I I
p 1 o
I I\
i R
0 N C
x x x x],
I \i 1
d it
L1 *
LO (*)*
<----> (xxxxxxxh,
I1111\/1
plod it
N
xx <--->
i
L1
LO
L1 *
LO (* *)
I /\
III1\/'
plod it
(* *)
[xxxxxx]
plodit
plodit
In the sane
in all forms of the
way, stress will be assigned to the final syllable
present tense.
In the past tense, stress surfaces on the theme vowel suffix,
even though it is not the final vowel in the word. In these forms,
Post-Accentuation applies word-internally, from the root to the stem
suffix. This is shown in (51).
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N
I
i
N
-- ' XX
\I
i
Degem
N
I\
xx
\I
i
Iso ,, _ ' - -sPrrr~srrrrmnrrrr~arr~erm~·mrar
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(51) Post-Accentuation in the Past Tense of Thematic Verb Stems
plodila 'she produced'
UR: [[([plod] i] 1] a]
L1 *
LO (*)* *'
POST-CYCLIC [XXXLXXX] p
pl.odila
LI *
LO (* *)*
Ill
-- > [X)XXX]
plod ila
4.7.3 APPENDIX: Nonderived Nouns and Adjectives Related to Thematic
Verbs in -i and -e with Stress Pattern (iii)
VERB
'to sing loudly'
strocit'
'to stitch'
tolpit'
'to crowd'
trubit'
'to blare'
BASE NOUN ACCENTUAL CLASS
OF ROOT
dat sg nom pl dat pl
g6los+u goos+ golos+ los+ (m) C
'voice'
strok+6 str6k+i strok+Am (f) C
'line'
tolp+6 t61p+y tolp+6m (f) C
'crowd'
trub+6 trib+y trub+am (f) C
'trumpet'
I · n · e Il r · I P II L I ·r s I Ir~a~ I -sl r C ' ~ I ~d ~·~b c-~~-~e -- r~·~e~i~, -rs~·-"" --- - --- ----
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slezit'sja slez+6 slz+y slez+am (f)
(intr.) 'to water (e.g. eyes) 'tear'
kustit'sja crust+6 kust+6 kust+am (m)
'to put out side-shoots' 'bush'
plodit' plod+6 plod+y plod+6m (m)
'to procreate' 'fruit'
dozdit' dold'+t dold'+i dord'+Am (m)
'to rain' 'rain'
xulit' xul+6 xul+y xul+Am (f)
'to abuse' 'abuse'
carit' car'+u car'+i car'+aim (m)
'to reign' 'czar'
VERB RELATED ADJECTIVE AC
F N PL
glupit' glup+A glhp+o gl6p+y
'to make a fool of' 'stupid'
zivit' ziv+a ziv+o ziv+y
'to animate' 'alive'
zelenit' zelen+i ze'len+o z41en+y
'to plant in trees' 'green'
molodit' molod+a m6lod+o molod+y
'to make look younger' 'young
xripet' xripl+6 xripl+o xripl+y
'to wheeze' 'wheez'
C
B
B
B
B
B
CENTUAL CLASS
OF ROOT
C
C
C
C
yc
yc
I~ I I rl · pn r · I r I -- , I ~C·r J ~P.~ I · · r 1 rr Il a I''~Ca~r~ ,- -~F -
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sipet' sipl+A
'to speak hoarsely'
gor'ac'it' gor'ac-
'to excite'
smei•t' smesn+a
'to make somebody laugh'
temnit' temn+A
'to darken'
cerni t
'to paint black'
sipl+o sipl+y
'hoarse'
+6 gor'ai+6 gor'ac+y
'hot'
smesn+6 smesn+y
'funny'
temn+6 temn+ft
'dark'
cern+A ? Cern+6 cern+y
'black'
4.7.4 Post-Accentuation and Retraction: Stress Pattern (iv)
Stress pattern (iv) is characterized by a stress shift within
the present tense paradigm, with stress falling on the inflection (i.e.
the final syllable) in the 1st sg and on the final vowel of the stem
(i.e. the penultimate syllable) elsewhere. The past tense has stress on
the stem-final vowel in all forms. The paradigm is repeated below.
(52) Stress Pattern (iv)
bormotit' 'to mutter'
PRESENT PAST
1ST SG bormoMd F bormotala
3RD SC borm6Set PL bormotdli
3RD PL borm6ocut
An important fact about this stress pattern is that it occurs
with all three thematic suffixes.23 This was not the case with the two
previous stress patterns we examined.
C
B
B
B
B
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I have argued that stress alternations occur in derived words
when the root is unaccented and the leftmost accented suffixal vowel
either deletes or becomes a glide, causing stress to alternate between
the suffixal vowel and the preceding vowel of the stem. My analysis
explains the complementary distribution of verb stems exhibiting stress
patterns (ii) and (iii), by showing that, interactions between segmental
processes, syllabification, and the BAP will produce different patterns
of alternations, depending on the sequence of vowels which occur in a
derived verb form. We are thus lead to conclude that verbs exhibiting
stress pattern (iv) have accented roots, and that some additional,
lexically-determined, feature causes the particular alternations
characteristic of this pattern.
I have accounted for certain stress alternations in nouns,
adjectives, and athematic verbs by positing a subclass of post-accenting
morphemes which undergo Retraction in some, but not all, forms of an
inflectional paradigm (i.e. Class B').2 4 Recall that I have assumed
that post-accenting morphemes are a type of accented morpheme, which
means that they have have an accent associated with a particular vowel
in their underlying representation.
Suppose we say that verbs with stress pattern (iv) have post-
accenting roots, but that these roots are marked to undergo Retraction
in all forms except the 1st sg. Since we have seen evidence of a
B - -~a" I -~- ~use~8~ - a _ · Irgb~n 7 · IP~ ~I 'II --~p~-~~'~P-Ps-~~sa~eg·~bPPRaP"~n~arps~c
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Retraction rule elsewhere, this does not involve introducing anything
new into the analysis. 25
I will continue to assume that Post-Accentuation is a rule
triggered by a feature associated with a morpheme. I formally represent
this feature as a subscript on the righthand bracket of the morpheme. I
have used p to identify a post-accenting morpheme and r to identify
morphemes which trigger Retraction in certain forms,26
Derivations of two present tense forms of a verb suffixed with a
are given in (53)--one in which Retraction applies and one in which it
does not. Note that if Post-Accentuation were to apply immediately after
the BAP on the 3rd cycle, stress would end up on the ru. t-final vowel in
the 1st sg. The vowel bearing the transferred accent would subsequently
become nonsyllabic (due to the a->j rule), causing the accent to move
back to the root-final vowel. In fact, stress falls on the final vowel
in this form.
Since segmental and syllabification processes are not relevant
to stress assignment in these verbs, I have simplified the derivations
by merely indicating what rules apply at each stage in the derivation,
rather than giving the formal representation of each rule application.
~ac~ ~qyl It"Y.f--l C1~3eC~ st qL~ mi -~1~LC~B~ LI~ ~rB~p~,~P~a~e~·e~gl~BB~Lei~ii~S
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(53) Derivations of Verb with Theme Suffix a and Stress Pattern (iv)
VERB: bormotat' 'to mutter'
ROOT: [bormot]p,/
1ST SG: bormo[+u±
L1
LO *
3RD SG: borm6oet
* *
* *
I 1
CYCLE 2 [[XXXXXX]/ ,,
I I I l l
bormot
BAP
L1
LO (* *)
I I
bormot
L1 *
LO (* *)*
I I I
CYCLE 3 [XXXXXXXbormo
bormota
BAP
L1 *
LO * *
CYCLE 2 [[XXXXXX]],/r
111111
bormat
I
X]
I
a
*
*
I
x]
I
aq
BAP
L1
LO
I
xl
a
L1*
*
I
r XJ
I
u
(* *)
I I
1xxxxxx I
IIllII
bormot
*
LO (* *)*
I II
CYCLE 3 H[XXXXXXXL,/
IIIIIborota
bormota
BAP
*
~* *)*
I I I
H[XXXXXXXIpir7
bormota
L1
LO*
I
u]
U
(* *)*
I II
[[LxxxxiX], p/,
bormota
other rules:
a->j
Den Pal
I
xl
t
I
XX]
II
et
L1
LO
other rules:
a->j
Den Pal
I
I etIet
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L1 *
LO (* *) *
I I /\
POST-CYCLIC (X.XXXXXXXJ]p,/
I l l il \ l
bormoiju
L1
LO
L1 *
LO (* *) *
POST-CYCLIC [XXXXXXXXX ],
bormocjet
L1
LO
*
I 1 /\[xxxxxxxx ]
illlII\l
bormo ju
I I /\
[xxxxxxxxx]
IHIII1\II
bormoc3 et
L1 *
LO (* *) *
boxxxxxmocxxet
bormocjet
L1 *
LO (* *
I I I
[I lxxxxx x]
111111II
bormoeju
bormocu
Degem N
I \ -- >
xx
e
NI
xxX
I
e
L1 *
LO (* *) *
1111 I I[xxXXXX xx]
III Ill II
bormoijet
bormo6et
Degem
N,
x
\u
/I
x
N
-- > |
xX
I
a
x
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4.8 Other Verbal Suffixes
4.8.1 Introduction
In this section I will briefly discuss other verbal suffixes,
and show that my analysis accounts for the stress properties of verbs
derived from these suffixes.
All suffixes, except for thematic suffixes i and e, belong to
the 1st conjugation. This means that they take the present tense
allomorph e and the 3rd p1 agreement allomorph ut.
4.8.2 The Suffix aj
Verbs derived with the suffix aj have fixed stress. In some
cases, stress is fixed on a root vowel, and in other cases it is fixed
on the vowel of this suffix. Each pattern is illustrated below.
(54) Stress Patterns of Verbs Derived with the Suffix aj
(i) ddmat' 'to do' (ii) lomat' 'to break'
STEM: [dum+ajl STEM: [lom+ajl
1ST SG: ddmaju F: ddmala 1ST SG: lomaju F: lomdla
3RD SG: dtimajet PL: ddmali 3RD SG: lomAjet PL: lomali
3RD PL: du'majut 3RD PL: lomdjut
We can account for these patterns by simply assuming that the
vowel a in the suffix aj is accented. Verbs with accented roots will
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have stress fixed on the accented vowel of the root, while those with
unaccented roots will have stress fixed on the accented vowel of the
suffix.
In contrast to verbs derived from theme vowel suffixes, vowel
sequences do not occur in these verbs. This is due to the presence of a
glide in the underlying form of the suffix. My analysis correctly
predicts that these verbs will not exhibit the stress alternations
characteristic of verb stems ending in a vowel.
4.8.3 The suffix nu
Verbs derived with the suffix nu exhibit three different
patterns nf gtresc. The patterns are the same as (i), (iii), and (iv) of
thematic verbs. The patterns are illustrated below.
(55) Stress Patterns of Verbs Derived with the Suffix nu
(i) PATTERN: Fixed on the root
EXAMPLE: gibnut' 'to perish'
STEM: [gib+nu]
1ST SG: gibnu F: gibnula
3RD SG: gibnet Pl: gibnuli
3RD PL: gibnut
(ii) PATTERN: On the inflection (i.e. final syllable) in the present;
on the stem-final vowel (i.e. penult) in the past (like
beredit')
EXAMPLE: stolknfit' 'to knock down'
STEM: [stolk+nu]
1ST SG: stolknd F: stolkndla
3RD SG: stolkni~t PL: stolknili
3RD PL: stolknit
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(iii) PATTERN: On the stem-final syllable (i.e.penult) in all forms
except the ist sg
EXAMPLE: obmanit' 'to deceive'
STEM: [obman+nu127
1ST SG: obmant F: obmanula
3RD SG: obmanet PL: obmanuli
3RD PL: obmanut
Let us assume that this suffix is [+accented, -dominant]. Verbs
with accented roots will have stress fixed on the root (pattern (i)).
What happens in verbs with unaccented roots is more complicated.
In this case, stress is assigned in the same way as in thematic verbs
whose stems end in a [-lo] vowel (e.g. molodit'). Vowel sequences occur
in the present tense. In this case, the sequences are the following: u+u
(1st sg); u+e (1st pl, 2nd sg & pl, 3rd sg), u+a (3rd pl). The vowel
sequence will be incorporated into a nucleus. Since the stem-final vowel
is 1-lo], Vowel Deletion rather than Glide Formation will apply. The
first vowel of the branching nucleus (u), which is the leftmost accented
vowel in the word, will delete. Because it is the head of the nucleus,
its skeletal position is preserved, as is its representation on the
stress plane. Compensatory Lengthening (V->V:) applies. Thus the
affected vowel acquires a new set of features from the following vowel.
Degemination later applies, eliminating the second skeletal slot of the
geminate vowel. Throughout the derivation, the accent remains associated
with the first vowel in the sequence. It only appears to shift, because
that vowel acquires the features of the vowel which follows it.
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Pattern (iii) is exactly the pattern exhibited by verbs with
post-accenting roots which undergo Retraction in all forms except the
1st sg. I could find only one verb derived from this suffix which
exhibits this stress pattern. Since both Post-Accentuation and
Retraction are rules triggered by features on a verb stem, we would
expect there to be relatively few verbs with this pattern.
4.8.4 Verbs Derived with the Suffix ej
Verbs derived with the suffix ej have stress fixed on the suffix
in all forms. This indicates that the suffix is [+accented, +dominant].
Affixation of the suffix triggers deletion of any accent on the stem.
An example is given below.
(56) Stress Pattern of Verbs Derived with the Suffix ej
PATTERN: fixed on the stem suffix
EXAMPLE: bel6t'
STEM: [bel+ejl
1ST SG: bel'ju F: belela
3RD SG: belejet PL: beleli
3RD PL: belejut
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4.9 Bracketing Paradoxes, Cyclicity, and Stress in Prefixed Nonderived
Verbs
Prefixed athematic verbs with accented or post-accenting roots
have the same stress pattern as nonprefixed forms. This is not
necessarily true, however, of athematic verbs with unaccented roots.
There are numerous prefixed verbs of this type for which there are two
possible stress patterns: (i) stress shifts between the final syllable
and the initial syllable of the root or (ii) stress shifts between the
final syllable and the initial syllable of the prefixed stem. In other
instances, the prefixed form haKc only pattern (i). The generalization is
the following: if stress pattern (ii) is found with a given verb, then
stress pattern (i) is as well, but not vice versa. 2 s
Consider first the data in (57). These are prefixed verbs whose
stems consist of unaccented roots.
(57) Past Tense Stress in Prefixed Verbs with Unaccented Roots
(i) ROOT: [gnij]
F PL M
gnit' 'to rot' gni+#l gni+•i gni+1l
pod+gnit' 'to begin podgni+l6 podgni+li podgni+14
to rot'
pere+gnit' 'to rot
through' peregni+l6 peregni+li peregni+10
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(ii) ROOT: [plyw]
plit' 'to swim' ply+la plf+li plf+14
ot+plft' 'to swim off' otply+1a otplf+li otplf+10
pere+plft' 'to swim
across' pereply+l6 pereplf+li pereplf+tl
(iii) ROOT: [ziw)
>it' 'to live' i+l6 'I+1i zi+14
za+zit' 'to begin to
live' zazi+Ia zazi+li zazl+l1
The fact that these verbs all have stress alternating between
the inflection and root raises an interesting problem. We have
encountered no evidence thus far of noncyclic morphemes in Russian. In
Chapter 1, I observed that mobile stress occurs only in nonderived forms
or in derived forms which lack a syllabic derivational suffix. I showed
that the assumption that all suffixes are cyclic is crucial to
explaining this generalization. The BAP will apply on the second cycle.
If the constituent comprising that cycle is unaccented, the default
clause of the BAP will assign an accent to the initial vowel. Therefore,
no word with a syllabic derivational suffix can enter the inflectional
cycle without an accent.
Now consider the problem of prefixed stems. If the prefix is a
cyclic morpheme, and if it is structurally internal to the inflection,
then the BAP will first apply to the constituent [prefix [root]]. If the
root is unaccented, an accent will be assigned to the initial vowel of
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this prefixed stem. Since the leftmost accent gets stress, even if the
inflectional suffix is accented, we predict that stress in these forms
will be fixed on the initial syllable of the word (i.e. on the prefix).
This is illustrated by the following derivation.
(58) Derivation Which Assumes that the Prefix is Structurally Internal
to the Inflection and Triggers the BAP
zazila '.,he began to live'
UR: [[[za ['iwlJ 1] a]
L1
LO * *
I I
CYCLE 2 [XX [XXX ]
II Ill
za ziw
BAP
LI *
LO (*) *
I I
[xx [xxx]]
II III
za ziw
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L1 *
LO (*)*
I I
CYCLE 3 [IXXXXX] X)
11111 I
zaziw 1
BAP SCC
L1 * *
LO (*)* *
CYCLE 4 [,XXXX] X]
I I II I
zaziwl a
BAP
L1 *
LO (*)* *
1111 1 IiXXX•XX.X] X]
za"iwl a
*z~iila
However, this is not the case. When stress does fall on the
prefix, it is only in those forms in which the inflection is unaccented.
When the inflection is accented, it always gets stress. Therefore,
either the assumption that prefixes are cyclic is wrong or else the
structure I posited for these forms is wrong.
Suppose we assume that prefixes are noncyclic morphemes. By
this, we mean that they fail to trigger any cyclic rule, even when the
cbnditions for that rule are met. There are different ways of
representing this. One is to assume a level-ordered morphology, whereby
affixes that trigger cyclic rules are attached before those which do
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not. This will produce the correct result in the forms shown in (57). If
the structure is [prefix [[root] inflection]], then the BAP will apply
to the constituent [[root] inflection] before the prefix enters the
derivation. Therefore, stress will fall on the inflection when it is
accented, otherwise on the root.
We have no other evidence of noncyclic morphemes in Russian.
However, the fact that dominant (i.e. accent-deleting) suffixes always
precede recessive suffixes is consistent with the version of Lexical
Phonology which assumes a level-ordered morphology. In order for the
analysis to capture this, we need to assume that accent-deletion is a
Level I rule, and assign only those affixes which trigger this rule to
that level. In an}y other framework, the ordering of dominant and
recessive suffixes is treated as accidental.
However, as pointed out in Chapter 1, analyses of the morphology
and phonology of a number of languages, including for example English
(cf Aronoff (1976)), Seri (cf. Cole (1987)), and Columbian Salish (cf
Czaykowska-Higgins (1989)), has challenged the claim that all suffixes
which trigger Level n-1 phonological rules are structurally internal to
those which trigger Level n rules.
Halle and Vergnaud (1987) propose that the cyclic status of a
morpheme is a lexically-determined property encoded by a feature on the
morpheme. Bracketing then is determined by the semantics of the word.
This analysis predicts that in athematic verbs the prefix attaches to
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the bare root, but if fails to trigger cyclic rules because it is
identified by a feature as [-clyclic].
This analysis will correctly derivc stress in athematic verbs
which have stress alternating between the inflection and the prefix.
However, it will not account for the fact that all forms permit stress
to alternate between the root and inflection (in many this is the only
pattern permitted). Three examples of verbs exhibiting both patterns are
given below.
(59) Dual Stress Patterns in Prefixed Athematic Verbs with Unaccented
Roots
(i) profit' 'to live through; survive'
(a) F: profila (b) F: prozilaV -VM: pro'il M: pro6il
PL: prozili PL: prozili
(ii) otfit' 'to become obsolete'
(a) F: ot'il6 (b) F: otzil6
M:" otZil M: 6t il
PL: otrili PL: 6tili
(iii) podgnit' to begin to rot'
(a) F: podgnil~ (b) F: podgnila
M: podgnil M: p6dgnil
PL: podgnili PL: p6dgnili
One solution, suggested to me by S.J. Keyser, is to assume that
prefixes are nonyclic and structurally internal to the inflection. This
will account for stress alternating between the prefix and inflection.
For speakers who only get stress alternations between the root and
inflection, we can stipulate that prefixes are not represented on the
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stress plane. Derivations of both forms of prolit' are given below. I
use a subscript T to mark the prefix as noncyclic.
(60) Derivations
(i) prohili 'they lived through'
pro ziw
BAP SCC
LI
LO *
CYCLE 3 [XXXi] [XXX ] ]
I l l I l l I1 . 1
pro ziw 1
BAP SCC
L1
LO * *
I I
CYCLE 4 [[XXX], [XXIXX] X1]
III I Ii I
pro ziwl i
BAP
L *
LO (*) *
I I
[ [ XXX ], [ XXXX ] X ]]
I I I I I I I I
-0o ziwl i
proili
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(ii) pr6oili 'they lived through'
Li
LO * *
I I
CYCLE 2 [ [IXXX ], [XX.• ]
pro ziw
BAP SCC
L1
LO * *
I I
CYCLE 3 [[[XXX]-~ [XXX]] X]
I l l I l l I
pro ziw I
BAP SCC
L1 *
LO (*) * *
I i I
CYCLE 4 [I[[l(XXX [XXX] X] X]
IlI III I I
pro iw 1 i
prozili
4.10 Summary
In this chapter we have seen how the BAP interacts with
segmental and syllabification processes to assign stress in derived
verbs.
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I have argued that there is a syllable structure constraint in
Russian which requires that word internal syllables have an onset. A
sequence of vowels is thus incorporated into the same syllable, forming
a branching nucleus. I have stipulated that the initial position in a
branching nucleus is head.
However, vowel sequences are eliminated in Russian. There are
two ways in which this happens, depending on the feature specification
of the initial vowel. If it is [+lo], Glide Formation applies. If it is
[-lo]. Deletion applies.
Vowel sequences occur in the underlying representation of many
derived verb forms. If a vowel which is head of a Line 0 constituent
undergoes Glide Formation, the accent shifts to the left. In this way I
accounted for the stress properties of verbs with unaccented roots whose
stems end in the vowel a. If the root is accented, stress is fixed on
the accented root vowel.
If the initial vowel in the sequence is [-lo], Deletion occurs.
This rule severs the association between the segmental plane and
skeleton, but preserves the representation of the segment as a syllable
nucleus. Deletion does not eliminate the representation of the affected
vowel on the stress plane. Thus, if that vowel is head of a Line 0
constituent on the stress plane, it remains so. It acquires its
segmental features from the following vowel, giving the illusion that
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the accent has shifted rightward. In this way we account for stress in
verbs with unaccented roots whose stems are suffixed with e or i.
I showed that the same stress pattern is produced in thematic
verbs suffixed with e or i whose roots are post-accenting.
In derived verbs whose stems end in a consonant or glide, vowel
truncation does not apply. Stress is assigned exactly as my analysis
predicts. If the root is accented, it surfaces with stress, except when
the stem suffix is accented and dominant (i.e. accent-deleting). Thus,
these forms provide additional support for the system of stress
presented in this study.
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Notes : ChaIpter 4
1. Historically, all of the agreement suffixes ended in a vowel in both
their underlying and surface forms. Based on the Old Church Slavonic
forms (cf. Lunt (1959), p. 81)), we can postulate that the 1st pl, 2nd
sg and pl, and 3rd sg forms were as follows: mQ, "i, te, and tn (where Q
and n represent the pair of high, lax vowels (yers) which were
historically part of the phonemic inventory of the language. Of these,
only the 2nd pl (te) has retained the vowel in Russian. There is no
reason to assume that a vowel is present in the underlying
representation of any of the agreement suffixes in the modern Russian.
In Ukrainian, the ist pl agreement suffix has retained the vowel, but
the 3rd sg suffix has not. In the 1st pl, the high, back yer has lowered
to o (1st pl: mo). A remnant of the vowel is found, however, in the 3rd
sg, in the palatalization of the consonant (3rd sg: t').
2. I continue to use E and 0 to represent an underlying front or back
vowel which alternates with zero in surface form, i.e. a yer.
3. In Chapter 2 1 adopted a rule of Vocalization (VOC). This rule
applies on the segmental plane. Given a sequence of two floating feature
matrices, the first associates to the skeleton, and in turn projects a
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nucleus on the syllable plane. This rule applies cyclically (and
possibly post-cyclically as well). The rule is repeated below. (V =
feature matrix which includes the specification [-cons]).
Vocalization Rule (VOC)
SYLLABLE PLANE N
I
SKELETON X X
I I
SEGMENTAL PLANE V -- > V / (C) V
4. Recall that Post-Accentuation usually applies only when the accented
vowel is penultimate. However, we did see cases in the adjectival system
where Post-Accentuation occurred word-internally, namely from a root
onto certain derivational suffixes (e.g. the suffixes ist and liv). The
point is that if a derived word contains a post-accenting root, and the
derivational suffix is syllabic, stress will either remain on the root
itself or be transferred to the vowel belonging to the derivational
suffix. It will not end up on the inflection.
5. If the stem-final consonant is labial (i.e. m, p, b, or v), 1 is
inserted under the same conditions in which dental palatalization
occurs. Thus, in verbs suffixed with i or e, 1-insertion applies only in
the 1st sg, while in verbs suffixed with a, 1 is inserted in all forms
of the present tense. Examples are shown below.
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INFINITIVE
gubit'
sipet'
dremat'
1ST SG
gub'lI'u
sip'l'u
drem'l 'u
3RD SG
gubit
sipit
dremle t
3RD PL
gub'at 'to destroy'
sip'at 'to croak'
drem'l'at 'to doze'
6. There are approximately 275 of these, not including those with
prefixed and compound stems.
7. There are only three thematic verbs with this stress pattern:
kolebat' 'to rock'; alkat' 'to crave for'; and kolyxat' 'to sway'.
However, I will show that my analysis of stress in these thematic verbs
extends to a large class of derived verbs whose stems likewise end in a
-- namely, those derived with the productive suffix ova.
8. There are approximately 260 verbs with this stress pattern
9. There are approximately 150 of these.
10. The fact that stress may be fixed on the root in thematic verbs
shows that theme vowel suffixes are [-dominant].
11. This assumes, of course, that the BAP applies before Vowel Deletion.
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12, Recall my arguments in Sect. 3 supporting the assumption that the
present tense suffix e is not present in the underlying representation
of the Ist sg and 3rd pl.
13. In the few instances where vowel sequences occur in the underlying
representation of a morpheme, they are preserved. With one exception
(padk 'spider), the examples involve foreign borrowings (e.g. xaoc
'chaos'; tedtr 'theater'; seane 'seance'). Vowel sequences which result
from prefixation are likewise immune to truncation rules. Examples
include: naobes4it' (prefix: na) 'to promise a lot'; priiskat' (prefix:
pri) 'to hunt for'.
14. For a different view of this distinction, cf Steriade (1988). In her
analysis of syllabification processes and reduplication in Sanskrit,
Steriade argues that primarily consonantal features such as [labial] and
[coronal] should be used for non-syllabic sounds and vowel features
[high] and [back] should be reserved for syllabic sounds. She posits a
segmental, as well as syllable structure distinction, between high
vowels and glides in Sanskrit (i.e. between i/j and u/w): (i) i = (-
cons. +hi, -bk], i = [-cons, +coronal, -anterior]; (ii) u = [-cons, +hi,
+bk], w = [-cons, +round].
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15. This does not apply in word-final position, as shown by examples
like the following: M7rkij (m, nom sg) 'hot'; tboj (m, nom sg) 'your';
zim6j 'in winter'; and kraj (m, nom sg) 'edge'.7
16. Although the distinction between a glide and vowel purely is
structural, in the interest of clarity I will use different graphemes to
represent high vowels (i and u) and glides (j and w) in the
representations below.
17. Verb stems ending in e or i take nt in the 3rd pl. Therefore, no
vowel sequence occurs in this form.
18. Although they may differ in height ([±hij), we might still appeal to
the OCP (cf. Leben (1973), McCarthy (1979)) to explain this fact.
19. A similar patterning of [-lol vowels is observed in Bantu
languages. Sagey (1986, 225-230) argues that labiovelarization in Shona,
and both labiovelarization and palatalization in Kinyarwanda, occur
before unsyllabified [-lo] vowels. However, if the [-lo] vowel is
followed by another with the same specification for [±bk], then
labiovelarization and palatalization do not occur.
Sagey argues that the only branching rhymes in Kinyarwanda are long
vowels. The first vowel in a sequence of unlike vowels will fail to
syllabify, with compensatory lengthening of the following vowel. If [-
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lo], the unsyllabified vowel will trigger palatalization or
labiovelarization of the preceding consonant. This is illustrated below:
(a) o a (b) a a
/ \ / \ / \ / \
0 R -> 0 R 0 R -> 0 R
I I I / I I I I /I
X X X X X X X X X X X X
I I I I I II I I \ 1
C i V Cj V C u V Cw V
e o
However, palatalization fails to occur when the two vowels are [-lo,
abk]. In the latter instance, vowel harmony somehow blocks
palatalization. This is shown by examples like the following (from
Sagey, 233)
Iku-gi-a/ [kugya] 'to go' /ku-gi-ir-a/ [kugiira] 'to go for'
/ku-ke-a/ [gukyal 'to dawn' /ku-ke-ir-a/ (gukeera] 'to dawn for'
I am grateful to M. Kenstowicz for bringing these facts to my attention.
20. The related nonderived adjective has mobile stress: molold6 (f),
m6lody (pl) 'young'.
21. There are many exceptions to this rule. A basic generalization is
that it applies only to original Slavic forms (e.g. words with the
nominal suffix en and the 3rd pl of the present tense), not to more
recent borrowings (e.g. stud6nt; adresAnt 'sender' (of mail); skelet6n).
Even among original Slavic forms, there are exceptions. For example, it
does not apply in M short form adjectives (e.g. m61oden 'young'; x61oden
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'cold'). Nevertheless it does have the property of a rule, because it is
sensitive to syllable structure. I will assume that suffixes are simply
labeled as positive exceptions to this rule. For a detailed discussion
of this alternation, cf. Lightner (1972), 181-202.
22. In many cases, there is no related nonderived word, and thus no
means of independently verifying the accentual property of the root.
23. It also occurs in verbs derived with the suffix nu, as I will
discuss later on.
24. This property is associated with a relatively small set of root
morphemes, which suggests that it is highly marked.
25. One troubling fact, however, is that the stress pattern of athematic
verbs which I have analyzed as having Class B' roots is different from
that of thematic verbs with this class of root morpheme. In the former
case, stress is on the inflection throughout the present tense and on
the root throughout the past. In the latter case, there is a stress
shift between the inflection and the stem-final vowel within the present
tense paradigm, with stress on the stem-final vowel throughout the past.
The contrast is illustrated below:
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ATHEIMATIC VERB
krast' 'to steal'
Root: [krad]
Class: B'
PRESENT PAST
1 SG krad+6 F kr6+la
3 SG krad+it PL krA+li
3 PL krad+tit
THEMATIC VERB
bormotat' 'to murmur'
Root: [bormot]
Class: B'
PRESENT PAST
1 SG bormob+6 F bormot6+la
3 SG borm6S+et PL bormot6+li
3 PL borm6o+ut
Since I can find no explanation for this difference, I will simply
stipulate that Retraction applies differently in nonderived and derived
verb forms.
There is one exception, however. I mentioned earlier that there is one
nonderived (athematic) verb which exhibits the stress pattern under
discussion. The verb is moc' 'to be able': mogd (1st sg), mo6et (3rd
sg), m6gut (3rd pl): mogl6 (f) mogli (pl).
26. The only examples I have found are root morphemes.
27. This is the only example I could find of a verb with a stem ending
in nu which has this stress pattern.
28. There is one exception: verbs with the prefix vy, whether derived or
nonderived, have stress on this prefix. Examples include: vfvesti 'to
lead out', from vesti 'to lead'; vfvarit' 'to boil to nothing', from
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varit' 'to boil'; vfletet' 'to fly out', from letet' 'to fly; and
v•,pisat' 'to copy out', from pisat' 'to write'.
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